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Part I: 
The Riddle Inside the Enigma: 
Understanding So,iet Strategic Policy 
in the 1950s 

World domination begins at home. 

NSC-68 

The Soviet Union as a World Power 

The process by which the post-World War II Soviet Union emerged as a 
world power was a gradual one that lasted from the end of hostilities in 
Europe to the first years of the 1960s. Although the development of nuclear 
weapons and the intercontinental bombers and missiles needed to deliver 
them to targets in North America had begun under Stalin, for a long time 
these new technologies existed only as a kind of veneer laid over a tradi
tional Soviet continental ism rooted deeply in the substrata of Russian and 
Soviet military traditions. These manifested themselves in an obsessive 
concern for security in the areas bordering Soviet territory, the perpetuation 
of a large, redundant ground force structure supported by a predominantly 
tactical air arm, a stubborn conservatism in the introduction of technologi
cal innovations, and a military doctrine emphasizing the rigidly centralized 
control of military forces. So conservative was the Soviet military mind 
that, to a substantial degree. these remained the governing principles behind 
much of Soviet military policy throughout the Cold War. 

Nevertheless, the death of Stalin in 1953 and the subsequent rise of Nikita 
Khrushchev produced a watershed in Soviet military policy. The new Pre
mier identified himself with modernization and reform and plotted nothing 
less than a revolutionary transformation that would strike deeply at the roots 
of traditional Russian and Soviet military thinking to influence virtually 
every aspect of Soviet national life. Khrushchev·s role, as he saw it, was to 
overturn the ossified structure of the Stalinist dictatorship in furtherance of 
the revolutionary transformation of the Soviet state. For the military, this 
meant abandonment of what he regarded as anachronistic institutions in 
favor of a structure more suited to war in an industrialized bourgeois world. 
Thus. Khrushchev·s Twentieth Party Congress speech denouncing Stalin
ism in February 1956 was more than an announcement of the end to mass 
murder and arbitrary rule. it was the harbinger of a time of great change for 
the Soviet military. 

On one level. this metamorphosis could be regarded as a part of the histori
cal dialectic. Marxist-Leninist thinking regarded the structure of \Var as a 



product of the political, social, and economic institutions in conflict. In gen
eral, weapons kept pace with the development of society through "quantita
tive" or evolutionary change, but a "qualitative" or revolutionary 
transformation occurred when a confluence of technological developments 
brought change, not only to weapons and warfare but to society as a whole. 1 

The development of nuclear weapons, combined with the advent of the bal
listic missile and the necessary guidance systems needed to make the weap
ons system work was this kind of change. 2 The restructuring of the military 
that Khrushchev began in 1956 thus could be regarded as part of an effort to 
drag the Soviet Union into the space age-if necessary, against the collec
tive will of the ruling elites. 

To the intelligence analyst, or the informed student of Soviet affairs, a trans
formation of this kind promised a period of dramatic change, in which the 
reduction and reorientation of Soviet Ground Forces was a necessary pre
requisite to an all-out drive to acquire the long-range bombers and missiles 
necessary to deliver nuclear weapons to targets in the United States. The US 
intelligence community was ill prepared for a restructuring of this kind. Iso
lated since the October revolution, the Soviet Union had long been outside 
the mainstream of international relations and was a mystery to most west
erners. The Kremlin kept the USSR a closed book by its pervasive effort to 
control every aspect of Soviet national life and its deep hostility and suspi
cion toward anything foreign. For the West, intelligence sources on the 
USSR were few and far between. Although a few startling successes were 
recorded, the omnipresence of the Soviet police apparatus made the tradi
tional staples of intelligence collection for centuries-such as human source 
reporting-mainly problematic for most Soviet targets, including military 
ones. Soldiers were everywhere in the Soviet Union, but the essential fabric 
of the military-the basing structure, the deployed weapons, the troop con
centrations, and the industrial infrastructure that supported it all-was 
almost invisible, revealing itself only under circumstances that could be 
carefully controlled-the annual May Day parade, for example. Such occa
sions were highly prized, but the Soviets, well aware of their importance, 
saw to it that they often obscured as much as they illuminated. 3 

In this environment, the development of a Soviet strategic nuclear capabil
ity emerged as a topic of vital importance-and one that seemed virtually 
opaque to Western intelligence. Clearly, the development of long-range 

1 For details of the "military revolution." see Haniet Fast Scott and William F. Scott, 
eds., The Soviet Art of War: Doctrine, Strategy and Tactics (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1982), 
pp. 73-156. 

2 Scott and Scott, p. 123. 
3 See the importance of this factor to the development of the "Bomber Gap" crisis, 

pp. 5-7. 
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nuclear weapons v.:as central to Khrushche\'·s program of forced modern
ization. It was, moreO\·er, a primary means of achieving the So\'iet goals of 
global power and influence. On the other hand, it was also true that the 
strucrural details of strategic programs were the most closely held in the 
Soviet union and thus the least susceptible to coherent analysis. This lack 
of programmatic evidence made it difficult to understand the new strategic 
systems in context with broader concepts of Soviet strategy or with the 
development of the SoYiet military economy. 
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The ''Bomber Gap," 1955-58 

The limitations to US intelligence collection and analysis became manifest 
in the .. bomber gap" of the mid- l 950s. The proximate cause of this analyti
cal crisis was subsequently attributed to a Soviet deception at the 1955 
'"Aviation Day"' display. The M-4 Bison (initially referred to as the Type-37 
in N'lEs), a Soviet heavy bomber with capabilities apparently approaching 
those of the American B-52, had first been seen at the 1954 May Day 
parade and was produced in small numbers in the following year. In the 
1955 display, what appear to have been the same 10 aircraft were flown 
around the reviewing stand in different formations, giving the impression 
that there were at least 20 operational aircraft, which meant (given standard 
operating procedures and expected serviceability rates) that up to 40 could 
be assumed to be in the total inventory . ..: The unexpected appearance of 
what seemed to be so many new Soviet long-range strategic bombers 
touched off a series of overestimates of Soviet bomber production rates that 
led US intelligence analysts to believe the Soviets were ahead of the United 
States in the development and deployment of this important strategic weap
ons system. Hence the term "bomber gap." 

Traditionally a tactical arm, the Soviet Air Force had demonstrated little 
interest in heavy bomber production before World War II and had concen
trated on fighters, light bombers, and medium bombers during the war. 

After the war, the Soviets had seemed more interested in developing aircraft 
for theater-strike roles in Europe and Asia than in building intercontinental
range heavy bombers for strikes against North America. No long-range 
heavy bomber programs were evident in the early l 950s (by which time the 
United States had the monster turboprop-driven B-36 intercontinental-range 
heavy bombers in service), but in 1947 the Soviets had produced the Tu-4 
Bull, a copy of the American B-29. In 1954 the jet-powered Tu-16 Badger 
(at first given the designation Type-39 in ~TJEs) began its long career with 
Soviet strategic aviation (one year after the first all-jet American medium 
bomber, the B-47, was deployed). By 1950s standards, both the Tu-4 and 
the Tu-16 were nuclear-capable medium bombers that lacked the range to 
strike most population centers and military targets in North America. 5 

The discovery that the Soviets already had what appeared to be an opera
tional four-engine jet bomber in 1955 soon caused a drastic revision of all 

' In fact. the So\iets apparently had made a special effort for the occasion: the IO aircraft 
seen OYer :-.foscow probably comprised the entire production run of Bison at that time. 
Lav.Tence Freedman. US Intelligence and the So,·iet Strategic Threat (2nd Edition). 
(Princeton XJ: Princeton t:niversity Press. 1986). pp. 65-67. 

~ Both types of aircraft could just reach targe.s in ::-.:orth America on suicidal. one-way 
missions. 
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previous estimates. Here, the question was not whether the Soviets would 
develop an intercontinental-range heavy bomber, but when, and how long it 
would take them to do so. In plotting the progress that a Soviet strategic 
bomber program might take, the intelligence community had assumed that 
the Soviets would proceed in an orderly fashion from the Tu-4 to a multiple 
jet-engine bomber similar to the B-52 (presumably via a Soviet equivalent 
of the B-36). This process was expected to advance to the mass production 
of jet heavy bombers (Bison or Type-37s) by the end of the decade. 6 

The sudden appearance of significant numbers of Bison at the 1955 May 
Day air display suggested a Soviet crash effort to produce a long-range jet 
heavy bomber, with the result that production estimates escalated rapidly. A 
second shock occurred at the July 1955 Tushino Air Show, where the 
Soviets displayed the first three samples of the Tu-95 Bear turboprop
powered heavy bomber for the first time. 7 This aircraft, too, appeared to be 
in series production, leading to the inescapable conclusion that a Soviet 
buildup-possibly a large-scale one-was under way. In 1957 evidence that 
the Soviets were developing an in-flight refueling system-a prerequisite to 
an intercontinental strike capability-buttressed the notion of a strong 
Soviet bomber force. 

Hampered by a dearth of good evidence, the intelligence community signif
icantly overstated Soviet heavy bomber production from 1955 through the 
end of 1957. However, the inability to fully come to grips with the problem 
spurred the development of increasingly sophisticated analytical techniques 
and every year saw Western analysts become more adept at using the evi
dence that was available to them. In this period, too, new sources of infor
mation (including the first U-2 photography) became available. By 1958 
further analysis had deflated projections of Soviet heavy bomber production 
to levels approaching reality. 

As it turned out, the Soviets never demonstrated the level of interest in 
heavy bombers that the West assumed, and by at least the late l 950s had 
decided to concentrate on ICBMs. They apparently never regarded the 
Bison as a satisfactory aircraft and built fewer than 100, about half of 
which were removed from service as bombers by the end of the 1960s. 
The remainder soldiered on until the mid-1980s. Many were converted to 
tankers. 

6 Freedman. p. 66. NIE 11-5-54 projected about 100 jet heavy bombers by mid-1959. 
Scott Koch, ed., Selected Estimates on the Soviet Union 1950-1959 (Washington, DC: CIA 
History Staff, 1993), p. 210. 

7 Freedman. p. 66. 
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The mainstay of the Soviet heavy bomber force turned out to be the Tu-95 
Bear. Arguably one of the most successful aircraft ever built, about l 00 
Bears were maintained in service with Soviet Long-Range Aviation 
throughout the whole of the Cold War. Additional models (the Tu-95 Bear 
D and the Tu-142 Bear F) were built for the Soviet :'\avy and used for long
range reconnaissance and antisubmarine warfare. 8 Bear heavy bomber pro
duction actually resumed in the 1980s, the newer variants equipped with 
long-range cruise missiles. 9 Despite what appeared to be enduring Soviet 
satisfaction with the Bear, Western intelligence continued to believe that the 
Soviets would build heavy bombers of more modern design. The Tu-160 
Blackjack, which finally appeared in the mid- I 980s (after the Bear had been 
in service for some 30 years). filled this perceived requirement, but only a 
few were built before the Soviet state itself collapsed. :o 

' So,ier .\filirary Power 1987. (CSGPO. l 987j p. 88. 
~ Soi·ier .\filitary Po....-er 1990. (CSGPO. I 990) p. 52. 
:,. Soviet .Uilirary Power 1988 (CSGPO. 1988). p. 50 . . \filirary Forces in Transition 

<Department of Defense. 1991 ). p. 34. 
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1. (Continued) 

~'RAL INTELLIGENCE A~ENCY 

DISSl!:MINATION NOTICE 

1. This estimate was disseminated by the Central Intelligence Agen~y. This copy 
is for the information and use of the recipient indicated on the front cov'ei: and of per
sons under his jurisdiction on a need to know bMis. Additional _essentia;t dissemination 
may be authorized by the following officials within their respective departments: 

a. Special .Assistant to the Secretary for Intelligence, for the Dep~ent of 
State 

b. Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, for the Dep~ent of the Army 
c. Director of Naval Intelligence, for the Department of the Navy 
d. Director of Intelligence, USAF, for the Department of the Air Force 
e. Deputy Du-ector for Intelligence, Joint Staff, for the Jom.t Staff 
f. Director of Intelligence, AEC, for the Atomic Energy Com.Inission 
g. Assistant Director, FBI, for the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
h. Assistant Director for Central Reference, CIA, for any other D~partment or 

Agency 

2. Tbis copy may be retained, or destroyed by burning in accordance with appli
cable security regulations; or ~etumed t.o ~he Central J.iltelligen~e Agency by arrange
ment with the Office of Central Reference, .CIA. 

3. When an estimate is disseminated overseas, the overseas recipients :may retain 
it for a period not in excess of one year. At the end of this period, the estimate should 
either be destroyed, returned to the forwarding agency, or permission should be 
requested of the forwarding agency to retain it in acc"rdance with IAC-D-69/2, 22 
June 1953. 

WhIUH!iG 
aterial contains 1n!ormation aJ!ect!ng 

the Na. Defense of the United states 
within the me or the espionage laws, 
Title 1s, use, secs. '19 794, the trans-
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APPROVED FOR RELEASE 
CIA IIIS101llCAl-1lEVIEW PROGRAM 

SOVIET GROSS CAPABILITIES FOR ATTACK ON THE US 

AND KEY OVERSEAS INSTALLATIONS AND FORCES 

THROUGH MID-1959 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate Soviet gross capabilities to attack the continental United States and 
certain US installations and forces overseas, as of January 1956 and mid-1959.1 

SCOPE 

This estimate is made as a contribution to the study of Soviet net capabilities to 
attack the continental United States and is not intended to consider all the aspects of 
a general war. Overseas installations . .and forces are considered only insofar as they 
contribute directly to the defense ot' the continental United States (e.g., as bases for 
interception of the attack or for counterattacks calculated to reduce Soviet capabil
ities against the continental United States). The estimate does not take into account 
competing demands for the allocation of Soviet efforts against the strengths of any 
nation but the US or against all the strengths of the US that might be involved in the 
initial stages of a general war. Consequently it does not estimate the degree to which 
Soviet effort will be allocated to the attack of the continental US or to the attack of US 
installations and forces overseas or to the attack of -any non-US installations and 
forces overseas. 

FOREWORD 

The problem of estimating Soviet capabilities three years or more in the future 
cannot be treated exclusively in terms of present indications of how these capabilities 
are developing. Current evidence is incomplete and sometimes even fragmentary. 
Moreover, this estimate is more than usually difficult in that its terminal date ap
proximates the estimated date ot emergence of a major Soviet threat in the guided 
missile field. For these reasons, we are obliged to make our estimate of future capa
bilities not only on the evidence at hand but also on the basis of judgments of how 
Soviet leaders may assess their future requirements. 

'By gross capabl11tles Is meant the probable maximum scale Of attack by existing forces, or by the forces 
estimated to be likely to exist at a future date, taking into account operational factors, but not consider
Ing combat attrition. 

'fOP SBORE'I' 1 1 
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The judgments which underlie our estimate of Soviet gross capabilities in 1959 
are: (a) that throughout the period of this estimate the Soviet rulers will regard it 
mandatory to st:::-engthen their capabilities to attack US nuclear retaliatory power 
wherever located, both in the US and overseas; (b) th_at the Soviet rulers will con
sider that, although they will acquire increasing guided.- missile capabilities through
out the period, they must rely primarily on aircraft carI).ing nuclear weapons for long 
range attacks which will have to penetrate· an ever-improving defense; and, conse
quently, (c) t-hat the Soviet rulers will devote a substantial effort to the production 
of long-range bombers. 

These judgments are supported by much current evidence. We believe them 
the soundest which can be made at this time. There are, however, considerations 
which require us to regard the Soviet gross capabilities estimated in this paper as 
subject to revision as the period advances: (a) the USSR may revise the size of its 
Long-Range Aviation, its bomber production goals, or the future balance between the 
types and categories of its bomber. aircraft; (b) the USSR may judge it advanta
geous to concentrate its efforts on the rapid development of guided missile weapons 
systems; and (c) the greatly increasing yield of nuclear weapons, and So1,iet esti
mate of possible changes in the quality of the defenses to be pene~rated, will each af
fect Soviet judgment of its requirements as to the number and types of delivery vehi
cles. 

On these grounds we feel it.necessary to emphasize that the gross capabilities 
described in this paper are those which the USSR could acquire, and which we believe 
it is likely to acquire by 1959, but we cannot say with confidence that these are the 
capabilities which it will have at that date. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. _Qbjectives. In conducting initial at
tacks against the US and key overseas in
stallations and forces, the USSR would 
probably through 1959 have the following 
major military objectives: 

a. To destroy or neutralize US capabil
ities for nuclear warfare; 

b. To deliver attacks on US and over
seas military installations, forces, and 
land and sea lines of communication in 
order to prevent effective operational em
ployment of US military forces; and 

c. To deliver attacks on urban, indus
trial, political, and psychological targets 

in the US in order to reduce to the maxi
mum extent practicable the mobilization 
of US military and industrial strengths. 
(Para. 49) 

2. The Surprise Factor. In order to pre
vent or reduce nuclear retaliation, the 
USSR would almost certainly attempt to 
attack with a minimum of warning and 
yet at the same time to deliver an attack 
of sufficient weight to destroy or neutral
ize US nuclear capabilities. T'ne USSR 
could not count upon being able to 
achieve surprise against both the conti
nental US and US overseas bases, but it 
would almost certainly attempt to do so. 
(Paras. 50-53) 

'l:'0? SECRET 
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Methods and Scale of Attack Against 
the US 

3. We believe that in attacks on the US 
through 1959 the USSR would place chief 
reliance upon aircraft carrying nuclear 
weapons. Missiles launched from sub
marines might be an important supple
ment to nuclear attacks by aircraft, but 
the risk of disclosure of intent would prob
ably deter their large-scale use. Clan
destine delivery of weapons of mass de
struction, as well as BW and CW weapons, 
would probably be employed only on a 
highly selective basis in an initial attack. 
(Para. 54) 

4. In 1956. Present Soviet capabilities 
for air attack on the continental US are 
restricted by the small numbers of opera
tional heavy bombers, the limited avail
ability of megaton yield weapons, the 
limited capacity of forward bases, and the 
probable lack of an operational infilght 
refueling capability. We estimate that 
the USSR couid at present launch an ini
tial strike of about 600 bombers against 
the US, of which as many as 500 could 
reach target areas. A small number of 
these could be carrying nuclear weapons 
with yields up to a few megatons. (For 
estimated coverage of the US by these air
craft under various conditions, see maps 
in Annex B.) (Paras. 12-13, 56, 69) 

5. In 1959. We estimate that by mid-
1959 the USSR will have some 400 BISON: 
and 300 BEAR aircraft in operational use. 
Also, by mid-1959 the capacity of the for
ward staging areas and Leningrad could 
have been increased to permit the entire 
Soviet long-range bomber force to be 
launched simultaneously. Moreover, in 
1959, the USSR could have developed a 
substantial inflight refueling capability, 

permitting it to launch a number of heavy 
bombei:s from interior bases on two-way 
missions. The Leningrad base area could 
be used for some of the heavy bombers 
making initial unrefueled attacks on the 
US. Under these circumstances, the 
USSR in mid-1959 could launch about 815 
mission aircraft in an initial attaclc, of 
which as.many as 640 could arrive in tar
get areas. Of these aircraft 415 would be 
BISON and BEAR heavy bombers on two
way missions and 225 BADGER medium 
bombers on one-way missions. By this 
time a substantial number of these bomb
ers could be carrying weapons with yields 
up to 10 megatons or more. (See maps 
in Annex. B.) (Paras. 12, 60, 71) 

6. Should the USSR elect to use only 
heavy bombers in an initial strike against 
the US in 1959, about 630 could be 
launched if only home bases were used. 
About 500 could arrive in target areas. If 
bombers were staged through forward 
bases, the number launched and the 

' Description of Soviet aircraft types: 

us Soviet Nearest 
designa- designa- us 

tion Description t1on equivalent 
BISON 4engine 

jet 
heavy bomber ......... B52 

BEAR 4engine 
tut"bo-prop 
heavy bomber ... . .. . .. 

BULL 4englne 
piston 
medium bomber TU-4 B29 

BADGER twin-engine 
jet 
medium bomber ... .. B47 

BEAGLE twin-engine 
jet 
light bomber IL-28 

BOSUN twin-engine 
ji;t 
light bomber TU-14 

CAMEL twin-engine 
jet 
transport . .. . . ... 

TOP SECRET 
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number arrivi..ng in target areas would be 
about 530 and 420, respectively. (Para. 
72) 

7. Submarine-launched guided missiles 
might be an important supplement to nu
clear attacks by aircraft in any Soviet at
tack plan. These missiles could reach 
many important targets up to a distance 
of 500 n.m. from the launching sub
marines, though with a decreasing ac
curacy at ranges in excess of 200 to 250 
n.m. The scale of attack would depend 
upon considerations which suggest the 
employment of only a small portion of the 
submarines and missiles which could be 
available in 1959. (Paras. 43, 54, 74-75) 

Methods and Scale of Attack Against 
Overseas Targets 

8. The USSR would have a wide range of 
capabilities for attack on key US"installit
tions and forces overseas. At present, 
principal reliance for initial attacks would 
probably be placed on Soviet medium, 
light, and fighter bombers, many of which 
could be carrying nuclear weapons. By 
1959 guided missiles, including those 
launched from submarines, may be the 
preferred weapon against many of these 
targets. The increasing mobility and nu
clear capability of the large Soviet ground 
and supporting air forces make them a 
threat to many US overseas installations 
and forces in operations immediately fol
lowing initial attacks. In all overseas 
areas, attacks by clandestine means and 
sabotage would also be e.>nployed. (Pcuas. 
12, 55) 

9. Having launched the attack. against 
the continental US indicated in para
graph 4, the USSR would have available 
for use in 1956 against overseas targets 
about 300 mediums (mostly BULLS) and 

2,900 jet light bombers. By 1959, assum
ing the _attack against the continental 
US indicated in paragraph 5, the number 
of aircraft ~Vail.able for attackLTJ.g targets 
overseas woU!d be about 330 jet medium 
and about 3,100 jet light bombers. Large 
numbers of these could be carrying nu
clear weapons. (Paras. 12, 83, 85) 

10. At present, a Soviet attack against 
overseas targets probably could also em
ploy 350 n.m. ballistic m.iSfilles. In 1956, 
missiles with a range of 850-900 n.m. 
could begin to be available as well. How
ever, the small number of missiles prob
ably available, the low yield of their nu
clear warheads, and their performance 
limitations would seriously limit Soviet 
operational capabilities in this field dur
ing the early part of the period. Some 
submarine-launched missiles might also 
be used against selected overseas targets 
to supplement aircraft and _ground
launched missile attacks. By 1959, So
viet missile capabilities will probably have 
increased markedly as a result of greater 
numbers of these weapons available, the 
higher yield of the nuclear warheads, and 
their improved accuracy and reliability. 
The USSR could by then also have ready 
for series production a 1,600 n. m. inter
mediate-range ballistic missile. Large
yield nuclear warheads for ballistic mis
siles would probably become available Lr1. 
1959-1960. (For target coverage, see map 
22, Annex B.) (Paras. 12, 86-88) 

11. The USSR could employ ground, air
borne, and amphibious forces against 
Alaska and certain key US overseas 
installations and forces simultaneously 
with, or shortly after, ir>Jtial bomber a..Tld 
missile strL'<es. However, the Soviet deci
sion as to how and when to use these 
capabilities, as well as its clandestine and 
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sabotage capabilities, would probably be 
strongly influenced by the Soviet desire to 
obtain strategic surprise, a consideration 

which weighs heavily against their em
ployment prior to the time initial air at
tacks were detected. ( Paras. 89-91) 

DISCUSSION 

MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING SOVIET CAPABILITIES 

I. AVAILABILITY OF MASS DESTRUCTION 
WEAPONS 

12. Nuclear Weapons. The Soviet atomic en
ergy program, directed primarily toward the 
production of nuclear weapons, will. continue 
to receive special emphasis during the period 
of this estimate. By the en1 of 1955 the 
USSR had tested small, medium, and large
yield weapons. 3 We estimate that the USSR 
could now have nuclear weapons deliverable 
by aircraft with yields ranging from five KT 
to a few megatons. It will probably con~inue 
to work on large-yield weapons as wen as ·on 
smaller-yield and small-dimension weapons. 
By straightforward research and development 
techniques, substantial progress can be made 
in increasing the yield and also in reducing 
the size and weight of the 1.6 megaton weap
on tested in 1955. By mid-1959 the USSR 
could have nuclear weapons deliverable by air
craft with yields ranging fr9m 0.5 KT to 10 
megatons or more. By then it might also 
have high-yield warheads for intermediate 
range (1,600 n.m.) surface-to-surface ballistic 
missiles. 

13. Within the indicated technological linlits, 
Soviet military requirements will govern the 
allocation of available fissionable material to 
various types of weapons. The present num
ber of weapons of greater yield than one MT 
is considered limited, since it is probable that 
their production was not begun be'fore late 
1955. By mid-1959 the only limitation would 
be the available supply of U-235. Annex D 

'The 1955 test series included akbursts with yields 
of about 200 KT and 1.6 MT, an underwater burst 
o! about 20 KT, and two other tests of about 
5 KT and 25 KT. 

(Restricted Data) provides the basic informa• 
tion required and the method by which pos
sible variations in the Soviet nuclear weapons 
stockpile can be calculated. The annex also 
includes an illustrative stockpile within the 
estimated availability of fissionable material. 
It must be emphasized that this illustration 
is not an estimate of the most probable com
position of the Soviet nuclear stockpile - the 
available evidence is not adequate to justify 
any specific estimate - but is an example 
only, based on the assumptions prefacing the 
stockpile tabulation. 

14. Radiological Warfare. During the period 
of this estimate, it is most unlikely that the 
USSR will be able to stockpile militarily sig
nifi.cant quantities of radioactive materials for 
use in radiological warfare weapons. How
ever, the USSR will possess nuclear weapons 
capable of producing widespread radioactive 
fall-out, and these ··weapons could be used 
primarily for that purpose. 

15. Biological Wart are. The USSR possesses 
all the necessary basic knowledge for the pro
duction of most. BW agents and devices for 
their effective dissemination. There is evi
dence that the USSR is engaged in a BW re
search and development program with pri
mary emphasis on anthrax, tularemia, plague, 
and brucellosis as antipersonnel bacterial 
agents. We believe that foot and mouth dis
ease and rinderpest would be considered as the 
primary antilivestock agents, although con
clusive evidence of such Soviet BW research 
is lacking. No information is available con
cerning ,possible anticrop agents. Since it is 
not feasible to stockpile large quantities of 
most BW agents in prolonged storage, most 
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one.rational recuirements would have to be 
~pplied from production facilities. 

16. Chemical Warfare. The USSR accumu
lated large stocks o! standard CW agents and 
munitions during World War II. We believe 
that it is maintaining stockpiles of these toxic 
agents adequate for large-scale employment in 
military operations. 

17. In regard to other CW agents, the USSR 
moved a GA nerve gas producing plant and 
the GB pilot plant from Germany to the So
viet Union in 1947. L'l addition w possessine
the physical facilities, the USSR has the tech
nical knowledge to produce both GB and GA. 
We believe that the USSR could have been 
producing GA since 1949, although we have 
no fi..'"lll evidence it has done so. The problems 
involved in stockpiling GB are greater, but 
we estimate that the USSR has the ability to 
oroduce 2nd stock it, at least in limited quan
tity. The USSR has also had access to openly 
published information on psychogenic drugs 
and other ootential cw agents, including the 
method o{ synthesis. Minute quantities-' of 
psychogenic drugs are capable of making in
dividuals indifferent to their surroqndings and 
of inducing apprehension and confusion. We 
estimate that the Soviet Union has the- tech
nical ability to produce such drugs for use as 
chemical warfare agents. 

18. Tne USSR had chemical disseminating 
devices and munitions prior to World War II, 
some of which were suitable for ae-'ial delivery 
at speeds up to 300 mph. We estimate the 
USSR could produce devices and munitions 
!or high speed delivery of many of its toxic 
agents. 

II. \'IEAPONS DELIVERY SYSTEMS -
AIRCRAFT 

Soviet Long-Range Aviation 

19. Soviet Long-Range Aviat:on is estimated 
to have had, as of 1 January 1956, an over-all 
actual strength in operational units of 1,145 
bo~ber aircraft, including 76-0 BULL piston 
medium bombers, 310 BADGER jet medium 
bombers, about 40 BISON jet heavy bombers, 
and about 35 BEAR turbo-prop hea,, bomb-

ers. • Tnere is evidence that BISON ha·;e been 
assigned to OP"..rational ~ts. but the e..-:idence 
concerning assignment of BEAR aircraft is 
tenuous. All Long-Range Aviation units are 
based in the European USSR except the 3rd 
Long-Range Air Army, which is in the Soviet 
Far East ari_d has an estimated actual strength 
of about 220 BULLS. 

20. We lack sufficient intelligence to estimate 
with a confidence that satisfies us the pla.Tlned 
future size of Soviet Long-Range Aviation, or 
the planned future balaz:ce between the types 
and categories of bomber aircraft. In the 
absence of any evidence indicating reduction 
in the number of long-range units, we estimate 
that the current strength will be carried for
ward throughout the period, with new types 
being phased in as they become available. 
It also seems probable that by 1959 actual 
will be closer to authorized strengths. We 
estimate, moreover, that during this period 
the USSR is unlikely to introduce into opera
tional units any medium or heavy bomber 
types which have not already appeared. We 
believe that the USSR will devote a substantial 
effort to the production of medium and heavy 
bombers. Based on available intelligence 
and on our estimate of Soviet capabilities 
to produce and requirements for a long
range bomber force, we believe that the 
USSR will produce about 700 BISON and 460 
BEARS through mid-1959. Accordingly, ac
tual strengths in mid~1959, as compared with 
current actual st-engths, would be as shown 
below: 

Estimated Operat!onal Strength o! Long-Ra.nge 
AviaUo::i 

Type · 1 Janua.ry 1956 ~!ld-1959 
BULL 760 0 
BADGE?. 310 700 
BISON 40 400 
BEAR 35 300 

The se...-.iceable BULLS phased out of Long
Range Aviation would be available for a vari
ety of uses, including re::onnaissance (partic
ularly naval reconnaissance). augmentation 
of Satellite and C"nine_s;e Communist air forces, 

'?~di~-ranges and other performance data est!
mated !or So.iet bomber types are given in An
nex C. 
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conversion for tanker use or other special pur
poses, or reserve. The USSR will have no ap
preciable reserves of other medium or heavy 
bomber types. 

21. lnflight Refueling. The USSR would 
probably require an inflight refueling capa
bility if it intended to employ all of its present 
or a considerable portion of its prospective 
bomber force against the continental US with
out resorting to one-way missions. Evidence 
does not indicate that in the USSR inflight 
refueling has gone beyond the experimental 
stage. Development of a fleet o! tanker air
craft, modification of mission aircraft fuel 
systems, and considerable operational training 
would be necessary before a significant in
flight refueling capability would be achieved. 
The numerous BULL aircraft being phased out 
could be converted to tankers, but because of 
their limited speed, altitude, and fuel capacity 
their use would probably be restricted to re
fueling medium bombers. Converted BISON, 
BEAR, or possibly CAMEL types would be more 
suitable as tankers. The USSR ceuld also 
develop a new type specifically for use as a 
tanker, but we have no evidence thus far that 
it is doing so. The USSR could have, in 1959, 
an infilght refueling capability adequate to 
meet the requirements of Soviet Long-Range 
Aviation for attacks on the US. 

Light Bomber Forces 
22. For attacks on targets up to 700 miles 
from Bloc bases, the USSR has available a 
substantial jet light bomber force consisting 
of the types designated as BEAGLE and 
BOSUN. The BEAGLE is the standard light 
bomber of both Soviet Tactical Aviation and 
Naval Aviation. We estimate that all Soviet 
jet light bombers have the capability of de
livering nuclear weapons. Jet light bombers 
assigned to Soviet Naval Aviation are also 

Estimated Jet Light Bomber Strength' in 
Operational Units• 

Tactical Aviation 
Naval Aviation 

Total 

January 1956 
2,230 

653 

2,883 

Mld-1959 
2,250 

850 

3,100 

capable of carrying out specialized naval mis
sions such as torpedo attacks and minelaying. 

23. During 1956 the USSR may also begin to 
have operational an improved jet light bomber, 
perhaps a twin-jet swept-wing type. In ad
dition, the speed and altitude performance of 
some BEAGLES has been increased by the in
stallation of higher thrust engines. This, 
however, has not resulted in a significant 
change in radius/range. We estimate that by 
1958 BOSUN will have been phased out of 
operational serVice and replaced by either the 
BE.AGLE or the new light bomber. 

Base Areas 

24. We estimate that in all there are some 400 
operational airfields in the Sino-Soviet Bloc 
with permanent surfaced runways of 5,000 feet 
or longer: 

Minimum Runway Lengths (feet) 

9,000 8,000 7,000 6,000 5,000 ~ 

USSR 4 28 3 93 41 169 
European 

Satellites 2 49 37 35 1 124 
Asiatic 

Communist 
Countriei. 0 2 17 63 25 107 

6 79 57 191 67 400 

25. Given standard conditions (normal take
off t.echnique and take-off engine power, no 
wind, sea level elevation, temperature 59 de
grees F., permanent surfaced runway) we 
estimate take-off distances for Soviet long
range bombers as follows: 

Ground Run 

Take-off 
to Clear 
50-!t. 

Weight Ground Run Obstacle 
~ (lbs.) crt.) (ft.) 

BULL 140,000 5,230 7,825 
BULL 

(modified) 135,750 4,800 7,125 
BADGER 150,000 4,200 6,300 
BADGER 

(Improved) 170,000 4,800 7,100 
BISON 365,000 6,400 9,100 
BISON 

(improved) 365,000 5,300 8,200 
BEAR 300,000 6,000 9,000 

• See Annex c !or estimated performance charac- (For the effect of lower temperatures, see para-
terlstlcs of these ait·craft. graph 63.) 
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26. T"nere are approximately 25 airfields in the 
USSR believed to be home bases !or opera
tional Long-Range Aviation bomber units, 
three in the Far East and the remainder in 
the European USSR. In addition, a nwnber 
of airfields associated with command and/or 
training units, factory production and deliv
ery, and testing and development are in effect 
an in.tegTal part of the base structure of Soviet 
Long-Range Aviation. Moreover, many other 
airfields in. the Sino-Soviet Bloc have run
ways suitable for medium bomber operations 
and some have r..1nways suitable for heavy 
bomberS. 

27. In areas where airfield development can 
be easily observed, such as the European Sat
ellites, the SoViet air forces have provided 
runway lengths in excess o! estimated reqUire
ments for the assigned aircraft. There is 
some evidence of runway development at air
fields identified as home bases !or Long-Range 
A;n.ation units. Assuming similar construc
tion practices throughout the USSR, we esti
mate that concrete runways at BULL ho.me 
bases have been standardized at lengths be
tween 7,800 and 8,200 feet. Little additional 
modification of these existing bases would be 
required for operation of BISON or BEA.RS. 
However, if the number of new heavy bombers 
estimated for 1959 actually appears in opera
tional units, the Soviet long-range home base 
system Will probably require expansion and 
developnient in terms of nw:nber of fields, run
way lengths, and other factors. 

28. World War II practices suggest that the 
TJSSR probably would depend upon auxiliary 
airnelds to insure maximum aircraft dispersal 
away from home bases in event of hostilities. 
T'ne actual existence of such auxiliaiy fields 
w:it!lin the Soviet Long-Range Aviation base 
structure cannot be verified from available 
intelligence. In fact, the base structure at 
present is such that, were Soviet Long-Range 
A Vi.a tion to require airfields for d.isoe.'"Sal in 
EU-.'"Opean USSR, it would ha;e to utilize air
fields outside the current home base opera
tional areas. This would mean moving into 
either the more vclnerable oerimeter areas of 
the USSR or .. "ithdrawing. farther into the 
interior. Physical lL'?titations on dispersal, 

and probable requirements ror limiting ground 
stay to a minimum, would make dispersal and 
revetrne.iit practices unlikely for long-range 
bombers at forward staging bases in the Arctic 
areas. 

29. Because of t.'lte range limitations of avaii
able bombers, the launching of strikes against 
North America in 1956 probably would be liin
ited to operations staged through one or more 
of six base areas within So,iet-controlled ter
ritory - the Chukotski Peninsula, the Kam
chatka Peninsula, the Central Arctic area, 
the Kola Penmsula. the Leningrad area, and 
the Baltic-East German area. Even the 
BEAR turbo-prop heavy bomb->...r would have 
to be launched from these areas in. order to 
hit any but the most northern US targets, un
less refueled in flight or employed on one-way 
missions. Airfields suitable for long-range 
bombers exist in each of these six areas, 
although Long-Range Aviation units are sta
tioned only in the Leningrad area. 5 

30. Airbase development over the past few 
years in the potential forward staging areas 
has improved the capability of these bases for 
supporting long-range bomber staging opera
tions. In the Baltic-East German area onlv 
minor additional constr..iction and de~elop-
ment of air facilities at existing bases would be 
required. In the Kamchatka, Kola, Chukot
ski, Central Arctic, and Leningrad areas, there 
are 20 bases believed suitable for staging long
range bombers. Four or five of these may be 
capable of supporting sustained operations. 
Runway lengths and surf.u:es at many of these 
bases are known, but information is meager 
concerning load-bearing capacity, aircraft 
servicing, maintenance, storage, and oersonnel 
facilities at almost all of these airficlds. 

31. There are, however, L"ldications that. air
field development in the forward base areas is 
continuing, and we estimate that it is within 
Soviet capabilities to develop adeouate faci!i
ties for sustained long-range oorii.ber opera
tions in any of these areas by 1959. For ex
ample, we estimate that by 1959, with the con-

'An:-:ex A and An:-:ex E <lL-nited dlstrihut!onl 
cove:- al: !acii:t:es~ ~·eat!:e: co::dit!ons, ar.d base 
capaclt:es io these base a.-eas. 
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struction facilities and personnel now in the 
area concerned, three new airfields suitable for 
long-range bomber staging-operations could 
be developed in the Kola and Leningrad areas, 
and two each in Chukotski, Central Arc~ic, 
and Kamchatka. Improvement of support 
facilities at already existing potential staging 
bases in these areas could be carried out con
currently without major interference with the 
construction effort. 

32. In each of the forward areas there are 
bases, in addition to those considered suitable 
for staging long-range bombers, which could 
be utilized for fighters, light bombers, and 
transports for which the USSR would also 
have a requirement in any operation con
ducted from the forward areas. In certain 
areas, however, there are only a few of these 
additional bases. 

Other Factors Affecting Soviet 
Air Operations 

33. Navigation. The USSR has_ availaµle 
through open sources virtually complete tar
get and navigation data on North America 
and its approach routes. It is even probable 
that in the event of a surprise attack certain 
Western electronic navigational aids would be 
available during at least part of the flight. 
Similarly, meteorological reports, including 
profile data at all altitudes, are regularly 
broadcast in the United States and Canada in 
simple cipher. It is also possible that clan
destinely placed navigational beacons may be 
used for au-craft homing. We estimate that 
Soviet blind-bombing and navigational radar 
equipment is capable of equal or better per
formance than the US World War II equip
ment which the USSR acquired. The current 
Soviet training program points to continuing 
irnprovement in air crew proficiency. 

34. Soviet Long-Range Aviation is probably 
receiving training in the use of advahced nav
igation systems and techniques. Some Soviet 
crews are almost certainly capable of naviga
tion to the most difficult assigned target.s in 
the US. Most crews are probably capable of 
navigating with sufficient accuracy to reach 
major US cities and industrial centers. We 

estimate that by 1959 Soviet Long-Range Avia
tion will have considerably increased its over
all proficiency in long-range navigation. 

35. Bombing Accuracy 

a. Visual Bombing. We estimate that many 
BULL crews, and crews which have been fully 
trained in the newer turbo-jet and turbo-prop 
bombers, are capable of attaining the following 
visual bombing accuracies (in the case of the 
BULL, figures are applicable up to 30,000 feet 
only): 

Altitude (ft.) 
50,000 
40,000 
30,000 
20,000 
10,000 

CEP (ft.) 
2,900 
2,100 
1,400 

900 
400 

Most long-range bomber crews will probably 
achieve the above level of proficiency by mid-
1959. 

b. Radar Bombing. BULL units generally 
are estimated to be capable of the following 
accuracies in radar bombing: 

Altitude C ft.) 

30,000 
20,000 
10,000 

CEP (ft.) 

Well-defined Poorly-defined 
targets targets 

4,000 
2,000 
1,000 

5,500 
3,500 
1,750 

Because of the limitatio~. of the radar in
stalled in the BULL, no significant lmprove
ment in the above accuracies is likely. How
ever, we estimate that the newer aircraft, as 
well as affording more stable bombing plat
forms, probably have improved radar. This 
could result in the radar bombing accuracies 
listed below. By mid-1959, most crews in 
newer type bombers will probably be able to 
achieve these accuracies. 

Altitude C ft.} 

50.000 
40,000 
30,000 
20,000 
10,000 

CEP C!t.) 

Well-defined 
targets 

3il00 
2,300 
1,500 
1,000 

500 

Poorly-defined 
targets 

5,600 
4,300 
3,000 
2,000 
1,000 
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36. We estimate that jet light bomber CEPs 
are the same as those for Long-Range Avia
tion. If the Soviet SHOR..\N type navigation 
system were employed. as a bomb control sys
tem, bombing accuracies of about plus -or 
minus 100 feet could be achieved at a range of 
100 n.m. from the transmitter. Soviet ground 
fire control radar could be used with appropri
ate modifications to develop a precise short
range bombing system. This system could 
have a range of 15-20 nautical miles. 

37. Reconnaissance. It is !)OSfilble that dur
ing the interval between now and mid-1959 
the USSR might build up a pattern of recon
naissance of US and allied early warning lines, 
not only to determine their location, capatilli
ties, and vulnerabilities, but also to_ delay 
recognition of the approach of an actual at
tack. It is unlikely that the USSR would 
jeopardize surprise by unusual reconnaissance 
activi~ before an actual attack. However, 
there would be a reauire.ment for the surveil
lance of sea areas from which US and allied 
carrier tas.t;: forces could attack ·the U~ 
Such reconnaissance would probably be the 
primary responsibility of Naval Aviation, to 
which Bu"LL or other long-range aircraft 
could be assigned or made available .as re
quired. Even if long-range bomber~ were 
not committed in attacks against canier task 
forces, their reconnaissance data would be val
uable for the direction of submarine and sur
face forces and for the planning of attacks by 
Soviet jet light bomber and torpedo aircraft: 
Post-strike reconnaissance of US targets 
wou.ld probably be done by mission aircraft. 

38. Weather Forecasting. The USSR has for 
years devoted considerable emphasis to both 
short-period and long-period meteorological 
forecasting and has achieved a high degree of 
success. We believe that it has the forecast
ing capability to support long-range air opera
tions. Tn...is capability plus extensiye experi
ence L11 meteorological research in the extreme 
northern latitudes, weather reporti..'lg facilities 
L'l Siberia and on ice floes in L'le Central Arctic 
basin, and constant access to c:.rrrent Xorth 
American weather reoorts and forecas+...s 
should enable t!le USSR to predict both route 
and target weather ..... ith reasonable accuracy. 
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39. Electronic Ccr4ntermeas-.Lres (EC.M). The 
USSR has had access to several types of World 
War !! US defensi..-e radar and to some US 
jar:11ning equipment. SL"lce 1950, a number 
of instances of Soviet use of Chaff have been 
obser1ed, and recently the use of active air
borne jammers bas been noted. We estimate 
that the USSR now has at least limited quan
tities of both ground and airborne equipment 
for j~g radar up through the X-Band 
(10,000 mc/s) and possibly higher. Such 
equipment would include active, passive, and 
confusion devices. We have no evidence of 
Soviet use of decoys, but consider it to be with
in their capabilities. We also estimate that 
the USSR has a ground-based jamming capa
bility to interfere seriously with radio com
munication between the US and its overseas 
bases and forces. DurL-lg the period 1956-
1959 the USSR will probably continue to im
prove its jamming capability by the develop• 
ment of equipment covering a wider range of 
frequencies and by increased effecti..-eness of 
jamming operations. G 

4-0. Evasion of US Radar. The USSR almost 
certainly knows at least the ge.11eral capabili· 
ties of US early warning radar equipment, 
coverage provided by the network, and weak 
and strong points of the system. With such 
knowledge it might expect that properly 
planned attacks could reduce the chance of 
detection by -US radar, pa.'1.icularly if the at-

- tacking aircraft made penetrations where 
radar coverage was limited or nonexistent, or 
if the physical limitations of the radar equip
ment were exploited.. Eowever, the use of 
some evasion techniques, particularly low alti
tude p<>....netration, would require acceptance of 
reduced range or bomb load. 

Ill. WEAPONS DELIVERY SYSTEMS -
GUIDED MISSILES r 

41. We have no evidence that the USSR now 
has any offensive guided rr-.issile available for 
operational use. During the period of this 

• ?or a detailed dJscl!SS!on, see A..."'lllex ? (lL"Il.lted 
<iw--iout!onl. 

'?or :i detailed stud:; see XIE 11-12-55, "Soviet 
Guic!ed Missi.le Capabili~!es anc! Probable ?ra
g=," 20 ~ei::1~=- 1955. 
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estimate, it will probably rely primarily upon 
aircraft for the delivery of nuclear weapons, 
because of the probable lower relative relia
bility and accuracy of missile systems and the 
lower nuclear yield obtainable from missile 
warheads. Based on US experience, we esti
mate that at present only 40-60 percent of 
soviet missiles would reach target areas, but 
by 1959 their reliabilities will almost certainly 
be improved. However, we believe that during 
this period the USSR will devote a high pri
ority to the development of offensive missiles, 
and that it will begin to stockpile various types 
as acceptable reliabilities are achieved and as 
the improvement of warhead yields tends to 
compensate for relative missile inaccuracies. 
By 1959 the USSR will probably have in opera
tional use several types of missiles with nu
clear warheads suitable for attacks on overseas 
installations and forces and for submarine, 
shipborne, or airborne attack on the conti
nental United States. However, an intercon
tinental ballistic missile (ICBM) will prob
ably not become available before 1960-1961. 

Submarine-Launched Guided Missiles 

42. Although there is no firm evidence that 
the USSR has developed a submarine-launched 
guided missile capability, we estimate that it 
could now have submarines equipped for this 
purpose. Any of the long-range submarine 
types coUld be equipped to carry one or two 
guided missiles in topside stowage. We esti
mate that a submarine the size of the Soviet 
Z class could be constructed to accommodate 
6 V-1 type or 4 turbo-jet Regulus I type mis
siles internally. A submarine the size of the 
"W" class could possibly accommodate 3 V-1 
types or 2 of the larger missiles. 

43. We estimate that both of the above types 
of nonballistic missiles could currently be 
available for launching from submarines. 
The V-1 could be an improved version of the 
German V-1, having a range up to 200 nauti
cal miles with a 3,000-pound warhead. At this 
range this missile could have a CEP of roughly 
3 n.m., with inertial guidance. Radar track
radio command guidance could be provided 
to a distance of 100 miles from the launching 
submarine, or an advanced guidance sub-

marine could be used. Using radar track
radio command guidance, a CEP of about one 
to two nautical miles could be achieved, de
pending on how accurately the submarine's 
position wer-e fixed. With a 3,000-pound war
head, the turbo--jet missile could have a range 
of 500 n.m. Radar track-radio command 
guidance coUld be provided for about 200-250 
n.m. from the guidance submarine, with a 
CEP of about one to two n.m., depending on 
the accuracy of navigation. Inertial guidance 
could be used, but at maximum range would 
resUlt in a CEP of about 10 miles. All mis
siles which coUld be launched from subma
rines could also be launched from surface ves
sels, including merchant ships. 

Ground-launched Surface-to-Surface 
Missiles 

44. Several additional missile types could now 
be, or coUld become, available for launching 
from land bases. Current information indi
cates that surface-to-surface ballistic missiles 
are being given a high priority in the SoViet 
research and development program. We esti
mate that, in addition to shorter range bal
listic missiles, the USSR coUld have had since 
1954 an operational ballistic missile with a 
range of 350 n.m. and a CEP of 2 n.m. We 
believe that in 1956 it could have ready for 
series production a single-stage ballistic mis
sile with a range of 850-900 n.m. and a CEP of 
3-4 n.m. In 1958-1959 the USSR could have 
ready for series production an intennediate
range ballistic missile (rn.BM) with a range of 
about 1,600 n.m. and a CEP of 3-4 miles. Only 
a few of these latter coUld be available for 
operational use J:>y trained units in Inid-1959, 
but, if the USSR were willing to accept a 
reduced range of 1,400 n.m., this missile could 
be ready for series production as early as 1957. 
Only low-yield nuclear warheads would be 
available for these medium and intermediate
range missiles until about mid-1959, when 
large-yield nuclear warheads could begin to 
become available. 

Air-Launched Missil~ 
45. The, USSR is now technically capable of 
attacking targets with rocket-propelled glide 
bombs launched from long-range aircraft. 
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These bombs could now have low-yield nuclear 
warheads. However. their use would be limited 
to well-defined targets, good visibility condi
tions, and a maximum range of 20 n.m. Dur
ing 1956-1957, an improved ~ersion wi~ a_~O 
n.m. range could become available. This IIDS

sile could be equipped with a semiactive hom
ing guidance system for use against ships or 
other well-defined targets. By 1958, high
yield nuclear warheads could also be available. 

IV. WEAPONS DELIVERY SYSTEMS -
CONVENTIONAL FORCES 

Ground and Tactical Air Forces 
46. Any key US installa.tions and forces over
seas within range would be subject to attack 
by Soviet Bloc tactical air forces. Tnese tar
gets would also be threatened by the advance 
of Bloc ground forces with tactical air support. 
It iS estimated that, at the present time, Bloc 
ground forces are composed of 175 Soviet and 
abou~ 230 other Bloc line divisions. We_ be
lieve that, in general, Soviet line divisions are 
maintained at 70 percent or less of"authorizM 
strengths. It is estimated that, for air sup
oort of its ground and naval operations, the 
USSR currently has an actual strength of 
approximately 12,000 aircraft in Tactical 
(Frontal) Aviation and Naval Aviation. Of 
this total, approximately 9,600 are jet aircraft. 
For mid-1959, actual aircraft in these opera
tional unit.s is estimated at about 14,600, of 
which 13,000 will be jets. -In addition there 
are about 3,000 military aircraft in the Eu.~ 
pean Satellites {4,000 by 1959) and about 
2,600 in China and North Korea (3,400 in 
1959). 

Airborne and Amphibious Forces 
47. rae USSR also has considerable airborne 
and amohillious forces which could be used to 
attack ~ US overseas installations and 
Alas..~ Tnere are an estimated 10 Soviet air
borne divisions, and some ground troops ha,e 
recei-;ed training in air tra.,sport operations. 
Although the USSR sti.!l has only twin-engine 
tra."ISports, it is estimated that Soviet Aviation 
or Airborne troops could liit 9,000 troops in 
a.-ri initial parachute attac.1,;__ The USSR lacks 
specialized assault landing c..-.ut and support 

s..i'lips for other than short-range amphibious 
ooerations. It is estimated that the USSR 
could a£ oresent lift uo to three divisions for 
an initiai amphibious· assault on Japan or 
Korea. 

Naval Forc:es 
4S. The inte.'1Se arid rapid naval col".struction 
program carried out by_ the USSR durL-rig the 
last si.-c y~'"S has provided it with an increas
ingly significant offensive capability. The 
program for construction of major combatant 
units has been limited to light cruisers, de
stroyers, and submarines. At present major 
surface vessels in the Soviet Navy are esti
mated to number 225, including 6 heavy 
cruisers, 22 light- cruisers, and al.most 200 de
stroyers.. By 1959, we estimate that the USSR 
will have about 300 major surface vessels, in
cluding some 35 cruisers, 265 destroyers, and 
possibly one or two capital ships. We esti
mate that, in view of the known submarine 
building facilities, the Soviet submarine force, 
currently consisting of about 420 submarines 
of all types, could be strengthened by the ad
dition of about 520 new long and medium 
range boats by mid-1959. However, we have 
no intelligence to indicate that the USSR will 
in fact produce this number of submartnes or 
to indicate the olanned future strength of the 
Soviet submarine force. Considering such 
factors as the probable phasing out of older 
types and the possible introduction of new 
types, including nuclear-powered submarines, 
we believe that by mid-1959 the Soviet subma
rine force will consist of about 780 boats of all 
types, including about 600 postwar design long 
and medium range submarines. The capabili
ties of this force will probably be impro,ed by 
a limited modernization of older classes (in
cluding the installation of snorkel). In ad
dition. some submarines may be adapted-for 
missile launching. Intelligence is Ia.eking on 
a number of factors essential to the develop
ment of such a fleet. We lack adequate in
formation on ~obile and permanent logistical 
support. Little is known of the operating 
efficiency of fae submarine force, which is 
probabJ.y still L'l!erior to that of US and Ger
man forces o: World War II, but performance 
standards will_p:obably rise during this period. 
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PROBABLE SOVIET GROSS CAPABILITIES 

V. SOVIET OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 
OF ATTACK 

49. In conducting initial attacks against the 
US and key overseas installations and forces, 
the USSR would probably have the following 
major military objectives: 

a. To destroy or neutralize US capabilities 
for nuclear warfare; 

b. To deliver attacks on US and overseas 
military installations, forces, and land and sea 
lines of communication in order to prevent 
effective operational employment of US mili
tary forces; and 

c. To deliver attacks on urban, industrial, 
political, and psychological targets in the US 
in order to reduce to the maximum extent 
practicable the mobilization of US military 
and industrial strengths. 
We believe that these Soviet objectives will 
remain the same throughout the period of this 
estimate. 

Implications of Soviet Efforts to 
Achieve Surprise 

50. In order to prevent or reduce nuclear re
taliation the USSR would .almost certainly 
attempt ·to attack with a minimum of warn
ing. A maximum Soviet attack on the conti
nental US and key overseas installations and 
forces, involving utilization of all or most 
of the capabilities discussed below, would re
quire such substantial preparations as to al
most certainly result in the loss of surprise. 
If, however, the USSR attempted to attack 
without warning it would probably be forced 
to accept the following major restrictions: 
(a) no large-scale mobilization of additional 
units; (b) no large-scale redeployment of 
Soviet air, naval, or ground forces to rein
force peripheral dispositions; and (c) no un
usual movement of Soviet air, naval, or ground 
forces which would be likely to indicate the 
imminence of attack. The effect of these re
strictions would be reduced, however, if rede-

ployment and high readiness were achieved 
gradually.s 

51. Thus, the USSR would have to balance 
the advantages of surprise against the re
quired weight of attack. In planning initial 
attacks on US and overseas targets, priority 
of Soviet effort would be largely determined 
by Soviet recognition of the need for neutral
izing the most immediate threat to Soviet 
security - a nuclear attack by US forces. 
These Soviet attacks, therefore, would prob
ably be directed primarily toward those areas 
and against those forces which comprise the 
US nuclear strike capability. The Soviet 
timetable would probably call for almost si
multaneous assaults on other target systems, 
subject to the overriding requirement that 
these assaults not give warning of the initial 
attacks against US nuclear strike capabilities. 

52. Even in planning attacks directed mainly 
against US nuclear strengths, the USSR will 
probably continue to be faced with a difficult 
choice as to the relative priorities to be given 
to attacks on key targets in the US itself as 
opposed to key targets overseas. This di
lemma stems from the fact that Soviet plan
ning will not only be concerned with the 
relative nuclear threats presented by conti
nental US forces as compared with US over
seas forces, but also with estimating the 
relative success which could be achieved 
against continental US as contrasted with 
overseas targets. The USSR could not count 
upon being able to achieve surprise against 
both the continental US and US overseas 
bases, but it would almost certainly attempt 
to do so. 

53. The continental US will almost certainly 
be a high priority Soviet target. However, 
Soviet operational planning for the initial 
strikes will probably also be strongly influ-

'For extended discussion or the pr-obletn of achiev
ing- surprise, see NIE 11-6-55, "Probable Intelli
gence Warning or Soviet Attack on the US 
Through M!d-1958," 1 July 1955. 
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encec by the threat to Soviet security from 
us nuclear capabilities overseas, and by the 
fact that the Soviet attack capability against 
such targets is relatively high. We have no 
basis for estimating what the distribution of 
Soviet effort between US continental and over
seas baseS would be. We believe that Soviet 
o!anning would probably be calculated to 
ichieve an optimum effect, L e., the maximum 
cn;er-all reduction of US nuclear retaliatory 
capabilities, wherever located. 

Methods of Attack 
~ We believe that through 1959 the USSR 
would place chief reliance in attacks on the 
continental US upon aircraft carrying nuclear 
weapons, since this form of delivery would 
offer the best chance of combining a mini
mum warning with a significant weight of 
attack. Missiles launched from submarines 
might be an important supplement to nuclear 
attacks by aircraft, but limitations on target 
coverage and fae risk of premature disclosure 
of intent would probably deter their large
scale use in an initial attack. 'the clanoes
tine delivery of nuclear and other weapons 
of mass destruction might also be attempted, 
but, because of the risk of premature disclo
sure of intent, these forms of attack would 
probably be employed only on a highly selec
tive basis in an initial attack. Sabotage of 
certain key installations might occur concur
rent with or immediately following the initial 
attack. 

55. The USSR would have a much wider range 
of capabilities for attack on key US overseas 
installations and forces than on the US itself. 
At present, principal reliance for initial at
tacks would probably be placed on Soviet 
medium, light, and fighter bombe.'"S. By 1959 
guided missiles, including those launched 
from submarines, may be the preferred 
weapon against many of these targets. The 
USSR's possession of very large numbers of 
submarines would perm.it their conee?1trati.on 
again.st US naval stri.iting forces. The in
creasing mobility and the probable growing 
nuclear capability of the large Soviet ground 
a."ld supPQrting air forces make them a threat 
to many US ave~ installations and forces 
in operations immediately following initial 
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attack. In all overseas areas, clandestine at
tacks and sabotage would also be an incidental 
form of Soviet attack, and might in some loca
tions be highly effective. 

VI. CAPABIUTIES TO ATTACK iHE US' 

Attacks by Aircraft 
56. Present Soviet capabilities for air attack 
on the continental US are restricted by the 
small numbers of operational heavy bombers, 
by the limited capacity of base facilities in 
forward areas, and probably by the lack of 
an operational infilght refueling capability. 
Forward base capacities will continue to limit 
the total number of aircraft which could be 
launched against the US at one ti.me, but as 
the number of BISON and BEARS increases, 
less reliance will have to be placed on forward 
bases for launching interconfuental attac."cs. 
Improved crew proficiency, development of an 
operational inflight refueling capability, and 
extensive improvement of the forward stag
ing areas would result in a substantial. in
crease in SoViet capabilities for attack on the 
US by mid-1959, even though the increase in 
the number of BISON and BEAR heavy 
bombe.--s were less than estimated herein. 

57. During the early part of the period of this 
estimate, the BULL and the BADGER would 
be the principal aircraft available for inter
continental attacks. We estimate that, how
ever, as increasing nuobers of newer types 
become available, the BULL will be phased 
out of long-ra:ige bombe!:' units. In the latter 
part of the period the USSR would almost 
certainly place chief reliance on the BISON 
and the BEAR for intercontinental attacks on 
the US, with an improved BADGER playing 
a significant role prim.2...-ily in shorter-range 
missions. 

58. Without infiight refueling the BULL (see 
maps 1-4) would be unable to reach targets 
in the US on two-way missions even from 
forward bases unless it were modified,'0 in 
which case it could reach the Seattle area. 

• Fo, ~ge eoo;-erag~, see caps, Annex B. 
,. E. g~ s~rippec and altered for longer range i:1 a 

manne:- s1mila;- to the US 3 Z9B. 
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The modified BULL could, without infl.ight 
refueling, reach all of the US on a one
way mission from Chukotski. The current 
BADGER would require inflight refueling in 
order to cover most of the important target 
areas in the US, even on one-way missions 
from forward bases, but an improved BADGER 
(see maps 5-8), which we estimate will be 
available in 1957, will probably_ have adequate 
range to carry out these · one-way missions 
without infiight refueling. In order to reach 
all targets in the US with the BISON (see 
maps 9-12, 17-18), the USSR would have _to 
employ one-way missions. On two-way In.lS

sions from forward bases and without inflight 
refueling, the BISON could reach only the 
northwestern quarter of the US. However, 
the BEAR (see maps 137 16, 19-20), if lau!!ched 
from the Chukotski Peninsula, could reach 
almost all of the US on two-way unrefueled 
missions; from the Kola area it could reach 
only the northern half of the US. Other sig
nificant range capabilities under varying con
ditions are as noted on the maps. 

59. Base Areas. At the beginning of the 
period the entire Soviet long-range bomber 
force could be launched against the US only 
if bases in the Baltic-East German area were 
used in addition to those within the USSR. 
This area is not a likely choice for initial 
strike operations against the US, because 
direct routes to the US would involve over
flight of Western territory with consequent 
loss of surprise, and because of the greater 
likelihood that preattack preparations would 
be detected. Except for heavy bombers, and 
possibly modified BULLS on one-way missions, 
bases in the Leningrad area are unlikely to be 
used for initial strikes because of the problems 
involved in either overflying or by-passing 
Scandinavia. If overflight of the Scandina
vian area were to be avoided on an attempted 
strike against the US, a dog-leg over the Kola 
Peninsula of about 600-750 n.m. would be 
necessary. Therefore, the bases believed to be 
likely Soviet choices for mounting initial at
tacks on the United States at the beginning 
of the period are those in Kola, Chukotski, and 
Kamchatka. However, after an initial sur
prise intercontinental strike, all base areas 
could be used for reattack. Bases in the Cen-

tral Arctic area might also be used for initial 
attacks despite unfavorable weather condi
tions and difficult logistical problems. 

60. By mid-1959, the capacity of the bases in 
the Kola, Chukotski, Kamchatka, Central Arc
tic, and Le~ingrad areas could have been 
increased so that these bases could be used to 
launch simultaneously the entire long-range 
bomber force. 

61. Staging. About a 10-hour flight would be 
required to move BULL aircraft from Far East 
home bases to Chukotski area bases, and about 
three to five hours from Western USSR bases 
to the Kola Peninsula. Flying times for 
BADGER and BISON aircraft would be about 
half as long. We have almost no evidence on 
the current status of servicing and fuel stor
age and transfer facilities at the forward 
bases. However, Che USSR is fully capable of 
developing these facilities, if they are not al
ready available. For example, we believe the 
USSR has a fuel truck with a capacity of 
6,000 gallons and a pumping rate of 240 
gallons per minute. We estimate that, when 
BISON and BEAR bombers appear in service 
in large numbers, the USSR will have avail
able refueling equipment more compatible 
with the requirements of these aircraft. In 
order to service large numbers of long-range 
bomber aircraft at staging bases in forward 
areas, it would probably be necessary to in
crease present stocks. of POL and servicing 
equipment and to establish or increase weap
ons stockpiles at these bases. 

62. Weather. Weather and climatic condi
tions in the far northern staging areas would 
have a considerable impact on the timing and 
magnitude of attacks on the US. During cold 
weather, requirements for high-speed refuel
ing and heated hangar space are among ~e 
critical problems which would be magnified as 
numbers and size of aircraft increased. More
over, the coordinated launching of a large
scale attack composed of elements from widely 
separated base areas would probably be fur
ther complicated by v~rying weather condi
tions at the different bases. Cold weather 
problem; would, however, be less critical with 
jet than wit.h piston aircraft. 
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63. The USSR has demonstrated that it can 
effectively operate aircraft under extreme cold 
weather conditions. In addition, aircraft per
formance is improved by low ground tempera
tures in Arctic areas where the higher density 
of cold air increases engine thrust and in
creases airfoil lift so that t.a..t_e-off distance 
may be reduced or maximum gross take-off 
weights increased. For example, at 0° F. the 
ground run requirement for take-off of jet 
bombers would be about 25 percent less than 
under standard conditions (see paragraph 25). 
Ground run requirements for the BULL would 
also be reduced but the di.fference would not 
be as great as for jet bombers. 

64. The low temperatures of the Arctic region 
also pose some special problems in the han
dling of nuclear weapons. However, virtually 
all of the components of nuclear weapons are 
better able to resist the effects of cold weather 
than are the delivery aircraft, and provision 
of adequate shelters and equipment to over
come the undesirable effects of cold weather 
on the bombs is a much simpier pro_blem. "?(e 
estimate that the USSR can successfully store 
and assemble nuclear weapons for use at krc
tic bases under any weather conditions which 
will permit the operation of bombers. The 
problem of storage could also be Iargely·elimi
nated by storing the bombs in rear areas and 
moving them to the advanced bases as needed, 
although such an operation would introduce 
additional timing problems. 

65. Scale of Prestrike PrepaTatums. At pres
ent the orenarations necessarv for launch
ing a ~um-scale attac_t_ fr~m likely stag
ing areas would probably require seve.'"21 
months after their initiation. By mid-1959, 
however, only minimum prepa=non would be 
required, provided that during the interim a 
major effort had been made to imorove base 
facilities and tra.inLYJ.g, !~.sties, ~d equip
ment of the Long-Range Air Force. 

66. Assumptwn.s Underlying Estimated Inter
conttr.entaI Striking Forces. Within the lim
its of base capacity, aircraft performance, and 
operating conditions. the size of the strike 
force which the USSR could launch would 
vary with L~e employment of different types 
of aircraft. The va."iety in methods of em-

ployment and attac..t_ pa.tterr.s open to the 
USSR lll?-t_es it difficult to estimate which air
fields the Soviet Union might employ in an 
initial surprise attack. Moreover, on many 
forward air.fields, we lack sufficient intelli
gence to make firm estimates of their capaci
ties to stage- bomber aircraft. 

67. In order to determine ·the gene..'"21 order 
of magnitude of Soviet capabilities for an 
initial attack again.st the US, we have consid
ered the available intelligence on runway 
lengths, POL, maintenance, other base facili
ties and access:illility for supply purposes, and 
have arrived at an estimate of a probable max
imum capacity of each of the forward bases 
for staging bomber aircraft. All bases that we 
have selected for the staging of heavy bombers 
have runway lengths of at least 7,500 feet and 
are considered to have an average maximum 
s~<>ing capacity of 30 heavy or 60 medium 
bombers. Those selected for staging medium 
bombers only have generally fewer base facili
ties, but have runways estimated to be at least 
5,200 feet in length. Their maximum st.aging 
capacities are considered as varying from 20 
to 60 medium bombers, depending on the facil
ities at each base. Although usable on the 
basis of estimated aircraf~ performance fig
ures, existing runways at many of these air
fields are considerably below the standards 
normally associated with Soviet long-range 
bomber bases, and their use in 1956 would 
require the acceptance o: reduced safety 
margins. 

68. The following planning factors, based 
largely on US experience, have been assumed: 

a. 90 percent of aircraft at home base in 
commission after stand-down; 

b. 85 percent of those aircraft departing 
home bases can be launched from staging 
bases (includes attrition enroute to and while 
at staging bases); 

c. 80 percent of these bomber aircraft 
launched on unrefue.!ed ?rJss:ons will arrive 
in target area (excluding combat attrition); 

d. 75 percent of t?hose bomber aircraft 
launched on missions utilizing inflight refuel
ing will arrive in target areas (excluding com
bat at~rition) ;_ and 
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e. An allowance of 1.2 tanker aircraft pro
vided for each bomber refueled in flight (com
patible u tanker assumed). 

G9. Estimated Strike Forces in 1956. We esti
mate the USSR could, from its present for
ward bases, augmented by the three home 
bases in the Leningrad area, mount an initial 
strike of approximately the following size: 
700 bombers on base, 600 could be launched, 
and as many as 500 could arrive in the target 
area. If tankers were available and used from 
these bases, the bomber force would have to 
be reduced accordingly. (See Annexes A and 
E for an estimate of staging capacities of 
individual bases in each area.) 

70. If the USSR elected to utilize all available 
bases, including some in the Baltic-East-Ger
man and Leningrad areas, and thus lessen its 
chances of achieving surprise, it could 'initially 
launch the maximum number of aircraft 
which would be serviceable (approximately 
900) against the US in 1956. Not considering 
combat losses, approximat ~ly 720 might reach· 
target areas. 

71. Estimated Strike Forces ;;. Mid-1959. By 
mid-1959, the capacity of the forward stag
ing areas and Leningrad could be increased 
to permit the entire Soviet long-range bomber 
force to be launched from these areas in an 
initial attack. We have also estimated that 
by mid-1959 the USSR would have some 400 
BISON and 300 BEAR aircraft in operational 
use. Moreover, the USSR could have a sub
stantial inflight refueling capability and a 
number of heavy bombers could thus be 
launched from interior bases in initial at
tacks on two-way missions. In this case 
the Leningrad base area could be used for 
some of the heavy bombers making initial 
unrefueled attacks on the US. Under these 
circumstances, the mid-1959 Soviet;; strike 
capability could be as follows: 

" As used In this estimate, '"compatible" means 
having characteristics o! speed and altitude suit
able to the bomber employed, and a transfer 
capabU!ty sufficient to add 35 percent to the 
range of the bomber. 

On Base Launched 
Arriving In 
Tar&etArea 

BADGER 330 280 225 
BISON 360 310 235 
BEAR 270 225 180 
Tanker 360 300 

Totals .1,320 1,115 640 

We have assumed the following method of 
employment: 

2-way 
Unrefueled 

2-way 
Refueled 

1-way 
Unre!ueled ~ 

BADGER .. 280 280 
BISON 50 260 310 
BEAR 225 225 

275 260 280 815 

72. Should the USSR elect to use only heavy 
bombers in an initial strike against the US, 
about 630 could be launched if home bases 
were utilized as launching bases. About 500 
could arrive in the target area, not consider
ing combat losses. If bombers staged through 
forward bases, the number launched and the 
number arriving in the target area would be 
about 530 and 420, respectively. 

73. Allocation to ECM and Diversionary Tasks. 
It is important to note that a significant pro
portion of the above strike- aircraft would 
probably be used solely for ECM and diver
sionary tasks. 

Naval Attack Capabilities 
Against the US 

74. Although there is no firm evidence that 
the USSR has developed a submarine-launched 
guided missile capability, such a capability 
would constitute a significant threat against 
US targets and could be used to supplement 
aircraft strikes. By this means the USSR 
could attack important US military, economic, 
and population centers along both seaboards 
and inland within range. 

75. In view of current indications of an ex
tremely active Soviet long-range submarine 
building program, and the considerable capa
bilities that submarine-launched missiles 
would pr9vide for hitting vital US targets. 
submarine-launched guided missiles might be 
an important supplement to nuclear attacks 
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!:ly aircraft in any So.,.iet attac..1< plan. This 
would be more likely by 1959. when such mis
siles could have not only nuclear warhead 
vie!ds consonant with their CEP's but also 
increased range and reliability. However, no
firm estilll.ate as to the probable magnitude 
of such submarine-launched guided missile 
attacks can be made at this time. The actual 
scale of such attack would depend not onlv 
upon the availability of missiles and of ~ 
cially configured submarines, but also uoon 
t..~e soviet requirement for submarines in their 
conventional role. Soviet judgment as to the 
risk of forfeiting the element of surorise would 
also be involved. The chances fo~ such for
feiture would mount as the numbers of sub
marines to be deployed prior to initial attacks 
was increased. Such considerations sug.gest 
that the actual force involved would be only 
a small portion of the total submarines avail
able now and in 1959. 

76. The capabilities of Soviet surface naval 
forces for attac.1G on the US are very low. 
Sporadic raider operations are possible, but 
the surface fleet in general, lacking aircraft 
carriers, is unsuitable for transoceanic naval 
operations on any significant scale. 

Clandestine Methods of Attack 
Against the US 

77. Clandestine Delivery of Nuclear Weapons. 
We have no evidence as to any Soviet plans or 
preparations for clandestine delivery of nu
~lear weapons against the US. However, dur
mg the period of this estimate the USSR will 
be capable of producing nuclear weapons 
which could be smuggled into the US either 
as complete assemblies or as component parts 
o! subassernhlies. These could range from 
small-yield weapons (five kilotons or less). 
weighing a few hundred oounds and small 
enough to fit into the luggage compartment 
o! an automobile, up to the highest.-yield de
v:ice the USSR was capable of produci,ng {10 
megatons or more). All of these weaoons or 
devices could be designed to break do~ into 
a number of relativelv simole and readilv 
~rtable cornpon;nts. Those designed 
to give a relatively low yield would not reauire 
much labor or technical training for a.ssedib!y. 
Somewhat more labor and training would be 

required to assemble weapons designed to give 
high yields, and, once assemb!ed, they would 
be more difficult to transport. The size and 
weight of any multimegaton device would be 
such that it ceuld probably be used only as a 
fixed installation in the hold of a merchant 
>'.essel or in secure premises, such as the Soviet 
embassy. 

78. Considering the known limitations of the 
means of physical detection, the USSR could 
probably introduce into the US and detonate 
in place a conside-~ble n~ber of nuclear 
weapons by clandestine ::near.s. A variety of 
methods of clandestine delivery suggest them
selves. Assembled weapons could be dropped 
by apparently friendly aircraft, detonated in 
the bold of a merchant ship, or sown as under
water mines hy submarines and possibly by 
merchant ships. Either compone-11ts or as
sembled weapons could be brought in under 
diplomatic immunity, smuggled across land 
or sea frontiers, introduced through normal 
import channels, or brought in as bonded 
merchandise awaiting transshipment. 

79. In introducing nuclear weaoons clandes
tinely into the US, the USSR ;;ould have to 
take into account not or.!y the estimated 
chances of detection, but also the conse
quences of detection, including the loss of 
surprise in any intended overt attack and the 
possible provocation of US military action. 
As the number of weapons clandestinely intro
duced was increased. the risk o! compromise 
would grow. This increased risk would be less 
a function of the physical means of detection 
(the effectiveness of which is extremely lim
ited) than of the possibility of US penet.>-ation 
of the Communist appa-.-a_tus, or of the defec
tion of even a trustee agent, or of sheer 
accident. The USSR could not. be confident 
that none of these mischances would occur. 
We conclude that, although clandestine attack 
with nuclear weapons l!'.ight be made against 
specially selected targets, as a suoolement to 
overt delivery by air, the use of l~ge numbers 
of suc.l-i weapons would probably be precluded 
by security considerations. 

80. Clandestir..e Use of EW ami CW Weapons. 
M~t biological warfare (BW) agents are pe
culiarly adaptable to clandestine utilization, 
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since detection of their intended use would 
be difficult. Even small-scale employment of 
BW agents against livestock could be highly 
effective. BW attacks against personnel con
centrated in selected buildings could also be 
effective. Anticrop BW operations could be 
carried out clandestinely, with possible dam
aging effects under proper environmental 
conditions. 

81. CW agents are not as suitable to clandes
tine operations as BW agents. The effects 
are more readily identifiable and except on a 
limited scale, a much greater effort would be 
necessary to deliver quantities required for 
lethal concentrations. Although it probably 
would not be feasible to accumulate CW 
agents or dissemination devices for more than 
limited attacks against population centers in 
the US, CW attacks against personnel in 
bUildings could be effective. 

82. Subversion, Espionage, Sabotage. The 
USSR is capable of subversion, espionage, apd 
widespread sabotage in the US through the use 
of existing subversive elements and the place._ 
ment of foreign agents. Sabotage probably 
would not be initiated on a large scale prior to 
an all-out attack on the US since these efforts 
would nullify the advantage of surprise, if 
identifiable with the USSR. Attempts to sab
otage US transportation, industrial and com
munications facilities, and military installa
tions could be expected with and immediately 
following surprise attack by the USSR. Com
munist party members and adherents are 
capable of organizing saboteur units of vary
ing sizes equipped with small arms and other 
suitable material which could strike at espe
cially selected and widely separated targets 
simultaneously and without warning. Wheth
er these attacks would be timed with a surprise 
military attack or carried out after attack 
would be dependent upon the Soviet appraisal 
of the relative advantages of such action. 

VII. CAPABILITIES TO ATTACK US OVERSEAS 
INSTALLATIONS AND FORCES 

Attacks by Aircraft 

83. Assuming the USSR launched attacks 
against the US on the scales indicated in para-

graphs 69 and 71, there would remain in its 
operatioqal establishment about the following 
numbers of long-range bombers: 

At Present Mid-1959 

BULL 250 0 
BADGER 50 330 
BISON 0 0 
BEAR. 0 0 

300 330 

These aircraft would be subject to the attri
tion factors set forth in paragraph 68. In 
addition, an indeterminate number of repa
rable planes and salvaged aborts from the 
aircraft committed to the intercontinental 
attack would also be available for later em
ployment. 

84. From bases in the USSR, the BULL, if 
modified, and the improved BADGER, on two
way missions carrying a 3,500 lb. bomb load, 
could reach key US installations in the UK, 
Western Europe, Iceland, Greenland, the 
Azores, French North Africa, Libya, the Middle 
East, Japan, Okinawa, Alaska, Guam, and the 
Philippines. To reach key installations be
yond these areas, they would have tci resort to 
inflight refueling or one-way missions. Jet 
heavy bombers on two-way missions from 
bases in the USSR could reach all the above 
areas and, in addition, Hawaii, Labrador, and 
Newfoundland. The BEAR, from interior 
bases, and the BISON, from forward bases, 
would be able to reach the Panama Canal but 
only on one-way missions. (See map 21.) 

85. Tbe USSR's estimated 2,900 jet light 
bombers (3,100 in 1959) could also be used 
for attacks against the many key US instal
lations and forces overseas within their opera
tional radius. There is an adequate number 
of Bloc fields suitable for jet light bombers 
within range of key US overseas installations 
and forces. From bases in East Germany, jet 
light bombers on two-way missions could 
reach the entire North Sea area, the UK and 
its northern and western approaches (includ
ing the Faroes), France and its western ap
proaches, and northeaswrn Spain. From bases 
in Hungary, Bulgaria, and Rumania these 
aircraft could reach most of the Mediter
ranean Sea. From the southern USSR, they 
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could reach the area north of an arc Cret-e
Israel-Kuwait. Jet light bombers based in the 
Vlac!ivostok and Dairen areas could reach all 
of Jaoan. To reach Okinawa and Luzon on 
:.wo-...:av missions, they would have to stage 
from~ in Communist China. (See map 
21.) However, for maximum effectiveness of 
attacks by light bombers against the more 
distant targets, considerable redeployment 
from present base areas to forward bases 
would be required. 

Attacks by Guided Missiles 

86. Ground-Launched Missile.s. The 350 D-IIl. 

ballistic miSsile which we estimate the USSR 
could now have, and the 850-900 D-IIl. missile 
which could begin to be available in 1955-1956, 
could be used. against US overseas installations 
and forces.. From forward Bloc areas such 
missiles could reach most US overseas instal
lations, including bases in the UK, Spain, 
Japan, and Alaska. However, the small mnn
ber probably available and their performance 
limitations would seriously limit Soviet opera
tional capabilities in this field ·during · ·the 
early part of the period. 

87. However, Soviet ground-launched missile 
capabilities probably will increase ma,rkedly 
as a result both of the greater numbers of 
these weapons available and their improved 
performance and reliability. In 1958-1959, 
the USSR coUld also have ready for series prcr 
duction ;m IRBM With a ran·ge of about i,600 
n.m. Large-yield nuclear warheads for bal
listic missiles would probably be available in 
1959-1960. With the IRBM the USSR C()uld 
attack most of the more distant US overseas 
targets, while si!Ilultaneously using short- and 
medium-range missiles against less distant 
targets. (See :nao 22.) These .mi.s.>iles could 
t..'lerefore C()nstit{zte in 1959 a significant 
threat to US overseas installations and forces, 
lzrge.!y because or the orobable invulnerability 
o~ ballistic missiles to ·countermeasures. 

88. Su"b-ma.rine-Lc.ur..ched Missiles. Subma
rine-launched guided missiles might be used 
agamst se!ectec targets to supplement air
craft and ground-launched missile attacks. 
'rne range estimated for Soviet submari.ne-
launc..'l.ed missiles (see paragraph 43) would 

oermit them to reach many ,cey overseas in
itanations. These missiles could also be used 
against carrier and other naval forces in port 
or as weapons of opportunity at sea. 

Attacks by Conventional Forces 

89. Ground Attack. The decision as to how 
and when to use Bloc ground capabilities 
would probably be strongly influenced by the 
desire to obtain strategic surprise, a consid
eration v•hich weighs heavily against their 
employment prior to the time initial air at
tacks were detected. Ground attacks sup
ported by tactical air and naval forces would 
almost certainly be an integral part of the 
over-all Soviet campaigns on the Eurasian 
land mass, and would present a threat to over
seas installations and forces in operations im
mediately following initial attacks. 

90. .Airborne Attack. Soviet airborne and 
amphibious operations might be C()nducted in 
several areas in order to achieve early destruc
tion of US overseas forces and installations. 
The capability of these forces to seize and de
stroy key installations and t.o assist in the de
struction of US forces would be substantial 
in certain areas including Alaska. Soviet air
borne capability is limited-by the availability 
of transport aircraft. It is estimated that 
Soviet Aviation of Airborne Troops can lift 
9,000 troops with one drop on D-day, or 14,000 
with two drops, to a maxi!!lum distance of 500 
n.m. For a five-day operation approximately 
23,ooo to 25,000 troops could be lifted. By 
1959, it is estimated the USSR will be able to 
lift 11,000 troops on D--day and 29,000 over a 
five-day period. T"ne lift capability in both 
periods could be increased by about 1,800 
troops for every 100 aircraft made available 
from the 3,000 transport aircraft of the civil 
air fleet and other C()II!ponents of military 
aviation. If the USSR converted BULL a.ir
e-raft for transpo::t purposes, the Soviet capa
bility to transport troops by air could be in
creased by about 5,000-6,000 troops per 100 
ai:c...-a!t converted 

91. Amphibicr.i.s Attack. Because of the lack 
of aircraft carriers and .-esse1 types suitable 
for amphibious wzr!are, large-scale Soviet am
phibious at~ks woulc be lL"?lited to short-
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range operations in areas where air cover 
could be provided from Communist-controlled 
territory. However, amphibious raids by sub
marine-borne forces to attempt destruction.or 
neutralization of key US overseas installations 
are possible. Amphibious assauit against the 
continental US (except Alaska) is beyond So
viet capabilities. In assaults against Alaska, 
certain restrictions would be imposed by: 
{a) the limited number of landing beaches; 
{b) climatic conditions; {c) problems of es
tablishing and maintaining lines of communi
cations; (d) the difficulties or maintaining 
adequate logistic support; (e) the limited am
phibious capability of the Far Eastern Fleet; 
and (f) the difficulties of maintaining ade
quate air cover. Amphibious attacks against 
other key US overseas installations, except in 
the Far East, would probably be limited to am
phibious raids by submarine-borne forces. 
Amphibious operations with an initial assault 
force of up to three divisions, and a follow-up 
force of five to six divisions, could be launched 
against Japan. This lift capability could be 
employed in other areas of the· Far .E~t 
within range of Soviet land-based support 
aircraft. 

92. Naval, Forces. We estimate that, in a 
maximum initial effort, as many as 220 of the 
long and medium range submarines located 
in the Baltic-Northern Fleet and Pacific Fleet 
areas - 160 and 60 respectively - could be 
made available for attacks against US naval 
forces and sea communications, and key in
stallations overseas. By mid-1959, these num
bers could be increased to about 420 and 100 
respectively. A portion of these submarines 
would almost certainly be employed against 
US naval forces, and especially to prevent at
tacks by carrier striking forces with a nuclear 
delivery capability. In addition, Soviet sub-

marines would almost certainly be employed 
against US sea communications by attacks on 
shipping and by mining the approaches to 
harbors and ports. Many of these could be 
concentrated, as opportune, against US naval 
task forces. 

93. Soviet surface naval forces have a low 
capability for contesting control of the high 
seas. The Soviet surface fleet lacks advanced 
bases and does not possess a shipborne air 
arm, but these forces could be effectively em
ployed within the radius of shore-based air 
cover. 

Clandestine Attack Capabilities 
94. Subversion, Espi01Zage, Sabotage. Soviet 
capabilities for subversion, espionage, and 
widespread sabotage attacks against key over
seas bases are greater than against the conti
nental US because of the much larger 
proportion of Communist elements, wide
spread political discontent, and lack of ade
quate security measures in certain foreign 
nations. Communists in some of these coun
tries are experienced in such operations, and 
sabotage efforts timed with large-scale mili
tary attacks could materially reduce the capa
bility of US military forces overseas. 

95. Clandestine Delivery of Mass Destruction 
Weapons. Considerations influencing the use 
of clandestine methods of delivery of mass 
destruction weapons by the USSR against 
overseas targets will in large part be similar 
to those discussed above in paragraphs 78-80. 
However, because of generally greater subver
sion capabilities and of geographic propin
quity, Soviet capability for using these 
methods overseas, while limited, is greater 
than against the US. 
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ANNEX A 

BASE AREAS SUITABLE FOR LONG-RANGE BOMBER OPERATIONS 

L Cn.ukotski Penms-.Lla. As the result of run
wav construction believed to have been car
ried out at several a.irlields within the past 
two years, we believe that at least six airfields 
orobably now have runways adequate for stag
ing medium bombers and that at least two of 
these a.""e suitable for heavy bomber opera
tions. Military air units are based on some 
of L}iese a.i.nields but none are subordinate to 
Long-Range Aviation.. 

2. Ai!" operations in this area are made diffi
cult by several factors. Recent construction of 
long, surfaced runways indicates that climatic 
and logistical difficulties of thi.s area are be
:ng o,ercome. However, ice and compacted 
sr.ow runways are also still in use. The lack 
o! n:ode.rn navigational aids hampers opera
tions, but there are some indications that the 
USSR iS steadily improving its operational 
potential through installation of modem radio 
navigation facilities. In addition, the USSR 
has an ever-increasing fund of Arctic expe
rience which can be applied to staging opera
tions in this area. 

3. Cold, wind, snow, and fog, which are prev
alent throughout the area, tend to make 
operations difficult and hazardous. The most 
unfavorable weather conditions occur during 
November through March.' The most favor
able conditions occur at all stations during 
the spr;_ng and early smnmer. Weather in 
the interio::- is highly favorable duri.Dg the 
sumr::ier months. Only those areas adjacent 
to the Chuckcbee Sea or which lie along the 

'In order to estimate the seaso:13.l suit.ability of 
average -.eat.he::- condlt!on.s in potential stagir.g 
a.-e--,s, :he percent.age freGue:1cy of occurrence 
o~ ~cse conditio:is which wou!d ~dicap ~e 
ll:aSs movement o! airerart int.o o: out o! .s'..,._g:!!g 
a::-eas was computed. Two cor.c!itlon.s wen: se
lected a.s a basis ro::- analysis: Cll eeil!ngJvis!bllity 
!ess t.!l= UJO reet/1 mile; C2l temperature !>elo-..· 
-20· F~ although with ac!equa:e p:-eparat:or.s 
~g o;ierations could ~ car.ie<! ou~ s-.i=
fltlly 1n !e!nperatu..--es be?ow -20· F'. 
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Bering Sea coast ha...-e a relatively high inci
dence of unfavorable condit:ons du."ing the 
midsummer months. 

4. The status of base logistical support facili
ties required to stage long-range stnke opera
tions Lrom the Cnukotski area is unknown. 
The area is accessible only by air and by sea 
during the ice-free season, and supply prob
lems would be difficult. However, the USSR 
is considered capable of stockpiling the nec
essary supplies. Moreover, the area's staging 
potential could be markedly increased by 1959. 
By using construction eiements already avail
able in the area the USSR could build two 
additional concrete surfaced runways, 6,000 to 
8,000 feet in length, by 1959. 

5. Kola. Peninsula. The Kola Pe."linsula has 
at least six bases believed adequate for stag
ing operations of medium bombers at maxi
mum gTOSS weights, provided that a reduced 
safety margin on take-off was accepted for 
the BULL. One other aL'iield is considered 
to be suitable for use on 2l1 emergency basis, 
but its extremely isolated location, plus its 
apparent lack of recent development or use, 
argue against its use as a stagi.ng base. At 
least one of these a.irlield.s would be adequate 
for heavy bombers at maximum take-off 
weights, provided reduced safety margins 
were accepted.. Permanent-surfaced ru.11ways 
can be constructed throughout the area with
out difficulty as it is relatively free of penna
frost. 

6. Prevailing climatic conditions, while a re
strictive factor on air operations, are relatively 
more favorable than in other regions of the 
Soviet Far North. In general, the most favor
able conditions occur in the late spring and 
early SUil!mer. In late summer and early 
autumn, conditions are favorable exceot at 
bases adjacent to the co!c waters of the Vlhite 
Sea.. However, du..ri.11g May through October 
conditions are favorable at all locations over 
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90 percent of the time. In winter, conditions 
are less favorable due to the more frequent 
occurrence of low ceilings and poor vis_ibiliti_es. 
Extremely cold temperatures are relatively m
!requent, and occur less than 10 percent of the 
time at any base. 

7. The status of base logistical support facili
ties required to conduct long-range bomber 
strikes from airfields in this area is unknown, 
but it is considered that logistics would not 
be an important limiting factor. Supply 
routes by rail and road are open to the Kola 
Peninsula on a year-round basis, although 
logistical support of large-scale air operations 
would still pose difficulties under extreme 
weather conditions. Moreover, the staging 
potential of the area could be readily in
creased. No additional construction ca-pabil
ity would be. required in order to build three 
additional concrete-surfaced runways 6,000 to 
8,000 feet in length by 1959. 

8. Central Arctic. An airfield construct~on 
and development program in this area has 
been in progress since early 1949. Five. air
fields are known and others probably exist. 
The development program was carried out for 
the Directorate of Polar Aviation of 'the North
ern Sea Route Administration, but at .least 
some of the airfields built probably have run
ways of sUfficient length to handle the staging 
of medium bombers under conditions of re
duced take-off weights and/or reduced safety 
margins. . In addition, there is one field suit
able for the staging of heavy bombers. How
ever, logistical support would be difficult, 
probably requiring heavy stockpiling. 

9. This area has by far the most unfavorable 
weather of all the areas considered. The 
major handicap to air operations arises from 
the frequency and persistence of extremely 
low temperatures. For example, at Tiksi over 
50 percent of all observations during January 
record temperatures lower than -20° F. Jet 
engines, however, are less adversely affected by 
low temperatures than piston engines and jet 
take-off requirements are considerably re
duced. Even the summer months are not 
very favorable due to the high frequency of 
fog in the coastal belt. 

10. Leningrad. This area contains at least 
three home bases of Long-Range Aviation 
units equipped with BULL aircraft. These 
bases probably have runways of sufficient 
length for hey.vy jet bomber operations under 
conditions of reduced take-off weights and/or 
reduced safety margins. The Long-Range 
Aviation basing potential of the area could 
be increased without difficulty by employing 
available airfield construction units to further 
improve existing airfields. Such development 
would require only a minimum of additional 
construction, as there are already 18 airfields 
within 200 nautical miles of Leningrad with 
concrete runways at least 6,000 feet in length, 
and seven other airfields with concrete run
ways in excess of 5,000 feet in length. None 
of these additional bases, however, are known 
to be associated currently with Long-Range 
AViation operations. Operations from this 
area by long-range aircraft woUld offer the 
advantage of a temperate climate and good 
logistical support. 

11. The bases in this area have the most favor
able weather during the late spring and sum
mer, when about 97 to 99 percent of the time 
is favorable for operations. Even during au
tumn and winter 88 to 90 percent of the 
weather is favorable at all bases. There ap
pears to be little difference between night-time 
and daytime weather except during Septem
ber, October, and November. During these 
months, reduced visibility sometimes occurs 
during the early morning hours. Tempera
tures below -20° F. occur less than five per
cent of the time at all bases. 

12. Kamchatka-Sea of Okhotsk Area. Four 
airfields in this. area have runways which 
would permit ground runs of at least 5,000 
feet. One of these airfields is considered ade
quate for medium bombers at maximum gr<;>ss 
weights, provided reduced safety margins were 
accepted for BULLS. The other three could 
be used by BULLS with considerably reduced 
take-off weights and by BADGERS at maxi
mum gross weight, provided lower safety mar
gins were accepted. For the above reasor:s 
long-range capabilities from this area are esti
mated u, be extremely limited, but facilities 
could be developed to accommodate medium 
and heavy bomber operations by 1959. 
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13. The weather in this area is relatively 
favorable for air operations. Throughout the 
vear the weather on the east coast of Kam
~hatk.a pe,ninsu.la is the most favorable in the 
entire area. In the Magadan area the ~t 
weather occurs during the early spring and 
autumn. 

14. Baltic-East Germany. Poland and the So
viet Zone of Germany have a total of at least 
60 airfields from which medium and heavy 
bomber operations could be mounted against 
the US and US bases in Western Europe. 
However, a disadvantage of this area as a 
base for air attacks on North America is that 
Great Circle routes pass over nations friendly 
t.o the US. In addition, it would be more 
difficult than in other forward base areas to 
maintain security of preparations for attack. 
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However, climatic conditions are most favor
able and there would be relatively few logisti
cal problems. This base complex is served 
adequately by all types of transportation. 

15. The bases located in the Baltic coastal 
area are most suitable for air operations dur-

• ing April th.tough August, when favorable 
conditions occur about 97 percent of the time, 
both day and night. The least favorable 
period is December through March, when fre
quency of favorable conditions drops to about 
75 percent. However, the unfavorable condi
tions occur most often during the night and 
early morning hours. The midday hours are 
favorable for operations about 85 percent of 
the time. Ve..ry low temperatures are rare in 
this area. 
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...-oulc. :require such substantial preparations 
as almcst ce::tainlv to result in the loss of 
surprise. If, how;ver, the USSR attempted 
to a~tack without warning it would probably 
be :orced to accept major restrictions with 
!"o?S~ect to substantial mobilization, redeuloy
!:!ent, or t.:.nusual movement o! SoViet forces.~ 
T"nu.s, the USSR would have to consider the 
aciva."lt.agcs of the ma;amum chance of sur
pri.se as against the maximum weight of 
attack. 

3. In planning initw attacks on continental 
US targets, the timing and strength of the 
so·.iet ei!ort would be determined largely by 
recognition of the need for neutralizmg the 
most immediate threat to Soviet security- a 
nuclear attack by US forces and Allied forces, 
wherever disposed. The Soviet timetable 
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would almost certa:nly call fa: virtually simul
-taneous assaults on other target systems. 

4. Since Soviet attacks on ti:e continental US 
would be tantamount to general war, the 
USSR would have to prepare at the same 
time to commit milita.ry forces against tar
gets and areas overseas_ While Soviet capa
bilities for attacking o,erseas bases, forces, 
and areas are outside the scoc-e of this esti
mate., it is pertinent that Sovi;t requirements 
for such attacks would not only affect the 
size and weight of the forces the USSR would 
actually commit against the continental US, 
but also the degree to which surprise could 
be a.cbieved in attacking the continental US. 
In mid-1960, the USSR probably could not 
count upon being able to achieve surprise 
against both the continental US and US and 
Allied bases and forces e!sewhe:e. 

MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING SOVIET CAPABILITIES 

AGAINST THE CONTINENTAL US 

II. AVAILABILITY OF MASS DESTRUCTION 
WEAPONS 

Nudeor Weapons· 
5. T"ne USSR is continuing to give high pri
ority to the development and _production of 
nuclear weapons. We estimate that the USSR 
could now have nuclear bombs with yields 
rang;..ng from 0.5 KT to 10 MT. We also esti
mate that by 1957-1958, the USSR could in
cr~ the yield of its most powerful nuclear 
bombs to at least 20 MT, and by mid-1960 
could fur'"..her increase the economy of use of 
nuclear mate.'i.als in these very large-yield 
v.eaDOns. In addition, warheads with yields 

C · J could be provided for 
use in submarine-launched surface-to-surface 
missiles and in air-to-surface missiles by 1957-
1958, and for use in ICBMs as they become 
available. (For the yields of particular war
heads, S'?C ?HE 11-2-56.) 

6. A vailab!e evidence is inadequate lo justi!y 
a calcu!ation of the probable Soviet stoc..tq>ile 
o! nuclear weapons of various types and yields. 
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Within the limits of nuclear weapons tech
nology and of fissionable materials availa
bility, the actual stockpile developed during 
the period of this estimate will be determined 
by Soviet military requirements, as currently 
visualized by Soviet planne.>-s and as revised 
during the period.'1 

7. R.adiolagi,eal Warfare. D'.lring the period 
of this estimate, it is most unlikely that the 
USSR will be able to stockpile militarily sig
nificant quantities of radioactive materials 
for use in radiological warfare weapons. How
ever, the USSR will possess nuclear weapons 

"Fot" extended discuss!on o! the problem o! ach!ev
i.Dg smprise, see NIE 11-6-55, "Probable Intelli
gence W=ing or Soviet Attack on the US 
T?L.-oog,h M!d-1958,n published l J'uly 1955. This 
~per will be supe=<ied by the for+.bcoming 
NIE 11-3-57, coveri!:g the pe...'1od tht"ough mid· 
1$60. 
For det:ws. see YIB 11-2-56, -rhe Soviet Atomic 
Energy Program.~ published 8 June 1956 (Llmited 
Dis::ribut:onl. This p:iper will be superseded 1n 
ro.rly 1957 by SU: l i-2-57. 

Arb,tr.u-v future s~'biles based on vuious 
;i.s.simptions :i...--e p:-es.ented in NIE 11-2-56. 
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capable or producing widespread radioactive 
fall-out, and these weapons could be used pri
marily for that purpose. 

Biological Warfare 

8. Relatively little is known ·about the. nature 
and magnitude of the Soviet BW program, 
particularly its offensive aspects. However, 
accumulated evidence shows that the USSR 
almost certainly has an active BW research 
and development program encompassing anti
personnel, antilivestock, and possibly anti
crop agents. The causative organisms of at 
least four human diseases (anthrax, tulare
mia, plague, brucellosis) and of two animal 
diseases (foot-and-mouth disease, rinder
pest) are believed to be under consideration as 
BW agents. 

9. Based on a general appreciation of Soviet 
capabilities in this field, we estimate that in 
mid-1960 the USSR could be prepared to dis
seminate BW agents both covertly and overt
ly. The USSR already has the .capability for 
clandestine BW attack against personnel in 
buildings or concentrated in relatively small 
areas, and for such attack against livestock 
and certain crops. The sniall amounts of BW 
agents required could be introduced into the 
US clandestinely or, in some cases, produced 
near the sites of their planned employment. 
They could be employed by saboteurs using a 
wide variety or disseminating devices, some of 
which could be procured locally. We believe 
co\•ert BW attack could be highly effective 
against livestock and moderately effective 
against humans and crops. With regard to 
overt delivery, relatively large quantities of 
BW agents would probably be required. So
viet capabilities for this means of attack 
would therefore be limited by the infeasibility 
of stockpiling large quantities of most BW 
agents in prolonged storage. 

Chemical Warfare 

10. The USSR has a well-established CW re
search. and development program, which we 
believe emphasizes the development or nerve 
agents. In addition to agents of the tabun 
and sarin types, the USSR is believed to be 
working on the more persistent, extremely 

lethal nerve agents of the "V" series as well 
as agents having psyctiogenic effects. 

11. The Soviet stockpile of standard cw 
agents, in bulk and in munitions, is esti
mated to have been 140,000 metric tons at 
the end of World War II. Although there is 
no direct evidence that the USSR is current
ly engaged in large-scale production of CW 
~gents, a stockpile of a similar magnitude 
probably represents the minimum which the 
USSR maintains in peacetime. Losses caused 
by d~terioration and in reloading into newer 
munitions in the intervening period have prob
ably been made up with nerve gases. By 1960, 
the Soviet CW stockpile will probably consist 
mainly of nerve gases, including limited quan
tities of "V" agents. 

12. We have no firm evidence of Soviet CW 
munitions development since World War n, 
when the USSR had munitions suitable for 
delivery by both ground weapons and aircraft 
flying at speeds up to about 250 knots. The 
USSR is probably developing spray tanks, 
bombs, and un!uzed containers for use by 
higher speed aircraft. We believe the USSR 
is technically capable of modifying its present 
bomb and warhead designs to permit the 
delivery of CW agents by jet aircraft and by 
certain guided missiles. 

Ill. WEAPONS DELIVERY SYSTEMS -
AIRCRAFT 

Soviet Long-Range Aviation 

13. As of 1 October 1956, Soviet Long-Range 
Aviation is estimated to have been composed 
of 61 bomber regiments with an actual 
strength of 1,405 bomber aircraft Jn operation
al units: i.e., 745 BULL piston medium bomb
ers, 585 BADGER jet medium bombers, 40 
BISON jet heavy bombers, and 35 BEAR turbo
prop heavy bombers.~ We have no evidence 

• The Assistant Chlef or Staff, Intelligence. De
pnrtmcnt of,the Army, does not believe that the 
available cvldence warrants the above estimate 
ol the number of BULL bombers (7-45J, the 
totnl number of bombers ( 1,4051. or the num
ber ._or rcg"imcnts 161 1. In Soviet Long-Range 
Aviation. 

4'0P SEGFLS'F 
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of any ta"ker aircraft in cp2r2tional units at 
present.10 All Long-Range Aviation units are 
based L'l'"J. the European USSR except the Third 
Long-Range A.:r 1'-"Tn"J, which is i."l the Soviet 
F-...r East and has a:i estimated actual strength 
of 220 Bl.,'"LIS and 25 BAf?GERS. 

14.. We estimate that in mid-1960 Soviet Locg
Range A:nation will probably comprise 56 
bomber regiments and a tan.\:er force possibly 
equivalent to 15 re.,aunents.11 1= The bomber 
force will probably consist of some 1,500 air
craft, ~eluding 700 BADGERS, 500 BISONS, 
and 300 BEARS."' E.idence in support of 
this estimate is found in: (a) the rapid in
crease in the number of Long-Range Aviation 
regiments from 48- in January 1956 to 61 in 
October 1956; (b) the trend toward replace
ment of Bu'"LIS by more modern aLrcra!t 
since 1954; (c) the appare;it intent to build 
up a heavy bomber force implicit in the devel
opment of BISON and BEAR aircraft and 
t:leir introduction into operational units, now 
in an early stage; and ( d). current_ j.ndications 
of the· development of an infilght refueling 
capability. 

15. The foregoing estimate of the size and 
composition of Soviet Long-Range Aviation 

,. " Discussion of tanker strength will be found in 
paragraphs 18-21. 

"The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, De
partment of the Army, does not concur in the 
numbers of regiments shown in this sentence. 
While some tanker regiments or their equivalent 
1n smalle= unlt.s Will probably be included 1n 
Soviet Lo::ig-Range Aviation by m.id-1960, there 
is in his opinion no adequate evidence to in
dicate t!:a~ the total of bombe, and tanker 
re&i,T.e:its will be in excess o! previou.s?y esti
:::::ated ?:>o::nber regil:lents. So:ne or :ill or the 
bo::nbe:- reg:i.:::en:.S whl~ i:r.ay have been formed 
in ac:!~::!on to t.>i.c ~S held as o! l J'anuacy 1956 
=Y be c:!estl::led to becc:::e ta.I:ke::- regm,ents. 
!:l this case. many of ~e tankc:- rct;im=ts 
esti=lated to be i~ existence In mid-1960 would 
"be i."lcl"::ded L"l a ~ :-eg:::::ien: !eve!. It ,;,;-ou!d not 
.see:::, ju.s~ble to estil'.:'~:e :L.'l ~t:o:u:.l 15 
.c;:t:::e:::.~ over- a.-,d :i?:,o.-e ::-eeent increases 
--.h:cJ1 =:.:.y represent t..~e i."!.!ti:W ph..-ues o! the 
!o=t:or. o~ tanker :e,:ime:::s. 

u '!"he ."-ssi.st:l::t Chie! o~ S~~. L"1t.e!!i~encc. :>c
pa=>-me.-:: o! !he ,'.rn1y. ctccs i:ot concu~ :n !..'l!' 
e,.t•~a~e o! t.'le nud-1550 h~v;· borr:be:- st.--cn6th 
tSCO B!SO~ a..-:d 300 BEA?.> µ:-escnt.ed in !..'lis 
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is subject to all the unce.""tainties implicit in 
· any esti:nate of a situation to be expected 

three yea..'"S in the future. However, it is con
siste:it, not only with the considerations enu
merated in the preceding pa....-agraph, but also 
with estimated Soviet strateg:c :equirements 
for high-perfoI'I!lance, long-range bombers in 
the event of general war, including require
ments for nuclear air attack en the continen
tal US. It is also within estimated Soviet air
craft production capabilities, although the 
proportion of aircraft production f2.;::ilities as
signed to heavy bomber prod_uction would 
have to be increased. We believe it unlikely 
that the USSR ,vill curtail its heavy bombe:
fcrce at least until it has adueved a substan
tial operational capability with an intercon
tinental ballistic missile. Such a C3.pability 
almost certainly will not be achieved during 
the pe.."iod of this estimate. 

16. Soviet Long-Range Aviation will p~·obably 
continue with its present aircraft types 
throughout the period. An impro'>ed model 
oi the BISON is probably now becoming avail
able, and improved versions of both the BEAR 

sentence. The presently esti=~d ! Oct.iber 
1956 force level of 40 BISON would l:".:i.ve to be 
increased at an aver.ice r::i.te o! more than 10 
per month to :i.chieve this level whll~ p~t 
evidence L'ldlcates that production is continuing 
::.~ about two to three pe: month, ::. rate which 
h:l.s re!llal.ned roughly const:mt f9r ~::ne time. 
Achievement of the :i.bove force level would 
reqtl!&--e that additional facilities presently prn
ducing other aircra!t would h:l.ve to be devotee 
to :SISON production in t!le near future and tllat 
all factories aehleve optim= o, near optimum 
proc:bction r:ites. An increase in t.'le produc
tion rate or BEAR :lirc.-a!t would :i.:~ have to 
be achieved since conti::mat.:on o! :..>-ie present 
produeti.= rate would :::ot ~eve thl.s fan:e 
!eve:!. While It ls possible tbl. t :;omc 1.nc.""f::lSe 
in pr-od\!Ction l:1:tY l:e planned :ind .1c!?ieved, 
:,. more r=ll.s'..:c estimate o! fr.e mid-1960 heavy 
bo:::ice::- force level should tx: s::me-:.·h.::.t lower. 
To properly :-el!ect the 11..,cc:-'~ntie.s L,hcrent 
in th!s es:X-.::.te he::.v--; bo:nbe::- stren['N'l should 
be S-..:it.ec:! :is :l br..cket !x,tv.-ccn t1:e rm-ce wh!ch 
a con:in~t.:cn o~ prcsc:-:t ~roouclion v.-ould 
:i.chievc =d the optimum force lc'l'el s..'":.own in 
;,.-ir....,wr-ph H. St.:ch :l br.ic-l,ct woi;;!d ind.lc:ite 
Ute !o!,owing mici-?~60 he:wy bo!.l~r !urce lt:vel: 

BISON: from 180 Ul 500 
3?:h.~ : fro::n 2-iO to 300 
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and the BADGER will probably appear in 
1957.,. At current rates of introduction into 
operational units, Long-Range Aviation will 
have achieved its full estimated complement 
of BADGERS by mid-1957; continued produc
tion at present rates could provide an appre
ciable reserve of BADGERS by the end of the 
period. BULLS will probably have been en
tirely phased out of long-range bomber units 
by mid-1959; serviceable BULLS surplus to 
the needs of Long-Range Aviation will be 
available for some time for a variety of uses. 

lnflight Refueling 

17. We now have good evidence that the USSR 
is developing an inflight refueling system, and 
we believe that during the period of this esti
mate it will achieve a substantial inflight re
fueling capability. Soviet planners have al
most certainly recognized the potentiality of 
inflight refueling to overcome to, some extent 
the geographic disadvantage they face in the 
application of their strategic air power against 
the continental US. On the basis of-compara
tive speed and altitude capabilities of Soviet 
long-range aircraft, and of their comparative 
capabilities to reach US targets on refueled 
and unrefueled missions from Soviet bases, 
we believe Soviet planners will seek to provide 
a i·efueling capability primarily for BISON air
craft. One refueling by a compatible tank
er u could approximately double the area of 
the continental US that could be reached by 
an improved BISON on a two-way mission 
from Chukotski. The BEAR's greater combat 
radius would make refueling less essential to 
its operations, although its capabilities to 
reach targets in continental US from interior 
Soviet bases could be increased substantially 
by this means. Refueling would increase 
BADGER capabilities to reach targets in the 

" For estimated per!ormance characteristic of So
viet long-r~ge bombers, see Annex C. 

"As used in this estimate, "compatible" means 
having characteristics o! speed and altitude 
suitable to the bomber employed, and a transfer 
capability ,;uffic!ent to add 35 p(lrcent to the 
range o! the refueled bomber. 

'"For refueled and unrP.!ueled coverage oC con
tinental us, sec Annex B, Maps and Summary 
Charts. 

continental US, but against most targets 
would still not make two-way BADGER opera
tions possible. 1r. 

18. We therefore believe that during the 
period of this estimate the USSR's chief re
quirement for tanker aircraft would stem 
from the desirability of refueling a substan
tial number of its BISONS. To provide rea
sonably flexible support for a force of 500 
BISON bombers, some 350 compatible tank
ers would be required. To meet this require
ment, the USSR could employ one or a com
bination of the following alternatives: (a) pro
duce BISON tankers; (b) produce BEAR tank
ers; (c) develop and produce a new heavy air
craft designed specifically as a tanker. BI
SONS and BEARS could be used as converti
ble tanker-bombers by employing bomb-bay 
tanks, but such tankers would not be fully 
compatible insofar as range extension is con
cerned. 

19. We know of no oonker production or tank
ers in operational units in the USSR at pres
ent. By mid-1960, the USSR could acquire 
350 heavy tankers as well. as a bomber force 
of the size estimated in paragraph 14. How
ever, in order to do so, it would in the 
near future have either to increase production 
rates at facilities which we estimate will be 
in the heavy bomber program, or to open 
additional production facilitie~. We doubt 
that the USSR will produce as many as 350 
heavy tankers during the period of this esti
mate, in view of the probability that the 
bomber program will have priority over the 
tanker program, and the fact that to produce 
the estimated number of heavy bombers will 
itself require an early increase in the facili
ties allocated to the heavy bomber production 
program (see paragraph 15).17 

"The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, De
partment of the Army, considers that aircraft 
production programs in the USSR are probably 
geared to the achievement of an inflight refuel
Ing capability compatible with its bomber force 
lly 1!)60, and that the requirement !or tankers 
i.'i one of a r.umber of factors which would 
militate agalnst the production o! a bomber 
force of soo' BISONS and 300 BURS as fore
cast in paragraph 14. The size of the tan!{er 
force. therefore. is subject to th(l same element.~ 
ot· uncertainty which attend bomber strength 
1se&- l1ls footnote to paragraph 14>. 
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20. Therefore, we estimate that in mid-1960 
the USSR v.n.11 be bui!di.Dg toward, but tjil 
probably not have achieved, a force of 350 
heavy tankers. We believe that, without in
te.rf~.ng with cu...-rently estimated So.:iet 
bomb<>...r production programs, the USSR could, 
by mid-1960, have a force of some 150 heavy 
tankers. 'filis could be accomplished by con
tinuing the production of BEAR type aircraft 
at existing facilities.1~ 

(See !oot=.o~. page 7.) 

21. Tne USSR could develop a BADGER tank
er force as an interim measure, for the pur
pose of increasing the range of some BISON 
bombers for 'w'hich comnatible tankers were 
not available. Refueling-by a BADGER tank
er could increase the radius of a BISON by 
some 500 n..m., and the range by some 1,000 
lLlll.., although the net gain in radius/range 
in any particular operation would be limited 
by the route f!oW!?. and refueling point em
ployed. In addition, BADGER tankers could 
be employed as compatible tankers for BADG
ER bombe.--s. 

Base Areas 

22. We estimate that there are some 525 oper
ational airfields in the Sino-SoV!et Bloc with 
pe..."I?lallent St!rfaced runways of 5,000 feet or 
longer. They a..-re distributed as follows: 

C"Ml:llm= Runway Length C:!eet) 

9.000 8.000 ~ 6.000 5,COO ~ 
USSR 9 39 19 167 ~ 278 
E'aro])e2Il 

satellites 
Asiat!e CO=u

?:l.st CO=tr.es 

2 

11 

45 36 1 131 

7 23 ~ 32 116 
93 7i7 ~ 77 525 

23. Gi,en stawiard COilditions,1$ we est'.:.mate 
take-off dis'"..ances for Soviet long-range bomb
ers as follows: 

u ~o:-n:ial ta.Ke-o!:' ~que 2.:1c! take-o~ e..?lgi...~e 
pcr;:.e:-, ::io -;:;<..=c. sea le.el e!e.at!on. te::::.pe_-a.z-e 
59 ceg:-ees F'~ .ie.-=nent su:tacec ==;·. A: 
0 deg:-e--...s F' ~ grou::c! := ~-e:Ile.::it.s to:: ~
oi::: of jet bo=.be..-s -a.o:tlc! ~ a!)o,:t 25 ;:>e.~t 
less U: a:: =c!e:: s'..:u:c!.a..--d co:::c!.1 t!cns. G::o=c! = ::~e=-..e::ts !o:- ?rope!!e:-d:!,e::: '!:o:nbe:s 
o;:;ot!!d 2.!so be :-eci:cec. bu: :.!::e d.!!!e.-e::c:e .;cl!Jc 
:::o: be a.s g:-eat as :o. Jet bo:::lbe..--s. 

Tlie--0!! 
We.!g!l~ 

Gbs..l 

B0.000 
:SUI.L 

(::nocilll. ed) ll5, 750 

B.>.DG::::?. 150,000 
BADG:s& 

(imp:-oved) 170,000 
B!SON 365,000 
3!SON 

(imp:-oved) 365.000 
BEAR 300,000 
BEAR 

Cl.mproved) 

Grou::c! G::o=d Run 
R'CD to Cle2.: 50-!t. 
m .. i O:.stacle C!t.) 

5,230 7,825 

4.SOO 7,125 
4,200 6,300 

4,800 7,100 
6,400 9,100 

5,300 8,200 

6.000 9,000 
no data. 

availab?e 

24. Tb.ere are approximately 27 airfields in 
the USSR believed to be home bases for oper
ational Long-Range Aviation bomber units, 
three in the Far East, and the remainder in 
the European USSR. In addition, a number 
of a.irn.elds associated with command 2.Ild/or 
training units, factory production and deliv
ery, a.:id testing and development are in effect 
an integral part of the base structure oi Soviet 
Long-Range A.:iation. As indicated by the 
table in paragraph 22, many other airfields 
in the Sino-Soviet Bloc have runways suitable 
for medium bomber operations and some have 
runv.ays suitable for heavy bombers. These 
airfields could be used as auxiliary airfields to 
insure maximum aircraft dispersal away from 
home b2ses, but the actual designation of 
such auxiliary fields within the Soviet Long
Range Aviation base structure cannot be veri
fied. Physical limitations OD dispersal, and 
probable requirements for limiting ground 
stay to a minimum, would make dispersal and 
revetment at forward staging bases in the 
Arctic unlikely. 

25. We estimate that So.iet planners a..--e now 
developing air facilities to meet their antici
pated requirements for the next 10 years 
or more. Progressive extension of runways at 
Long-Range Aviation home bases from cur
rent 8,200-foot lengths to 9,000 feet or more 
is believed to be under way. In the case of 
new run\"."ay construction at bases, it is esti
mated that weigh~bea.'ing capacities are be
ing made ac!equate for 1::.eavy bombers of all 
types programmed, ~d that runway lengths 
will ge..7erally exceed 11,000 feet. 
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26. Because of the range limitations of avail
able Soviet; bombers, the launching of strikes 
against the continental US at present would 
probably involve staging through one or more 
of five base areas within the USSR - the Chu
kotski Peninsula, the Kamcha_tka Peninsula, 
the Central Arctic area, the Kola Peninsula, 
and the Leningrad area. (If overflight of 
Scandinavia were to be avoided in an initial 
strike from Leningrad, a dog-leg route over 
the Kola area would be necessary.) For pur
poses of this estimate, these five potential 
staging areas are designated "forward" base 
areas.10 In each of these areas, airfields suit
able for long-range bombers exist, although 
the Leningrad area is the only one of the 
five now occupied by units of Long-Range 
Aviation. Bases in East Germany and Poland 
could also be used, but because of the likeli
hood that surprise would be sacrificed by the 
necessity of overflying West Europe, as well 
as the lower security of preparations in the 
Satellites and VUlnerability to NATO forces, 
this area would not be a likely choice for stag
ing initial strikes against the continental us. 

27. Air base development over the past few 
years in the forward base areas has improved 
the capability of these areas foi: supporting 
long-range bomber staging operations. In 
the Kamchatka, Kola, Chukotski, and Central 
Arctic areas, there are now 29 airfields with 
runways long enough to accommodate Soviet 
long-range bombers.20 Information is incom
plete concerning load-bearing capacity, air
craft servicing, maintenance, storage, and per
sonnel facilities at almost all of these airfields, 
but we estimate that 10 could stage either 
medium or heavy bombers, and that 19 others 
could stage medium bombers. In addition, 
there are at least 23 airfields in the Leningrad 
area capable of staging medium bombers, of 
which three are present home bases of Long
Range Aviation, capable of staging heavy 
bombers. In sUtnmary, we esti.Inate that, for 

•• Annex A and D (the latter In limited distribu
tion under separate cover) cover air !ac!lities, 
weather conditions, and airfield capacities In 
these base areas. 

,. In addition, there are eight airfields whose run
way characteristics Indicate a rnarg!nal capa
b!lity for long-1'3.nge bomber operations. 
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purposes of Long-Range Aviation operations 
against the continental US, there are avail
able in the five forward base areas 52 airfields 
capable of staging medium bombers, of which 
13 are also capable of staging heavy bombers. 

28. There are indications that airfield devel
opment in the forward base areas is contin
uing, and it is within Soviet capabilities to 
have developed adequate facilities for sus
tained long-range bomber operations in any 
of these areas by 1960. We believe that run
ways are being developed with length, sur
face, and weight-bearing standards similar to 
those at Soviet Long-Range Aviation home 
bases. We estimate that by 1960, with the 
construction facilities and personnel now in 
the area concerned, three new airfields suit
able for heavy bomber staging operations 
could be developed in the Kola area, three in 
the Leningrad area, and two each in the Chu
kotski, Central Arctic, and Kamchatka areas. 
Improvement of support facilities at existing 
potential staging bases in these areas could 
be carried out concurrently without major 
interference With the construction effort. 

29. In each of the forward areas there are 
bases, in addition to those considered suit
able for staging long-range bombers, which 
could be utilized for the fighter aircraft which 
the USSR would also require in any opera
tion conducted from these areas, In certain 
forward areas there are only a few such addi
tional bases at present. If necessary, by mid-
1960 the USSR could provide additional facili
ties for fighter protection of its long-range 
bomber staging bases, and for surface-to-air 
missile defenses. 

Other Factors Affecting Soviet 
Air Operations 

30. Reconnaissance. The USSR is not known 
to have developed long-range reconnaissance 
aircraft as such. It is possible that during 
the interval between now and mid-1960 the 
USSR, employmg existing long-range bomber 
types, might brild up a pattern of activity 
along the early warning lines of the North 
American continent, not only to determine 
their location, capabilities, and vulnerabiU
ties, but also to increase the problem of recog-
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nizing the approach of an actual attack. !t 
is unlikely that the USSR would jeopardize 
SU..'1)rise by unusual reconnaissance activity 
i,..,mediatciy preceding an actual attack. 

31. Weather Foreca.sting. Tne USSR has for 
years de,oted co!'..siderable effort, with a bigh 
degree of success, to both short-period and 
long-p,encd meteorological forecasting. We 
belie;e th.a: it has the forecasting capability 
to suppo:t long-range ai= operations. This 
capability plus extensive experience in me
teorological research in the extreme northern 
!2.titt:des, weather reporting facilities in Si
beri..a and on ice floes in the Central Arctic 
basin. and consta.-rit access to regularly broad
cast North .American weather reports and 
forecasts should enable the USSR to predict 
both route and target weather with reasonable 
accu..--acy. 

32. Navigatwn .Aids. The USSR has available 
through oper. sources virtually complete tar
get and navigation data on North America 
and its approach routes. I~ is prol:!able that 
in the event of a surprise attack certain West
ern electronic navigational aids would be 
available during at least part of the flight. 
For example, meteorological reports are regu
larly broadcast in the United States and Can
ac.a. It is also possible that clandestinely
placed navigational beacons might be used 
for aircraft homing. We estimate that Soviet 
!l2.viga.tional radar equipment is capable of 
better oerfonnance than the US World War II 
equipment which the USSR acquired. 

33. Electronic Countermea.su.Tes (ECM) 
a.. Sw..et Otfensroe Capabflities. Soviet 

ECM development is rapidly approaching, if 
it has oot already reached, the point at which 
~ will evnstitute a major threa.t to US air 
defense cauabilities. Within the past year or 
so the USSR has entered actively into devel
oping techn.ic;_ues for the tactical employment 
of CE.~""'F. We have evidence that CHAFF 
has been used in traming exercises against 
So\iet gro;;.nd-based radars, 2.::1d ;:;e es~ate 
that CEA.J:"7 would be widely used in a So-.-iet 
a::- attack. In additior., we estin:.ate faat 
Soviet cauabillties for airborne Jamming of 
both com..:nunications facilities and radar wHl 
::n.ate..-ially L>1c:-ease durfrig the period. The 
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USSR has conducted scme ja:nming training 
exercises against its own airborne radars, and 
we believe that active airborne jam.ming would 
be used against US radar, communications, 
and navigation facilities in the event of SoV:iet 
attacks in mid-1960. However, even in 1960 
Soviet active airborne jamme..-rs for use against 
radars at freauencies above the X-band will 
probably be llini.ted in quantity. We have no 
evidence of Soviet use of decoys, or of the 
modification of aircraft specifically for ECM 
use, although we consider both to be within 
Soviet capabilities. 

b. Vulnerabilities. The concentration of all 
known Soviet blind-bombing and AI radars 
in the narrow frequency band 9,250-9,500 
~/s increases the vulnerability of this equip
ment to ECM. The circuits of the only Soviet 
microwave radar studied in detail, the ship
borne NEPTUNE, indicate that it is vulnerable 
to ECM and interference. Although such vul
nerability may not extend to all airborne 
radars, it probably applies to at least some 
earlier sets, esoecially the MUSHROOM. Pas
sive ECM reccivers and radiation control are 
probably in use as anti-ECM techniques at 
present, but we believe the vulnerabilities out
lined above will continue to exist for some 
time.. However, Soviet airborne radar Will 
eventually employ greater frequency spread
ing, and antijamming techniques emploY4i_g 
the switch-tuning of magnetrons and klys
trons to effect rapid changes in fre<p.1ency 
may be under development. 

34. EMSion of US Radar. The USSR almost 
certainly knows at least the general capabili
ties of "(!S early warning radar equipment, 
coverage provided by the network, and weak 
and strong points o! the system.. With such 
knowledge it might expect that properly 
planned attacks could reduce the· chance of 
detection by US radar. However, the use of 
some evasion techniques, particularly low 
altitude penetration, would require acceptance 
of reduced range or bomb load. 

35. Crew Trair--ng ar..d Profici,eney. Flight 
~g for Long-Ra!lge A.;..ation crews has 
increased in both intensity and scope during 
the uast five vears, esoecial!v since 1954, when 
jet bombers began ~ be u{troduced into the 
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long-range bomber force. At present, we esti
mate that long-range bomber crews average 
at least 15-20 hours of flying time per month. 
The regular training program emphasizes the 
attainment of navigational and bombing pro
ficiency during the hours of _darkness and in 
bad weather. A 1955 manual for Soviet navi
gator-bombardiers indicates that they are re
quired to achieve proficiency in the use of 
magnetic compass, pilotage, radio, celestial, 
and radar navigation techniques. They also 
probably receive extensive training in the utili
zation of ground-based electronic navigation 
aids, such as Shoran, direction-finding and 
distance-measuring equipment, and hyper
bolic navigation systems. We estimate that 
the capabilities of Long-Range Aviation crews 
for landing and take-of! under instrument 
flight conditions compare favorably with those 
achieved in the USAF. 

36. The current trend in Long-Range Aviation 
training is believed to be toward larger-scale 
operations and longer-range flights out of 
home base areas, including bomber operations 
into and over the Arctic areas as well as simu
lated attacks on major Soviet cities. Last 
summer a large-scale temporary deployment 
of medium and heavy bombers was apparent
ly conducted into the Satellites, probably to 
test the capabilities of the units involved to 
stage into and operate from forward areas. 
Considerable over-water flying has been un
dertaken during the past five years. 

37. The current state of training in Soviet 
Long-Range Aviation leads us to estimate 
that at present the mounting of an initial 
attack against the continental US utilizing 
the bulk of the long-range bomber force would 
require several months of intensive prepara
tory training. However, a reduced scale of 
attack, still sufficient to deliver a devastating 
blow upon the US, could currently be mounted 
with a minimum of pre-strike preparatory 
activity. The current training program points 
to continuing improvement in air crew pro
ficiency. Moreover, past Soviet personnel 
practices, which insure relatively little turn
over in personnel over the years, indicate that 
improvements in proficiency will be cumu
lative during the period of this estimate. 

Therefore, the over-all proficiency of Long
Range Aviation crews will almost certainly be 
much higher by mid-1960. 

38. Bombing Accuracy. By mid-1960, most 
Soviet long-range bomber crews will probably 
have achieved the following levels of bombing 
proficiency: 

Altitude 
(!t.) 

50,000 

40,000 

30,000 

20,000 

10,000 

5,000 

Visual 
Bombing 

CEP 
(ft.) 

2,900 

2,100 

1,400 

900 

400 

Radar Bombing 
CEP Cft.} 

Well- Poorly-
defined defined 
targets targets 

2,400 3,100 

2,000 2,700 

1,700 2,300 

1,400 2,100 

900 1,600 

800 1,400 

IV. WEAPONS DELIVERY SYSTEMS -
GUIDED MISSILES :i 

39. We have no firm evidence that the USSR 
now has any offensive guided missiles avail
able for operational employment against the 
continental US, although we believe that em
ployment of missiles launched from aircraft 
or submarines is within present Soviet capa
bilities. We estimate that for some time after 
a particular missile system becomes opera
tional, its system reliability :n will probably 
be about 40-60 percent. By 1960 the reliabili
ties of earlier Soviet missile systems will al
most certainly have been improved. In mid-
1960 the USSR will probably have operational 
stockpiles of several types of missiles with 
nuclear warheads suitable for launching from 
submarines or aircraft in an attack on the 
continental US. 

" For a detailed study see the forthcoming NIE 
11-5-57, "Soviet Guided Missile Capabilities and 
Probable Programs." 

= System reliability refers to the percentage of 
ml.sslles which will !unction according to speci
ficatlons from the launching area to detonation 
1n the target area. 
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3. S~IE 11-7-58 Strength and Composilion of the 
So~·iet Long Range Bomber Force 

APPROVED FOR REI.EASE 
CIA HISTORICAL .aEVlEW PROGRAM 

STRENGTH AND COMPOSITION OF THE SOVIET 

LONG RANGE BOMBER FORCE 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate the strength and composition of the Soviet long range bomber iorce, 
through mid-1963. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. At present, Soviet Long Range Avia
tio!l. is primarily a medium bomber force, 
best suited for operations against tar
gets on the Eurasian periphery and capa
ble of large-scale attacks against the con
tinental US through extensive use of one
way roissions. Considerable effort has 
been devoted to the development of heavy 
bombers, but it appears that within the 
past year or two Soviet planners decided 
to forego a rapid buildup with present 
versions of the BISON and BEAR. (Para. 
12) 

2. In estimating the operational strength 
and composition of Soviet L-0ng Range 
Aviation, we have projected heavy bomb,>...r 
and tanker figures for 1959 and 1960 as 
!yin g within a range. The low side re
flects a Soviet option to forego further 
buildup of their heavy bomber force 
through mid-1960. The !'.igh side re
flects a Soviet option to produce .some ad
ditional aircraft of BISON and/or BEAR 
types, and to introduce a new st:bso:iic 
heavy bomber into operatio!l2.l units be-

fore mid-1960. A new medium bomber 
with supersonic "dash" capability will 
probably be introduced some time during 
1960-1961; the Soviet jet medium bomber 
force in mid-1960 may include a few such 
aircraft m addition to BADGERs. 

mid- mid- mid-
1958 1959 1960 

Jet and TU.rboprop lieavy 
Bombers and Tanke~ lC0--125 100--150 100-200 

Jet :Med..im:i Bombe!'S 
and Tazikers 

p;..stoii Medi= Bombers 
92::i 1025 1100 
425 300 150 

(Paras. 24, 25) 

3. There is no question that by roid-1963 
the So;.iet.s could produce and put into 
operational units fi.,·e or six hundred 
heavy bombe.."'S and tankers, should they 
desire this large a force of such subsonic 
aircraft, augmented by sw.all numbers of 
adva..'lced types_ It seeni.s to us more 
li1<ell\ however, that the Soviet heavy 
bomber and t;ar,_'.;:er force will remain 
smaller than this - say about two or 
three hundred - and that by about mid-

1 



3. (Continued) 

1963 the USSR will be placing major re
liance on ICBMs for intercontinental de
livery of nuclear weapons. (Paras. 30, 31) 

4. The number of medium bombers in 
Soviet Long Range Aviation will prob-

2 

ably decrease by mid-1963. Supersonic 
. "dash" medium bombers may become an 
important element in the force, but 
BADGERs will probably have continuing 
utility. (Para. 32) 

DISCUSSION 

CURRENT STATUS OF SOVIET LONG 
RANGE AVIATION 

5. A rapid expansion of Soviet Long Range 
Aviation occurred with the introduction of 
the present generation of long range bombers. 
About 1950 the ~oviets began devoting high
priority efforts to developing ~e BADGER jet 
medium bomber and the BISON jet and BEAR 
turboprop heavy bombers, which were placed 
in series production' in 1954-1955, after lead
times which were relatively short by US 
standards. The greatest e.'Cpansion in total 
strength took place from 1954 through 1956; 
it apparently levelled off arotµ1~· mid-1957. 
We estimate that as of 1 April 1958, Long 
Range Aviation included more than 1,450 
bombers in about 60 regiments, against an 
early 1954 strength of about 1,000 in about 
40 regiments. 

6. Medium Bomber Force. Most of the recent 
expansion has occurred in medium bomber 
strength, which comprised about 900 BADG
ERs and about 450 obsolete BULL piston me
dium bombers as of 1 April 1958. The pr.oduc
tion· of BADGERs, and their introduction into 
operational units, has proceeded at a fairly 
high and steady rate since 1954. This rate is 
now tape1ing off somewhat, but production is 
still estimated to be in excess of 30 per month, 
and deliveries to Long Range Aviation units 
continue. BADGERs are also being supplied 
to some Soviet air components other than 
Long Range Aviation. BULLs began phasing 
out of the force with the introduction of the 
BADGER, but the present rate of retirement 
is slow. 
7. About four-fifths of these medium bombers 
are based in the area west of Moscow between 
Leningrad and the Black Sea; most of the 
remainder are in the southern portion of the 

Soviet Far East; a few are in the Caucasus. 
Their base locations and normal patterns of 
activity would facilitate bombing missions 
launched directly from home bases to targets 
in Eurasia and its periphery. The majority of 
land targets of strategic importance to the 
US outside the Americas - including over
seas air bases, potential rnBM sites, allied 
ports, and industrial, military, governmental 
and communications centers - fall within 
the combat radii of Soviet medium bombers 
operating directly from home bases. Many 
important naval operating areas are also 
within their combat radii. 

8. The Soviets have also taken measures to 
prepare mediWll bomber erements for the type 
of operations necessary for attack on North 
American targets. Training activities over 
the past several years have included more 
realistic, larger-scale exercises and long
range flights .. More recently, there have :11-
most certainly been an increasing number of 
flights to potential staging bases in the So-
viet Arctic, though far !ewer than would be 
expected for a fully combat-ready capability 
against the US. Inflight refueling techniques 
have been developed for BADGERs, apparent
ly using a convertible tanker-bomber version 
of the aircraft, although at present only a 
limited operational capability exists. More
over certain BADGER units have been trained 
and 'equipped to employ air-to-surface mis
siles of about 55 nautical miles range, prob
ably designed primarily for anti-ship use but 
also suitable for attacking well-defined radar 
targets on land. By staging through Arctic 
bases, :SADGERs could reach: Alaska. Green
land, and part of Canada on unrefueled two

, way missions; more of Canada and a sm~l 
portion of the US on refueled two-way nus
sions; all of Canada and much of the US on 
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unrefue!ed one-way llllSSions; all US ta!'-gets 
on refueled one-way missions. 

9. HeaV"J Bomber Farce. In strong rontrast 
to the apparent rapidity with which the 
BISON and BEAR wer-e developed, their pro
duction and introduction into units has been 
at very low and uneven rates. The BISON 
progran: was characterized by repeated modi
fications to the aircraft until about mid-1956, 
when an improved version appeared. Pro
duction rates at the one identified BISON 
factory (Moscow/Fili) rose to a maximum of 
three to four per month in the summer of 
1957, and then began to decrease in a manner 
suggesting the phase-out of production of this 
model. Aircraft design work and/or retooling 
were apparently instituted at Moscow /Fili in 
the fall of 1957, and we are reasonably confi
dent that no other factory is producing 
BISON. We therefore believe that production 
of the present version has virtually stopped, 
and that as of 1 April 1958, total cumulative 
BISON production amounted to about 85 air
craft. 

10. Considerably less eVidence is available on 
BEAR Production, but at no time does more 
than a ·fraction of the capacity of one aircraft 
factory (at Kuibyshev) appear to have been 
allocated to the program. BEAR production 
has probably averaged no more than about 
two per month. A continuing absence of good 
indications of BEAR production since late 
1950, together with the subsequent develop-

·ment at Kuibyshev of the TU-114 tzy.nsport 
version of the BEAR, leads us to b->..lieve that 
the BEAR program was probably terminated, 
at le2St temporarily, by early 1957, although 
it is oossible that production continues at a 
low rete. Total c~ulative BEA..~ produc
tion as of "I Apr'..! 1958 !:lay have been betwee:i 
50 and 60 aircrait. 

11. T"ne activity of Long Range Aviation units 
l:as !lkewi.Se :ailed to demonstrate a recent 
enla..-gerne."lt of the heavy. bomber force, al
though unit structure could readily accom
modate e:>G>anSion. We estimate total opera
tional st.e.:.igt~ in BISON and BEA..':{ as prob
ably between 100 a..TJ.d 125 ai:"c.-aft as of 1 April 
1958; the bi;!,.:: are bzsed in Scuthwestem 
USSR, with a small number in the Far East. 
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During 1957, operatio:1al BISON units 1:0n
ducted only a small amount of training in 
Arctic staging and infilght refueling, both of 
w:cich would be essential for two-way opera
tions agaillst most US targets. Moreover, 
discernible BISON activity has virtually ceased 
during the past six months, while BEAR activ
ity has continue¢. at n:odest rates. 

12. In sum, Soviet Long Range Aviation re
.mains pr'.r.Illari.!y a medium bomber force, best 
suited for ope.>-ations against targets on the 
Eurasian periphery and capable of large
sca!e attacks a.,aamst the continental US 
through er.ensive use of one-way missions. 
C.Onsiderable effort has been devoted to the 
development of heavy bombers, but it appears 
that within the past year or two Soviet plan
ners decided to forego a rapid buildup with 
present versions of the BISON and BEAR. 

FACTORS AFFECTING SOVIET POLICY 

13. Dissatisfacticn with the BISON and BEAR 
probably affected the Soviet decision. Unex
pected technical difficulties apparently de
layed the BISON program in its early stages 
and may still be plaguing the Soviets. More
over, the combat radius of the current BISON, 
even with infiight refueling, appears to be 
insufficient to ensure ftexioility in two-way 
operations against the continental US. The 
BEAR's combat radius is adeauate, but its 
speed and altitude are somewhat inferior to 
those or the B~ON aod its turboprop pro
pulsion system probably has less growth 
potential than a turbojet system. Further
more, existing heavy bomber models have be
come progressively Jess effective in relation to 
US defensive capabilities. While the Soviet 
p~ lagged, the West continued counter 
prepa..rations which included improved active 
air defense, early warrung, and other meas
ures calculated to .reduce the USSR's chances 
of successfully neutralizing US retaliatory 
forces. 

H. Progress in developing more ad\"anced in
tercontinental weapon systems probably also 
playec. an importznt role in the Soviet de
cision. Evide:1ce in technical fields leads to 
the cor:cl\;SiOn that the Soviets have active 
a.nc.1 well-advanced programs in those primary 
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areas which support new long range bomber 
development; they have probably made good 
progress toward a successor to BISON and 
BEAR. Moreover, in the past two years the 
Soviet leaders have probably become increas
ingly confident of their ability to acquire an 
early operational ICBM capability, in view of 
the impressive results achieved to date in 
missile testing and earth satellites. Soviet 
plans for submarine-launched missiles may 
also have contributed to the decision. 

15. But the curtailment of BISON and BEAR 
production before acquiring even an initial 
operational capability with either an ICBM or 
a follow-on bomber involved Soviet acceptance 
of at least some calculated risk. The Soviet 
leaders almost certainly appreciate that at 
present the USSR could not launch an all-out 
nuclear attack against the US and its allies 
without receiving unacceptable damage in re
turn, but at the same time, they are probably 
confident that their existing capabilities are 
a powerful deterrent to Western initiation of 
general war. Moreover, the risk involved is 
reduced by the existence of a still-growing 
BADGER force. In the face of known US 
power, Soviet planners have lived with a one
way medium bomber capability against the US 
for some ten years, and may think they can 
live with it at least a little longer. Thus the 
USSR may consider its medium bomber force, 
together with a small heavy bomber capa
bility, at least temporarily acceptable for sup
porting Soviet foreign policy objectives and 
for use against the US if general war should 
occur. 

16. Meanwhile, the USSR is almost certainly 
continuing to strive for technological superi
ority over the US in intercontinental weapon 
systems. It is clear that Soviet planners are 
laying great store by the ICBM as posing an 
entirely new type of threat. However, they 
probably also take into account that a mixed 
strike capability including both manned 
bombers and missiles would further compli
cate Westein defensive problems, and that the 
accuracy and payload of the ICBM will for 
some time be inferior to those of manned 
bombers. In this connection, last year's de
rogatory remarks about bombers by Khru
shchev and others have been considerably 
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mitigated by subsequent statements. We be
lieve that manned bombers, especially ad
vanced types, will almost certainly continue 
to play a considerable role, with emphasis on 
those functions for which they are particu
larly well-suited, such as attacks on small, 
hardened targets, damage assessment, and 
reconnaissance. 

BOMBER DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 
CAPABILITIES 

17. We estimated in SNIE 11-58 that over the 
ne......:t few years the USSR could: (a) improve 
the BISON and BADGER by modifying them 
between now and 1960 to increase their range 
and altitude capabilities; (b) develop a new 
subsonic heavy bomber having performance 
somewhat better than that of an improved 
BISON, especially in range, introducing it into 
operational units in 1959-60; (c) develop a new 
medium bomber with supersonic "dash" capa
bilities and a range roughly equivalent to that 
of an improved BADGER, introducing it into 
operational units in 1960-61. We also noted, 
however, that none of the above types would 
add substantially to Soviet intercontinental 
attack capabilities, and that the USSR may 
be proceeding directly toward considerably 
more advanced aircraft for operational use. 
It was estimated that a nuclear reactor suit
able for propulsion of subsonic aircraft could 
probably be available by 1962. Soviet achieve
ment of two-way operational capabilities 
against all targets in the continental US with 
manned delivery systems capable of super
sonic speed was estimated to require longer 
periods, i.e., probably until after about 1962 
for a chemical-powered aircraft and well be
yond 1962 for either nuclear-powered aircraft 
or hypersonic boost-glide vehicles. t 

18. Evidence received since publication of 
SNIE 11-58 does not justify any change in the 
above estimate of Soviet bomber development 
capabilities, but it strengthens the likelihood 
that the USSR now has one or more types of 

'See SNIE 11-58: Possible Soviet Long Range 
Bomber Development, 1958-1962, 4 March 1958 
CSccret). Refer, however, to the footnote to the 
following paragraph by the Assistant Chief of 
Staff, Intelligence, USAF. 
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large bomber aircraft in flight-test status.: 
Cons:cer'.ng the available information on re
sea=C!l, deve!opment, filghUesting and air
craft piant activities, we believe that a pro
tot:,-pe of at least one ne-;:;- or improved type 
of large bomber has probably been completed, 
possibly early in 1957. Khrushchev recentiy 
stated that the USSR would soon unveil a 
"new and very interesting bomber." Although 
we are still unable to determine what specific 
type or types of aircraft may have reached 
filgh..-test status, we expect to see a prototype 
at any time, possibly on Soviet Avi.ation Day 
th:s s-.unmer. In the L'lterim, we do not ex
clude the further possibility that the USSR is 
de,e!oping a very advanced intercontinental 
bomber at a faster pace than we estimated in 
SN!E 11-58. 

19. Meanwhile, Soviet capacity to produce 
long :ange bombers and other large aircraft 
has continued to expand. Major new con
str..iction has been reported at most Soviet 
ai:'frame plants over the past four years; con
str.:c::on at bomber plants has been charac
terized by high-bay buildings well· suited to 
the assembly of large aircraft. Expansion 
amounting to some 20 to 30 percent additional 
floor space has already occurred a.t some 
bomber plants, and it is probable that com
pa..'"2-ble increases will have been completed at 
ot:Cers by 1959. Much of this added capacity 
is believed to be for the production of large 
trans!X)rt aircraft. Nevertheless, fulfillment 
of the USSR's announced transport produc
tio:1 goals would still leave sufficient plant 
capacity to build bombers at mere rapic! rates 
tha.., those of the past few years. In recent 
yea.-s fae USSR has also expanded or con
st:--.zc:ed a nu:nber of afrfie!ds, including some 
i:?. po:entlal Arctic staging areas, which are 
ic.e!!::Eed with or suitable for heavy bombers 
o: cu.-:-ent or advanced types. T"nis program 
is st:l! under way. 

20. Cc!'!Sic.e_,..able leac-ti.me is requirec prior 
to aC:.-:.ie•.ing a."1 ope..'"2.~ioncl capability w:lfa 

~ T:~e li.SS:S~T'!t Cb.:e:' o~ S!.a!!. !..~tellige~ce. USAF. 
!x?Ee•;es the cnder.ce cces. i.-: !;:.et. ct:a.-:ge ~e 
es:.:~a.:e c! So·;iet bo:t:~:- Ce·,·c?cp:r.e:-:~ c:?.;:=-:t.C:!i
~=es. L-: t?:..:.s respect. h e be:Jeves a:-: :l..:!"'C..~ft ~.u
c:e:.: ;i:cpclsio:-: sys:et:! cc;;.'.d :-:o.:. be =c!c:-gci:-:g 
~;g::~ :es+.s L-, 2. p:-otG:r,>e ai:-!=e. 
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large, complex ,..,.,i1it.ary airc~t. Analysis of 
past Soviet experience ir.dicates that reason
-able times to be e:q::ected are: (a) about two 
years or a mini.mum of eigl1teen months, be
tween completion of a proto~ and comple
tion o! the first series produced aircraft; (b) 
about an additional year until the .introduc
t.:on of airc...ra!t into operational units. As
sum.ing that a new prototype was completed 
early in 1957 (s_oe para. 18 abo,e), and that a. 
priority program was undertaken without de
lay, the first series produced aircraft could 
probably be co,..,.,pleted in late 1958 or early 
1959, and such a new type could probably be 
introduced into operational units in late 1959 
or early 1960. Because of deficiencies in our 
information, we recognize that the USSR 
could already b.a,e instituted se.."ies produc
tion of a new long range bomber type entirely 
without our knowledge, but consideration of 
all the factors in,clved leads us to belie,e that 
no new bomber type will appear in Long Range 
Aviation units Wltil some time after m.id-1959. 
Or. the ot.lier hand, if tee recent cut-ba,c._~ in 
hea-.y bomber production merely marked the 
modification or redesign. of existing types, pro
duction of an improved model could begin at 
any time. 

SHORT-TERM ESTIJ.M TE, iO MID-1960 

22. We believe that during L~e five-year pe..'iod 
of this estimate the USSR will continue to 
maintain a heavy bomber force. It follows 
from what has been sa.:d in previous para
graphs that the Soviets ]lla.J either begin at 
a..'l early date to produce improved versions 
cf the BISON and perhaps additional BEA.Rs, 
or ID2.Y forego any buildup at least until a new 
subsonic heavy bomber can be mzde available, 
some time after mid-1959. Even in the first 
case, t.lte numbers produced would probably 
not be very large, bEr...ause Soviet planners 
probably do not !ee! compelled, in the interim 
before the advent of more ad,-anced weapon 
systerr.s, to acqi;ire 2. heary bomber force oi 
r.ii;c.~ !arger size but with aircraft of only 
marginally better pe:-formance. 

22. The 1959-?0 subsor-Jc heavy bomber men
t.lonec in SNIE 11-SS would help the USSR 
overco~e the geogr2.pr-1c cisadvantage it 
iaces in !he application of strategic nuclear 
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power against the US, but its capabilities to 
penetrate North American defenses would be 
little better than those of an improved BISON. 
The Soviets might nevertheless produce such 
an aircraft during the early years of ICBW.: 
availability and prior to the advent of more 
advanced intercontinental bombers - partly 
as a "hedge" against slippage in either of the 
latter programs. A few might be introduced 
into operational units by mid-1960. 

23. The BADGER force will probably be 
strengthened somewhat over the next year or 
more. Soviet planners will continue to view 
a large medium bomber force as a necessity, 
not only for potential employment against 
targets in and near Eurasia, but also for main
taining a one-way intercontinental strike 
capability. However, the rate of introduction 
of new BADGERs will probably continue to 
decline, and a peak strength of about 1,100 
(including convertible tanker-bombers) will 
probably be reached in 1960. A program of 
modification and improvement of BADGERs 
may be undertaken during the next two years. 
The BULL will continue to be. useful for some 
purposes; its phase-out will probably be grad
ual, reducing the piston medium bomber 
strength of Long Range Aviation to about 150 · 
in mid-1960. 

24. The new supersonic "dash" mediwn 
bomber mentioned in SNIE 11-58 would be a 
useful successor to the BADGER, particularly 
if equipped with advanced air-to-surface mis
siles. We believe that a new medium bomber 
will probably be introduced some time during 
1960-61; a few might have reached opera
tional units by rnid-1960. 

25. In estimating the operational strength 
and composition of Soviet Long Range Avia
tion, we have projected heavy bomber and 
tanker figures for 1959 and 1960 as lying 
within a range. The low side reflects a Soviet 
option to forego further buildup of their heavy 
bomber force through mid-1960. The high 
side reflects a Soviet option to produce some 
additional aircraft of BISON and/or BEAR 
types, and to introduce a new subsonic heavy 
bomber into operational units before mid-
1960. 

Jet and Turboprop Heavy 

mid-
1958 

mid-
1959 

6 

mld-
1960 

Bambers and Tankers 100-125 100-150 100-200 

Jet Medium Bombers 
and Tankers 925 1025 1100 

Piston Medlum Bombers 425 300 150 

26. The Soviets .will continue their efforts to 
optimize the capabilities of their long range 
bomber force. Over the next two years, they 
will probably improve infiight refueling tech
niques and make them more generally avail
able. The weight of present evidence points 
to continued employment of convertible 
tanker-bombers, but one or more of the new 
Soviet transport types could be modified to 
perform a tanker role. Improved electronic 
countermeasures, navigation and bombing 
techniques, and other supporting equipment 
will probably be provided. Air-to-surface mis
sile launching capabilities will probably be 
augmented. Operations into and from po
tential Arctic staging areas will probably be 
intensified, and base facilities in these areas 
will continue to be improved. 

LONGER TERM TRENDS, TO MID-1963 

27. Our estimates of trends in Soviet long 
range bomber strength beyond 1960 are 
tinged with more uncertainty, especially with 
respect to heavy bombers. If our estimates of 
Soviet guided missile capabilities are correct, 
1960-63 could see the advent of a substantial 
Soviet ICBM capability, increased submarine
launched missile capabilities, and a consider
able buildup of ballistic missiles with short 
and medium ranges. The same period could 
bring the introduction of very advanced in
tercontinental bombers, of new medium 
bombers, and of improved air-to-surface mis
siles. The range of options open to the Soviet 
planners is wide and the number of variables 
great. Indeed we question whether decisions 
which the Soviets may have made along these 
lines will remain firm. 

28. A key factor influencing Soviet decisions 
as to military force levels is of course the So
viet estimate of the likelihood of all-out nu
clear war with the US. We believe that the 
Soviet leaders do not intend during the period 
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of this estimate to initiate general war them
selves as a deliberate act of policy, and that 
they judge that the US is likewise indisposed 
to do so. It is true that the Soviet.$, like our
selves, are well aware faat general war may 
arise out of accident or miscalculation. Their 
armed forces must be reasonably prepared !or 
such a contingency. Yet it is obvious !rom 
Soviet policies, both military and non-mili
tary, that the Soviet leaders do not believe the 
likelihood of general war in il:.$el! to be so 
great as to require a rapid buildup in force 
levels. 

29. Regardless of the immediate political sit
uation, however, the Soviet leaders would 
probably build up their force levels very great
ly i! they believed that by doing so they could 
acquire the capability to attack the US and at 
the same time to prevent an unacceptable re
turn. blow. The achievement of such a capa
bility would be tantamount to the achieve
ment of military superiority over the US. 
From a military and technological point of 
view, then, a main factor determining Soviet 
decisions as to force levels- will 1'.Je. their judg
ment as to whether the attainment of this 
capability is practicable. Their judgment will 
be influenced to a great extent by programmed 
improvement.$ in US air defenses, the dispersal 
and alert status of retaliatory forces, and the 
dispersal and hardening of IRBM and ICBM 
launching sites. The structure of the forces 
would be influenced by the Soviet assessment 
a! the effectiveness of missiles and bombers in 
various- employment.$, and of their own capa
bilities in using these weapon systems. 

30. Soviet military planners would probably 
feel that even though they had available sub-

stantial numbers of ICBMs and some sub
marine-launched missiles, it would still be de

--sirable to intrcduce advanced intercontinental 
bombers into operational units. Late in the 
period of this estimate these could include 
chemical-powered aircraft capable of super
sonic speed at high altitude or possibly sub
sonic nuclear-powered aircraft with long en
durance at va.'ious altitudes, including very 
low altitude. They are likely to be equip~ 
to launch improved air-to-surface missiles as 
well as bombs, and to be fitted with consid
erably improved defensive and other equip
ment. Some aircraft of either or both these 
types could probably be in operational units 
by mid-1963. 

31. There is no question that by mid-1963 the 
Soviet.$ could produce and put into opera
tional units five or six hundred heavy bombers 
and tankers, should they desire this large a 
force of such subsonic aircraft, augmented by 
the advanced types mentioned in the previous 
paragraph. It seems to us more likely, how
ever, that the Soviet heavy bomber and tanker 
force will remain smaller than this -say 
about two or three hundred - and that by 
about mid-1963 the USSR will be placing ma
jor reliance on ICBMs for intercontinental de
livery of nuclear weapons. 

32. We believe that the number of medium 
bombers in Soviet Long Range Aviation will 
probably decrease in the later years of the 
period. BTJLLs will probably have phased out 
entirely shortly after mid-1960. Supersonic 
"dash" medium bombers may become an 
important element in the force by mid-1963, 
but BADGERs will probably have continuing 
utility. 
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The "~lissile Gap,'1 1957-61 

Although. by the late 1950s. \Vestern analysts were beginning to perceive 
patterns in Soviet strategic thinking. they still lacked enough information to 
plot SO\·iet actions with any degree of confidence. Thus. the bomber gap of 
the mid- l 950s was followed almost immediately by a second, similar, ana
lytical crisis, the .. missile gap." 

The first overt sign of a major Soviet ICB~t program was a public statement 
by Soviet Premier ::--;ikita Khrushchev on 23 April 1956. to the effect that the 
USSR was about to be the first country to develop an ICB~L Just over a year 
later this prophesy seemed to come true: on 26 August 1957 the Soviet news 
agency, TASS. announced the successful test of a ··super long-distance, inter
continental, multistage. ballistic rocket:·,: On 4 October. shortly after testing 
of the VS Atlas ICB~1 had begun. the Soviets managed to orbit their first 
satellite. Sputnik I. followed almost exactly one month later by Sputnik II. 

The Soviet ICBM program did not, of course, appear overnight, but had been 
under way since the late 1940s. Western intelligence \\'as aware that the 
Soviets had picked up some 400 scientists who had been involved in the 
German V-2 ballistic missile program at the end of World War II. although 
they missed the head of the program, Wernher von Braun, and the hard core 
of experts associated with German missile development. Little more was 
known, however. When German scientists were released to the West begin
ning in I 951, they could provide only limited infonnation about the extent or 
success of Soviet missile programs. :1 Once again, lack of information was 
plaguing Western efforts to track Soviet progress in an area crucial to 
US national security. However. the first Estimate to treat the subject, !\i1E 
11-6-54, contended that there was '·conclusive e\·idence of a great postwar 
Soviet interest in guided missiles and indications that the CSSR has a large 
and active research and de\·elopment program:· although there was little data 
on individual Soviet missiles under development or in production. It none
theless concluded that a Soviet ICB~ might be operational as early as 1960, 
but most probably not before 1963. :, Concern o\·er the lack of information 
and the possible consequences of a strategic surprise mounted over the next 
two years. By the end of 1955. DCI Allen Dulles was prepared to declare 
So\·iet ICB:\-ls a topic ··of the highest priority. probably of even greater ulti
mate importance to our national security than atomic energy intelligence.":~ 

.: Wayne G. Jackson . . ·\lier. ne!sh D:.iiles as Direcwr of Central lnrelligence. 
26 February 1953-29 .\'o-·ember /96/. \'. p. 44. ~ational Archi,cs and Records Agency. 
RG-263. 

:: Freedman. p. 68. 
'" :SARA RG-263 ~"IE l 1-6-5-; So,·iet Capabilities ar.d Probable Programs in rhe 

Guided .\fissile Field. 5 Ckwbcr I 954; o::>. 1. 4. Tnis Estimate. which deals with 2uidcd mis
siles of all kinds. was a major cffo" to e~ploit d.ara a, ailab!c in the Wcst-alon2-with what 
intelligence there ,,as on Soviet prog:rams---to deiine the scope of So\'ict efforts-in this area. 

:a Jackson. p. +4. 
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Contributing to an atmosphere of crisis were continuing difficulties in the 
US test program (the first Titan ICBM blew up on its launcher in December 
1958), contrasted to continuing Soviet bombast concerning their own suc
cesses. With deployment of US Atlas ICBMs only just getting under way 
(18 were operational in 1960) and Titan not due for deployment until 1962, 
the notion that the Soviets could achieve a decisive lead in the nuclear arms 
race was a particularly chilling one that the Soviets did their best to encour
age. Late in 1958 a Soviet official had claimed that Soviet ICBMs were in 
series production; five days later, Khrushchev announced that Soviet 
ICBMs were capable of delivering a 5-megaton warhead to a range of 7,560 
nautical miles. In February 1959 the Soviet leader warned that the Soviet 
Union had "organized the mass production of ballistic missiles" that would 
give it the ability to "deliver a blow to aggressors in any part of the world." 
The following November he repeated that malediction, noting that one 
Soviet factory had produced more than 250 ICBMs over the previous year. 15 

In the absence of concrete information to the contrary, Soviet statements 
(however hyperbolic) were difficult to dismiss entirely. Collection efforts 
were stepped up, while U-2 flights over the Soviet Union were now rou
tinely targeted against suspected and known ICBM installations. 

The situation improved somewhat beginning with the discovery of the 
Tyuratam ICBM test site, but not sufficiently for Western analysts to come 
to grips with the nature of the program. Although the events of the summer 
and fall of 1957 confirmed the existence of a continuing Soviet ICBM pro
gram, they had revealed nothing about the size or operational viability of 
the system. These proved to be the critical dimensions of the problem: the 
SS-6, the Soviet ICBM in question, was an enormous missile for its time, 
fully twice the size of its contemporaries, the US Atlas and Titan ICBMs. It 
used cryogenic fuel that could not be stored on board the missile and cre
ated nightmarish logistic problems for operational deployment. This made 
it so awkward to handle in the field that, despite its fundamental reliability 
and impressive record of successful launches, the Soviets opted to skip 
deployment of this first-generation missile in favor of developing its succes
sor, the SS-7. Only four SS-6 launchers became operational. In conse
quence, the Soviet ICBM development program was delayed and extended, 
with fewer missiles deployed initially and at a much slower rate than might 
have been the case had they gone ahead with the SS-6. As a result, concrete 
evidence of the operational deployment of Soviet ICBMs ( as distinct from 
the existence of an active test program) proved very difficult to come by. 

Hopes of immediately obtaining such evidence were dashed on 1 May 
1960, when Francis Gary Powers' U-2 was shot down over the Soviet 
Union, putting an end to plans for reconnaissance flights in the near future. 

15 Prados. p. 111. 
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Ironically. one of Powers' targets was a suspected ICB:\1 base at Plesetsk; 
had he completed that mission. it is likely that he would have produced pho
tographs of what \1.:as then the only operational ICB:\-1 launch facility in the 
Soviet Union. 

Over the winter of 1960/61, collection breakthroughs-including the 
advent of the first photoreconnaissance satellites--occurred that compen
sated for the loss of t;'-2 coverage and provided the critical data that were 
needed to '"close the missile gap ... :6 For the first time, ·'good intelligence 
coverage'' was possible '·of ... more than 50 percent of those portions of 
the USSR within which ICB:\·l deployment [was] most likely." This "sub
stantially augmented"' coverage made it possible to identify operational 
deployments at five •·confirmed or possible ICBM complexes:· 17 

Second, in the spring of 1961 the \Vest"s agent in the Soviet General Staff, 
Lt. Col. Oleg Penkovskiy, was able to pro,·ide \Vestern intelligence services 
with information revealing the true extent of the Kremlin's bluffing in the 
ICBM field. Asked to comment on Khrushchev's statements regarding 
Soviet ICBM tests, production, and deployment, Penkovskiy replied that it 
was all bluff. The purpose of these statements, Penkovskiy said, was ·'to 
force Western military government leaders and military people to do their 
planning on the assumption that the Soviet Cnion already had a tremendous 
military potential. .. ,. 

In reality it is only being developed .... The CSSR does not have the capability 

of firing (even) one or two (ICB:\fs) ... there are not hundreds even in a testing 

status. There may be only tens in that category .... Even now it may be possible 
that somewhere in the Far East or at Kapustin Yar there may be some missiles 

which could reach other continents and detonate with an atomic. even hydrogen 
explosion. but such launchings would be completely unplanned, uncontrolled. 

and certainly not of a mass variety. Of this I am entirely sure. '8 

The Soviets did not achieve initial operational capability ,vith their four 
SS-6 launchers until mid-1960; by 1962, 36 launchers (mainly SS-7s) had 
been deployed. 

:, See Ke\in C. Ruffner. ed.: Corona Americas First So.rel/ire Program (Washington. 
D.C: CU Cold War Records Series. 1995). 

:- :--.1E 11-8!1-61 Strength and Deplo:,menr of Soi·ier Long Range Ballistic .\fissile 
Forces. 21 September 196!:pp. 11-12. 

:; Jackson.\·. p. 130. Ominous!~. PenI,ovskiy acded. ··out in mo or three years there will 
be a different picture." 
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4. ::'l.1E ll-5-57 Soviet Capabilities and Probable Programs in the 
Guided .Uissile Field 

TOP SECR~'l' 

APPROVED FOR~ 
CIA HISTORICA!-REVIEW PROG!~~, 

SOVIET CAPABILITIES AND PROBABLE PROGRAMS 

IN THE GUIDED MISSILE FIELD 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate Soviet capabilities and probable programs in the field of guided mis
siles, including earth satellites, through 1966. 1 

FOREWORD 

T'nis estimate supersedes NIE ll-fr-54, Soviet Capabilities and Probable Pro
grams in the Guided Missile Field, 5 October 1954, and its supplement, ~TI 11-12-55, 
Soviet Guided Missile Capabilities and Probable Programs, 20 December 1955. Al
though some new intelligence has strengthened our previous est~te that the USSR 
has an er~ive guided missile program, intelligence on specific guided missile sys
tems continues to be deficient. In making this estimate in 2. field where positive 
intelligence is minim~.l, we have employed three interdependent approaches: mili
tary requirements, scientific and technical capabilities, and economic capabilities. 
Throughout the entire estimative process, the fullest consideration has been taken 
of the available evidence of Soviet missile activity, US guided missile experience, 
and known and estimated Soviet capabilities in related fields. 

T'nis estimate is based on previous judgments that the USSR does not now in
tend to initiate general war deliberately and is not now preparing for general war as 
of any particular iuture date. 

Except where noted otherwise, the operation.al capability dates given in this 
est"~te are the earliest probable years during which one or more missiles could 
have been seri211y produced and placed in the ha.Tlds of trained personnel of one 
operational unit, thus constituting a limited capability for operational employment. 
T"nese dates are based on our estimate that a concerted and continuous native So
.:iet re.."'ea!'ch a.'1.d de,elopment program began in 1948. 

Although conside.:.-able effort has been devoted to esti:nating a Soviet produc
tion and operational program for guided missile systems through 1966, the production 
quantities and time-phasing presented in Anne..-,;;: A represent only a possible Soviet 
program, but one -;:;hlch is considered both feasible and reasonable.= 

• v=:~cec :-oci:~t.s a=e :::.ot ~c!uc:ec l.!: :h!., es"..=i.ate. 
'See ~e D!:ect.o:- o! !=!.ell!ge=ce, USA.:\ !oe>~ote !:.o A:mex .. :....~ parag:-a~h l. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

1. We estimate that the Soviet guided 
missile program is extensive and enjoys 
a very high priority. (Paras. 17, 27, 29-
30, 50) 

2. We believe that the USSR has the na
tive scientific resources and capabilities 
to develop during this period advanced 
types of guided missile systems, in all 
categories for which it has military re
quirements. (Paras. 29-38) 

3. We estimate that the USSR has the 
industrial base and related industrial ex
perience to series produce the missile sys
tems it will develop during this peri
od. However, in view of competing de
mands, the limited availabliity of elec
tronic equipment will seriously restrict 
the extent and variety of Soviet guid
ed missile production until about 1958. 
Thereafter, expanding electronics pro
duction will probably make this restric
tion much less severe. (Paras. 45-48) 

4. We estimate that the USSR has re
quirements for various sizes of nuclear, 
high explosive (HE), and chemical (CW) 
warheads, and has the capability to de
velop them on time scales consistent with 
the missiles in which they would be em
ployed. In view of competing demands, 
the availability of fissionable materials 
will impose limitations on the extent of 
Soviet nuclear warhead production dur
ing the period of this estimate. (Paras. 
39-42, 54, Annex A) 

SPECIFIC SOVIET CAPABILITIES AND 
PROGRAMS 

Surface-to-Air. Missiles 

5. We estimate that surface-to-air mis
sile systems have one of the highest pri
orities among current Soviet military 
programs. At Moscow, an extensive sys
tem of surface-to-air missile sites has 
been constructed, and all sites are prob
ably now operational. · This system can 
probably direct a very high rate of fire 
against multiple targets at maximum al
titudes of about 60,000 feet and maxi
mum horizontal ranges of about 25 n.m. 
(Paras. 27-28, 32, 56-60) 

6. During the period 1958-1961, surface
to-air systems with increased range and 
altitude capabilities for static defense of 
critical areas, and with low and high al
titude capabilities for defense of stat
ic targets, field forces, and naval ves
sels, could probably become available for 
operational employment. Sometime be
tween 1963 and 1966, the USSR could 
probably have in operation a surface-to
air system of some capability against the 
ICBM. (Paras. 61-67) 

7. We estimate that series production of 
surface-to-air guided missiles is now un
der way in the USSR, and that it will 
probably produce such missiles in large 
quantities. Nuclear warheads could now 
be incorporated into a limited number of 
surface-to-air missiles. We estimate that 
some percentage of surface-to-air mis-
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-t I Continued, 

s-i..2es will be so equipped during the pe
riod of this estimate. (Paras. 19, 59-60, 
Annex A.) 

Air-to-Air Missiles 

8. Despite a lack of significant intelli
gence, we estimate that the USSR has 
pursued the development of air-to-air 
missiles, and that it could now have in 
ope..-r-ational use a 2-3 n.m. range missile 
capable of tail-cone attacks in good 
weather. It is probable that the USSR 
could have a 5 n.m. all-weather mis.5ile 
operational in 1958 and a 15--20 n.m. all
weather missile, capable of employing a 
nuclear warhead, in 1960. (Paras. 68-70) 

Air-to-Surface Missiles 

9. LTl 1955 the USSR could probably have 
:C..:c.c: a 20 n.m. subsonic air-to-surface mis
sile available for operational use. In 
1956-1957 a 55 n.m .. subsonic mis.5ile 
could probably be available, and there is 
some evidence that such a missile has 
:re2ched. at least .final flight test stage. 
A 55 n.m. supersonic missile could prob
ably be available in 1958. These missiles, 
designed primarily as antiship weapons, 
could also be employed against isolated 
and well-defined radar targets on land. 
In 1961, a 100 n.m. supersonic missile 
could probably be available for employ
me"1t by heavy bombers. Each of these 
missile types could emp!oy nuclear wa:r
heac..s. (?c.ra.s. 71-74) 

Surfoce-to-Surfoce Bollrstic Missiles 
(up to 350 n.m. range) 

10. Tne:-e is considerable evidence of So
viet developme::it of sb.ort-rc.!lge surtace
to-s:.:rface missiles, and we estunate that 
the USS~ coald p::-obab!y ha,e had avail
able fo:- opera.tier.al use in 1954 ballist:c 
missiles with the follov;ing rondmu.::n 
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ranges: 75 n.m., 175-200 n.Dl., and 350 
n.m. T'.nese types could be equipped with 
nuclear warheads. However, the USSR 
would probably consider CW warheads 
desirable for certain specific purposes, and 
might employ HE in the two shorter
range types. (Paras. 75-79, 81, Annex A) 

Surface-to-Surface Ballistic Missiles 
(700 n.m. and 1,600 n.m. ranges) 

11. Evidence on Soviet development pro
grams leads us to estimate that the USSR 
could probably have had a 700 n.m. maxi
mum range ballistic .!I!.issile available for 
operational use in 1956. We have firm 
e,idence that in 1949 the USSR was in
terested in a 1,600 n.m. intermediate 
range ballistic missile (ffiBM), and we 
believe it is a logical step in the Soviet 
development program. We estimate that 
the USSR is developing an mBM, and 
that it could probably have such a mis
sile in operation in 1959. Both these mis
sile types would require nuclear war
heads, although we do not exclude the 
possibility of CW use with the 700 n.m. 
missile for occasional special missions. 
We believe the USSR would rapidly ac
quire a considerable number of both 
the 700 n.m. and the 1,600 n..m.. missiles. 
(Paras. 80, 82, Annex A) 

Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
(ICBM: 5,500 n.m. range) 

12. We have no direct evic:ence that the 
USSR is developing an ICBM, but we 
believe its development has probably 
bee"1 a. high priority goal of the Soviet 
ba!t.stic missile program. We estL>nate 
that the USSR could probably have a 
5,500 n.m. ICBM ready for operational 
use in 1960-1961. 3 We believe that the 

•:,a~ p::-edlca:ec O:l ~~ ope..-a!..!o::2.1 Wl.!t !)elng 
ec;:;.; ppetl ;;! ~ p::-otc tn,e :::.!ssiles. 
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USSR will seek to acquire a considerable 
number of ICBM's with nuclear war
heads as rapidly as possible. (Para. 84, 
Annex A) 

Submarine-Launched Surface-to-Surface 
Missiles 

13. We believe the USSR would probably 
have developed cruise-type missiles ini
tially, and there is some evidence pointing 
to the existence of Soviet submarines 
equipped to carry such missiles. The 
USSR could probably have had in opera
tion in 1955 a subsonic turbojet missile 
capable of a maximum range of 500 n.m., 
and a supersonic missile capable of this 
range could probably be in operation in 
1957. A supersonic cruise-type missile 
capable of ranges up to 1,000 n.m. could 
probably be operational in 1962. These 

missile types would require nuclear war
heads. With a vigorous program, the 
USSR might achieve an operational sub
marine-launched IRBM system sometime 
during the period 1964-1966. (Paras. 83, 
85-89, Annex A) 

Earth Satellite 

14. The USSR will probably make a major 
effort to be the first country to orbit an 
earth satellite. We believe that the USSR 
has the capability of orbiting, in 1957, a 
satellite vehicle which could acquire sci
entific information and data of limited 
military value . A satellite vehicle posses
sing substantial reconnaissance capabili
ties of military value could probably be 
orbited in the period 1963-1965. (Paras. 
90-91) 

DISCUSSION 

I. SOVIET MILITARY REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GUIDED MISSILES 

15. The Soviet guided missile program neces
sarily operates within the framework of cur
rent and future military requirements laid 
down by Soviet defense planners. While we 
have no direct evidence on the elements of 
this framework as it applies to missiles, we 
believe it would logically have been based on: 
(a) an appreciation of the USSR's present and 
probable future strategic and tactical situa
tions; (b) an estimate of the types of attack 
that could be launched against the USSR in 
the foreseeable future; (c) operational re
quirements for which missile systems could be 
employed to replace or augment other weap
ons systems; and, finally, (d) an evaluation of 
the probable effectiveness of missiles versus 
other weapons systems to perform required 
missions. 

16. The USSR has almost certainly been as
sisted in determining the scope and priorities 

of its missile programs by information on 
Western, including US, military programs. 
This information is probably complete enough 
to enable the USSR to judge approximately 
the time phases in the develoment, effective
ness, size, and composition of US and Allied 
offensive and defensive forces. Specifically, 
the Soviet leaders can probably judge such 
factors as the general size of nuclear stock
piles, the weapons systems into which nuclear 
warheads have been incorporated, the general 
progress of air defense programs, and the gen
eral characteristics and availability dates of 
offensive and defensive missiles. 

Strategic and Tactical Considerations 
17. Certain considerations which have played 
a role in Soviet military thinking in recent 
years make it plausible that the USSR should 
have given a high priority to the development 
of missiles. The Soviet leaders have heavily 
emphasized the development of their nuclear 
capability, and probably also believe that mis-
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5. S:SJE 11-10-57 The Sm·iet /CB.it Program 

T ~6 

THE SOVIET ICBM PRO~~ FOR Rfl.i~SE 
CIA HISTORICAI.-REVIEW PRO~.M 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate the probable development timetable and char:acr.eristics of the So
net intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), including the probable date of first op
erational capability, and to examine the factors likely to affect Soviet acquisition of 
a substantial nuclear delivery capability with the ICBM weapon system.1 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. ICBM development has an extremely 
hlgh priority in the USSR, if indeed it 
is not presently on a "crash" basis. We 
believe that the USSR will seek to ac
quire a substantial ICBM capability as 
rapidly as possible. 

2. We believe the USSR is concentrating 
on the development of an ICJ3M which, 
when operational, will probably be capa
ble of carrying a high-yield nuclear war
head to a roax:ironm range of about 5,500 
nautical miles, with a CEP of five nautical 
miles or less at ma:xin:mm range, and a 
system reliability of about 50 percent. 
Yne Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, 
Depa...rtment of the Army, believes that 
the uSSR v.ill adopt initially an opera-

"Fo:- pi...,;cses o! !his est!=!.e, a ~ o:pe.-a~o::.a! 
ca;::a= Ui tr" is a:bit:-a....,.ly <!e!i!:ed as a tot.al o! 10 
p:-c:o~ ICB!.~ 1n ~ ha!:cs o! trabed =.!~ 
a: cc:::::;,!ete<! !a=::b.kg ~tes; a Msubst.az:::!a! 
o;,e.-at!o;:!Zl c:3pab!llt:r 1S a:b1trar.lr c~ed as 
a to:.a.r o! soo !CB:'>!s !.:J a: e b.a:lcs o! t::-a.t=e:! 

tional ICBM of at least 3,800-4,500 nau
tical miles maximum range, and that it 
will iurther develop this weapon to the 
longer-range system indicated above. 

3. The date at which the USSR will have 
a :first operational capability with the 
ICBM will depend on many factors, apart 
from the over-all urgency of the program. 
These factors include the extent of tech
nical success in missile testing and the 
availability of launching facilities, sup
porting equipment, and trained person
nel to operate the system. We estimate 
that some time duri.ng the period mid-
1958 to mid-1959, the USSR will probably 
have a first operational capability with 
up to 10 prototype ICBMs, with char
acteristics approximating those estimated 
in the .first sentence of Conclusion 2.' 

• In t!:e beilef or the .Ass!stant Ch!ef of Stai!', 
!o~er.ce. Oe;>a."'!::ie!l: o! the Ann,. t.h.!s inl
~ O;le."2.t.:O::al capablllty will be with a.n ICB?.! 
ot a: least 3~ naut!ca.1 miles maxu:nmn 

u:tlts a: cc::::.;:i!etec la=~ s1tes. -~~. 
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4. ICBMs could probably be produced, 
launching facilities completed, and op
erational units trained at a rate sufficient 
to give the USSR an operational capabil
ity with ·100 ICBMs about one year after 

its first operational capability date, and 
with 500 ICBMs about two or at most 
three years after first operational capa
bility date. 

T O P S E O R'B 'ii"' 
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6. ~"IE 11-5-58 So~·iet Capabilities in Guided .\fissi/es and Space 
Vehicles 

APPRO\B FD~ RELEASE 
CL4 HISTORl~fil.-Flv1P.--¥ PROGiWI 

SOVIET CAPABILITIES IN GUIDED MISSILES 

AND SPACE VEHICLES 
1 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate Soviet capabilities and probable programs for the development of 
guided misSiles and space vehicles, including earth satellites, through 1966," and to 
analyze factors affecting Soviet operational capabilities in these fields. 

FOREWORD 

Tnis estimate supersedes NIE 11-5-57, SOVIEI' CAPABILITIES A..'ID PROB
ABLE PROGR.fu\IB IN THE GUIDED MISSILE FIELD, 12 March 1957, and SNIE 
11-10-57, THE SOVIET ICBM PROGRA.1'1, 10 December 1957, as well as those para
graphs dealing v.ith guided missiles (paras. 108 through 114) in :N"'IE 11-4-57, MAIN 
TRE~"DS IN SOVIET CAPABILITIES AND POLICIES, 1957-1962, 12 November 1957. 
Tne new estimate, like its predecessors, is made in the light of our previous judg
ments that the USSR does not now intend to initiate general war deliberately and 
is not now preparing for general war as of any particular future date. It also as
sumes that through 1966 there will be no international agreements on the control 
of armaments or of outer space. 

The estimate is intended primarily to reassess and update our estimates of 
probable Soviet missile development programs, missile characteristics, and first oper
ational capability dates. Some discussion is provided on factors likely to affect Soviet 
acquisition of substantial operational capabilities with missile systems, and Soviet 
capabilities to place various arbitrarily-selected quantities of ICBMs in operational 
use are esti!r.ated. The reader is cautioned that Annex A of NIE 11-5--57 is no longer 
applicable. 

For the most part, changes in estimated missile characteristics and first 
operational capability dates result from the accumulation o,er the past year of a 
considerable body of new endence. Of the 13 missile systems estimated as probably 
available for operational use in 1958 or earlier, v;e now have direct evidence on the 
existence of nine; we aL~ have direct e\idence on Smiet de,;elopment of an ICBM. 

1 Cf='\_e t.:l!e ..... ! '' :S est.l::!ate;--- ;;a:l~~t. =sec se;,.z:-~:., :.c.~. :.:.: tex~ • .S c!zss::;.".ed CO?,£ iDE!ff!AL. 
'For co:r.pa~bl!.i:y ...-it.h earlier es+..i.T.ates on t.¼ s..:bje<::, t?:e ~::-mi::al c!a:e c.bcre~ ~or t!tiS es+..irnate is 

:.he same as t.>1a~ o! its pre<!ecessor. ~:IE 11--5-57, SO\·.:..::..L CAPABIL...."TIES .'1...'-"D PROBABLE PRO
GRJ-~!.S I~ T.:::E GU'IDED ~IU: : ' • - 1 P, 12 ~-!ar-c!': !S57. 
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For some of these systems the evidence is extensive, while for others we have only 
limited information relative to characteristics and components. Serious intelli
gence gaps remain, particularly with respect to the operational status of various 
systems. Furthermore, we do not have sufficient evidence available on which to 
base an estimate of the vulnerability of Soviet systems to specific electronic counter
measures. 

In making this estimate in a field where positive intelligence remains limited, 
we have considered the available evidence in the light. of estimated Sovlet military 
requirements, known and estimated Soviet capabilities in related fields, and US 
guided missile experience. The entire study rests upon our belief, now well-sup
ported by evidence, that a concerted and continuous Soviet research and development 
effort in guided missiles was underway by 1948. 

For guided missiles, except where noted otherwise, the operational capability 
dates given are the earliest years during which we believe missiles could probably have 
been placed in the hands of trained personnel in one operational unit, thus consti
tuting a limited capability for operational employment. We estimate that when 
they :first become operational, the missile systems discussed herein will have a sys
tem reliability of 40-60 percent, and that improvement will occur thereafter.3 For 
space flight activities, the dates given are the earliest possible time periods by 
which we believe each specific accomplishment could be achieved. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The USSR has continued to press 
ahead with its extensive guided mis
sile research and development, generally 
along the lines indicated in our previous 
estimates. As a result of this effort, the 
USSR now has available for operational 
use a variety of missile systems. Soviet 
achievements in ballistic missiles have 
been especially impressive and have con
tributed to early successes in the USSR's 
space flight program. Substantial suc
cess in developing surface-to-air missile 
systems has also been achieved. Avail
able evidence is not sufficient to indicate 
equal emphasis and similar success in 
other Soviet missile programs. 

'The term "system reliability" is here defined as 
the percentage ot missiles which function ac
cording to specifications from missile launching 
to detonation in the target area, excluding mal
functions prior to launching. 

2. By itself, each of the guided missile or 
space programs estimated as a future de
velopment appears feasible both as to 
technical achievability and date attain
able. However, some programs may be 
slowed or even halted by the competition 
of other missile or non-missile delivery 
systems, unforeseen development or pro
duction difficulties, rapidity of obsoles
cence, changing military requirements, 
and/or broad considerations of Soviet 
national policy. On the other hand, a 
significant advance in one or more of the 
programs might be possible if a scientific 
breakthrough is achieved. 

3. Surface-to-surface missiles. We be
lieve that the Soviet ballistic missile de
velopment program has emphasized reli
ability and simplicity, rather than minia-
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turization or extreme refinement of de
sign. System mobility appears to have 
been a basic consideration since the 
early developmental st.ages. In develop
ing longer-range systems, maximum use 
has been made of proven components. 

4.. Since 1954 the USSR has probably had 
available for operational use ballistic mis
siles with maximum ranges of about 100 
nautical miles (n.m.), 200 n.m. and 350 
n.m. We believe that, depending upon 
various operational factors, nuclear, high 
explosive (HE) or chemical (CW) war
heads would be used with these missiles! 
In addition, the USSR probably now has 
operational a very short range anti-tank 
missile equipped with shaped-charge HE 
warhead. 

5. An e.'rtensive Soviet program to devel
op a 700 n.m. ballistic missile is indicated 
by a long series of test firings, averaging 
about two per month since 1955. We esti
mate that this missile probably became 
operational in 1956. On the basis of 
about a dozen test firings over the past 
year, we estimate that the USSR will 
also probably have operational in 1958 a 
modification of the 700 n .m. missile, capa
ble of an 1,100 n.m. range. Nuclear war
heads would almost certainly be used in 
both these missiles, although we do not 
exclude the pOSSibility of CW use in the 
700 n.m. missile. 

6. Intercontinental ballistic missile 
(lCBMj. Since August 1957, the USSR 
has test fired at lea.st four and possibly 
six missiles to a distance of approx:i.mately 
3,500 nautical miles. We believe this rep-

• Es'..i!:::3.tec :n :c1ear .._arheac ca:paoili:;:es ! o:- U:ese 
a:? c! o U:: e:- o:sstles d.isc=e<! in t.?l!s es".i::J.ate a:-e 
gii'~ i:: .;.~ex C (li..-ilted dist:ibutlon ll!lcer 
sepa.--a~ co,e:-). 

resents the development of an ICBM sys
tem which, when first operational, will 
probably be capable of delivering a nu
clear payload to a maximum range of 
about 5,500 n.m., with an accuracy (CEP) 
of 5 n.m. and a system reliability of about 
50 percent. By the early 1960's reliabil
ity will probably be considerably im
proved. At the beginning of the period 
1962-1966, the CEP could be about 3 n.m., 
and could be reduced to about 2 n.m. later 
in the period. 

7. Available evidence is inconclusive as to 
the designed payload-carrying capacity 
of the Soviet ICBM, which we have pre
viously estimated as about 2,000 pounds. 
Recent evidence and re-analysis may in
dicate that the USSR is developing an 
ICBM with a 5,000 pound payload. Seri
ous logistical and operational problems 
are associated with missiles of the sizes 
necessary to deliver 2,000 or 5,000 pounds 
to a range of 5,500 n.m.; these problems 
would be greater in the case of the heavier 
payload. In the light of this considera
tion, we estimate that the Soviet ICBM 
is designed to carry a nuclear payload of 
about 2,000 pounds, although there is a 
possibility that it is designed to carry 
about 5,000 pounds. 

8. The USSR will probably have a first 
operational capability with ten prototype 
ICBMs at some time during calendar 
1959; the possibility should not be disre
garded, however, that in the latter pa.rt of 
1958 the USSR may establish an ICBM 
capability with missiles comparatively 
unproven as to accu.racy and reliability. 

9. We belie,e that So\.i et planners intend 
to achieve a siZeable ICBM operational 
capability at the earliest practicable date, 
although we ba\"e no direct evidence on 
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Soviet preparations for ICBM produc
tion and deployment. We estimate that 
the USSR has the technical and indus
trial capability to produce ICBMs, com
plete launching facilities, establish logis
tic lines and train troops at a rate suffi
cient to have an operational capability 
with 100 ICBMs ~ about o:ae year after its 
first operational capability date (i.e. some 
time in 1960), and with 500 ICBMs~ 
two or at most three years after first op
erational capability date (i.e. some time in 
1961, or at the latest in 1962). This im
plies that the USSR could achieve an op
erational capability with ten or more, but 
less than 100 ICBMs by the end of 1959, 
depending upon when during the calen
dar year the first operational capability 
is achieved. 

10. Surface-to-air-missiles. For several 
years the USSR has had in operational 
use a fixed surface-to-air system which 
we believe is now capable of employment 
against aircraft at ranges up to 20-30 
n.m., with greatest effectiveness at alti
tudes of 30,000 to 60,000 feet. This sys
tem is known to be employed in a dense 
and costly complex of 56 sites around 
Moscow; targets of lesser importance will 
probably be provided with considerably 
less elaborate surface-to-air missile de
fenses. We believe the Soviets also have 
available for operational use a surface
to-air missile with similar characteristics, 
except for improved capability to inter
cept small, supersonic targets. It is 
probably suitable for employment either 
with the Moscow system or with a semi
mobile system. 

• These numbers are selected arbitrarily in order 
to provide some measure ot the Soviet capacity 
to produce and deploy ICBMs; they do not rep• 
resent an estimate of probable Soviet require
ments or stockpiles. 

11. Neither of the above systems is likely 
to be effective against very low altitude 
attack. We therefore estimate that the 
USSR is developing and will probably 
have in operation in 1959-1960 a surface
to-air system with a maximum range of 
about 15 n.m., effective at altitudes from 
50 feet to at least 40,000 feet. We esti
mate that for improved defense of critical 
areas, the USSR will probably have avail
able in 1960-1961 a surface-to-air system 
with effectiveness at altitudes up to 90,-
000 feet and a maximum range of 75-
100 n.m. 

12. We estimate that in 1963-1966 the 
Soviets will probably achieve a first op
erational capability with a surface-to-air 
system of limited effectiveness against 
ICBMs. Such a system could possibly 
have some effectiveness against IRBMs. 
A surface-to-air system with limited ca
pability to counter reconnaissance satel
lites could and possibly will be developed 
for use in 1960-1964; a more sophisticated 
system could be integrated with an anti
ballistic missile system at a later date. 

13. Air-to-air missiles. Three short
range systems which employ HE war
heads are now estimated as operational. 
Two are believed to have radar guidance 
with ranges of 5-6 n.m.; the other, with 
a range of up to 21/2 n.m., is believed to 
use infrared guidance. Most currently 
operational Soviet fighter aircraft types 
could be modified to employ these mis
siles. In 1960 the USSR will probably have 
available a 15-20 n.m. air-to-air missile. 

14. Air-to-surface missiles. The present 
operational system is capable of carrying 
a nuclear or HE warhead at subsonic speed 
to a range of about 55 n.m. against well
defined targets, such as ships. With dif-
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ferent guidance, the system could be em
ployed against land targets. We esti
mate that the USSR is probably develop
ing and may now have operational an air
launched decoy to simulate medium or 
heavy bombers. We believe that the 
USSR will probably develop and have op
erational in 1960-1961 a supersonic mis
sile ;:;ith improved guidance and a range 
of at least 100 n.m., suitable for employ
ment a_,,c-ainst a wide variety of targets. 

15. l." aval-launched missiles. The Soviet 
navy probably now has the capability to 
launch subsonic ·cruise-type missiles from 
a few converted subma..rines of conven
tional design, although there is little di
rect evidence of submarine-launched mis
sile de,elopment in the USSR. We esti
mate that the current system could de
liver nuclear warheads against land tar
gets within about 200 n.m. of the launch
ing submarine. These cruise-type mis
siles cculd be launched by a submarine 
only after surfacing. We believe, how
ever, that in 1961-1963 the USSR will 
probably have a submarine-launched bal
listic missile system available for first op
erational use in a prototype submarine of 
new design. This system will probably be 
capable of delivering a nuclear warhead 
from a submerged submarine to a range 
of about 1,000 n.m. 

16. We estimate that duri->1g 1959-1960 
the USSR will begin equipping its sur
face fleet with surface-to-air missiles 
ha'\-ing a mz.ximurn range of 20 n.r-1., v;ith 
efiectiveness at altitudes from 50 feet to 
at least .;,o,ooo feet. A Soi,iet shipborne 
surface-to-air system for use against tar
gets at t,Jgher aititudes and longer ra?1ges 
v;riil probably become available in 1960-
1961. These systems, while primarily for 
air defense, could be modified for employ-

ment against surface targets. Late in 
the period of this estimate, the USSR will 
probably also have available a rnissile sys
tem for use in anti-submarine warfare. 

17. S01;iet space programs. V-..7e believe 
that the ultimate foreseeable objective of 
the Soviet space program is the attain
ment of manned interplanetary travel. 
The program is supported by extensive 
Soviet research efforts in a number of re
lated fields, including rocket propulsion, 
electronics, space medicine, astrobiology, 
astrophysics and geophysics. Present ac
tivities appear to be directed toward the 
collection of scientific data and experi
ence applicable to future space accom
plishments, the ICBM program, and basic 
scientific research. Soviet requirements 
for space vehicles have probably been 
established for fairly specific scientific 
and/or military purposes in accordance 
with a pla.'Uled step-by-step progression. 

18. Soviet success in ballistic missile de
velopment and earth satellite launchings 
to date leads us to estimate a considerable 
Soviet capability for early accomplish
ments in space including: surveillance 
satellites, recoverable aeromedical satel
lites, lunar probes and impacts, lunar sat
ellites and planetary probes to Mars and 
Ve..-rius (1958-1959); "soft landings" by 
lunar rockets and recoverable manned 
earth satellites (1959-1960); a manned 
glide-type high altitude research vehicle 
(1960-1961); heavy earth satellites and 
manned circumlunar flights (1961-1962); 
a.>1d manned lunar la.'ldings (after 1965). 
\vnile each individual achievement ap
pears feasible as to technical capability 
and earliest date atWnable, we doubt 
that the USSR can accomplish all of these 
space flight activities within the time 
periods specified. 
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SIMPLIFIED TABULAR SUM.MARY 1 

P robable Soviet Guided Missile Development Program 

Arbitrary Operational Maximum Payload D~ignation Date Range Weight and Type 

Ground-Launched Ballistic Missiles 
ss-1 • 1954 100 n.m. 1,500 lbs. Nuclear, 

HE, CW 
ss-2 • 1954 200 n.m. 2,000 lbs. Nuclear, 

HE, CW 
SS-3 • 1954 350 n.m. Up to 5,000- 6,000 lbs. 

Nuclear, HE, CW 
Ss-4 • 1956 700 n .m. Up to 5,000-6,000 lbs. 

Nuclear, poss. cw 
SS-5 • 1958 1,100 n.m. Up to 3,000 lbs. 

Nuclear 
S,S-6 ICBM • 1959 S,500 n.m. 2,000 lbs., poss. S,000 

lbs. Nuclear 

Ground-Launched Anti-'l'ank Missile 
SS-a. t . pr1or to 6,000 yards 20-40 lbs. HE 

1958 

Submarine-Launched Missiles 
SS-7 1955-56 200 n.m. 2,000 lbs. Nuclear cruise-type 
ss-a 1961-63 1,000 n.m. 1,000 lbs. Nuclear ballistic 

Ground-Launched Surface-to-Air Missiles 
SA-1 • 1954 20-30 n .m. 500-aOO lbs.' 
SA-2 • 1957 15-30 n.m. 500-700 lbs.' 
SA-3 1959~ 0 15 n.m. 150-250 lbs.' 
SA--4 1960-61 75-100 n.m. 500 lbs.' 
SA-5 1963-66 limited effectiveness against ICBMs 

Shipborne Surface-to-Air Missiles 
SA-6 1959-60 20 n.m. 150-250 lbs.' 
SA-7 1960-61 75-100 n.m. 500 lbs.' 

Air-to-Air Missiles 
AA-1• 1955-56 5 n.m. 70 lbs. HE AA-2 1955-56 2½ n.m. 25 lbs. HE AA-3 1958 6 n.m. 50 l bs. HE AA-4 1960 15-20 n.m. 150 lbs.' 

Air-to-Surface Missiles 
AS-1 . 1956-57 55 n.m. 3,000 lbs. Nuclear, HE AS-2 1960-61 100 n .m. 3,000 lbs. Nuclear 

Design 
Altitude 

30,000-60,000 ft. 
20,000-60,000 ft. 
50 ft.--40,000 ft. 
Up to 90,000 ft. 

50 ft.-40,000 ft. 
Up to 90,000 ft. 

'Detailed summaries of each missile category, including all estimated characteristics and other perti
nent data, are presented in Tables 1-5 in Annex A. A summary ot estimated Soviet capabilities in space 
fiight is presented In Table 6. 

• Nuclear warheads would increase the kill probabilities achievable with these missiles and will be re
quired for effective use of the missiles under some conditions. However, HE warheads will be eftectlve in most applications. 

• Those missile types tor which our estimates are supported by significant current intelligence are indi
cated by an asterisk following the missile designation. 
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APPROVED FOR RELEASE 
CIA HISTORICAL-REVIEW PROGRAM 

SOVIET CAPABILITIES FOR STRATEGIC ATTACK 

THROUGH MID-1964 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate probable trends in the strength and deployment of Soviet long-range 
air and missile weapons systems suitable for strategic attack, through mid-1964.1 

FOREWORD 

The critical feature of this estimate is 
our judgment with respect to the force 
goals of the existing Soviet ICBM pro
gram. This judgment is based in part 
on calculations regarding Soviet ICBM 
requirements for various defined.s'trategic 
purposes. These calculations are espe
cially sensitive to possible differences be
tween our assur:p.ptions and those actually 
made by Soviet planners with respect to 
two important factors: 

a. The probable future performance 
characteristics of the improving Soviet 
ICBM. 

1 "Strategic attack" as used hereln is defined as 
nuclear attack against retaliatory forces and 
key war-making strengths in North America, 
as well as US and Allied retallatory forceii at 
sea and in overseas areas. The weapons systems 
primarily considered are heavy and xnedlUDl 
bombers assigned to Long Range Aviation, re
lated air-to-surface missiles, ground-launched 
missiles with maximum ranges of 700 nautical 
miles or more, and submarine-launched mlsslles. 
It is recognized that other delivery systems are 
available for use against targets at sea and 
overseas. 

b. The probable future development of 
the US nuclear retaliatory force. 

We have assumed for the Soviet ICBM 
the performance characteristics esti
mated for it at various dates in NIE 
11-5-59, "Soviet Capabilities in Guided 
Missiles and Space Vehicles,'' dated 3 
November 1959, and in the USIB "Memo
randum to Holders of NIE 11-5-59" dated 
19 January 1960. Soviet planners may 
expect a better performance, in which 
case their estimates of the numbers re
quired would be lower than ours. How
ever, we would expect them to use con
servative assumptions in making so vital 
a calculation. 

With respect to Soviet targeting, we 
have assumed that existing approved US 
military programs will be carried out. 
Explicit information on these programs 
is presumably not available to Soviet 
planners, but we believe that they have 
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enough general information from open 
sources to be able to estimate them with 
fair accuracy. These US programs are, 
oi ·course, subject to change-as is the 
Soviet ICBM program also. The present 
Soviet ICBM program, however, must be 
based on the present Soviet estimate of 
the probable future development of the 
target system.. 

It is beyond the scope of this estimate 
to consider what political or military 
courses of action the USSR might adopt 
if the development of its strategic attack 
capabilities were to be as estimated here
in. Such matters will be considered in 
the forthcoming :NIE 11--4-59, "Main 
Trends in Soviet Capabilities and Policies, 
1959-1964." 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Soviet rulers probably regard their 
present strategic attack forces as capable of 
devastating US and Allied copcentrations of 
population and industry, but incapable of pre
venting, by military action, the nuclear devas
tation of the USSR. · {Para. 36) 

2. T"ne ICBM presents the best prospects of 
l:eing able to deliver a heavy weight of at-· 
tack witb.in the least time after a decision 
to attack, and thereby to prevent the launch
ing or reduce the weight of a US strategic 
attack on the USSR. Hence, we believe that 
the future development of Soviet- iriterconti

·nental ·attack capabilities will be primarily 
a function of the development, production, 
and deployment of ICBMs. Soviet ICBM 
e2.p2bilities will be supplemented by the de
velooment of a subma.ri.ne-launched missile 
capibility and by the maintenance of a 
substantial long range bomber capability. 
(Paras. ~..3) 

3. Our analysis leads us to believe that, if 
the US military posture develops as presently 
ola.nned, the USSR will in 1961 have its most 
favorable opportunity to gain a decided mili
tary, political, and psychological advantage 
over the US by the rapid deployment of opera
tional ICBMs. Even at that time, however, 
the proportion of US retaliatory forces which 
the Soviets could expect to destroy in a mis
sile attack would depend not only on the 
number of missiles emoloyed. and their per
formance characteristics, but aiso, and criti
cally, upon the degree ·of surprise attainable 

and upon the precision with which the initial 
salvo could be timed. Even if surprise were 
complete and timing perfect the USSR would 
have to expect retaliation from such us bomb
ers as might be on airborne alert at the time 
of attack, from at least some of the US air
craft earners and missile-launching subma
rines then at sea, and from any other US 
retaliatory forces that survived the initial 
salvo. After 1961 the numbers of semihard
ened and hardened US ICBM sites pro
grammed to become operational would re
qwre a steep increase in the number of So
viet ICBMs to achieve comparable objectives 
against US retaliatory forces: (Paras. ~2) 

4. From an economic point of view the ma.in 
determinant of the Soviet ICBM program is 
not so much the availability of resources, as 
the physical difficulty of rapidly builcling up 
production of missiles and particularly of 
laWlch.i.ng facilities during the first year or 
two a!ter IOC, and of training in a compara
tively short time the personnel required to 
maintain and ope.rate a large number of mis
siles. The.se difficulties set uractical limits 
to the Soviet ICBM program. ~ (Paras. 56-58) 

5. Every present indication suggests that the 
Soviet ICBM program, while· not a crash pro
gram, is designed to provide a substantial 
ICBM capability at an early date. The goal 
of the program is probably an ICBM force 
as large as Soviet planners deem necessary 
to provide a substantial deterrent and pre
emptive attack capability. In our view, this 
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would be consistent with the present deliber
ate and orderly tempo of the Soviet ICBM 
test-firing program, with current Soviet mili
tary doctrine, and with the USSR's observed 
policy of maintaining a balance among mili
tary capabilities designed to accomplish vari
ous missions.2 (Para. 55) 

6. We conclude that the probable Soviet ICBM 
program would provide on the order of 140-
200 ICBMs on launcher in mid-1961. Within 
this range, the Assistant Chief for Intelli-

• The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, 
does not concur In the second sentence of para
graph 5. He does not believe that Soviet be
havior, as we have observed it, warrants the 
judgment that their objectives would be satis
fied by attainment of only substantial deterrence 
and pre-emptive attack capability. Rather, he 
believes that the Soviet rulers are endeavoring 
to attain at the earliest practicable date a mili
tary superiority over the United States which 
they would consider to be so declsi.ve as to enable 
them either to force their will on the United 
States through threat of destruction, or to launch 
such devastating attacks against the United 
States that, at the cost of acceptable levels of 
damage to themselves, the United States as a 
world power would cease to exist. He :further 
believes that such an objective could be attained 
by the development of their overall military 
capablllties which would inclllde an operational 
ICBM force of about 250 (185 on fauncher) by 
mld-1961, 500 (385 on launcher} by mid-1962, and 
800 (640 on launcher) by mid-1963. It ls gen
erally agreed that the Soviets have both the 
tecbnical and industrial capability to produce 
such a force; the physical difficulties thereby 
entailed will almost certainly not be the llmlting 
factor. 

It Is the view of the Assistant Chief of Staff, 
Intelligence, USAF, that, while Soviet planners 
will undoubtedly feel that they will have at
tained a capacity for substantial deterrence and 
pre-emptive attack by mid-1962 or earllei;, the 
real objective of the Soviet ICBM program Is 
"decisive mllltary superiority." He belleves that 
the Soviets would not be content with coaceptual 
levels of deterrence; tlley would realize the pos
sibility of error in thelr own calculations and 
acknowledge the posslbillty of Western pre
emption of their deterrent capabilities. This 
latter contingency would weigh the more heavily 
if the Soviet leaders intended, as he believes 
likely, to exploit their capabilities In political 
offensives. In this event, theiI: estimate of the 
likelihood of Western "desperate" acts would in
duce them to attempt attainment of total deter
rence, I.e., "decisive military superiority." 

gence, Department of the Army, and the As
sistant Chief of Naval Operations for Intelli
gence, Department of the Navy, estimate that 
the Soviet program is likely to be toward the 
low side. The Director of Intelligence and 
Research, Department of State, the Assistant 
Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, and the 
Director for Intelligence, The Joint Staff, be
lieving that Soviet planners would regard the 
advantages to be gained as justifying addi
tional efforti estimate that the number of 
Soviet ICBMs on launcher is likely to be 
towards the high side of the 140-200 range. 
(Para. 61) 

7. The military capabilities which the Soviets 
would acquire with this missile force would 
depend to a great degree upon the perform
ance characteristics of the missile. By the 
end of 1960, however, the estimated Soviet 
ICBM force will constitute a grave threat to 
the principal US metropolitan areas, and will 
thus represent a powerful political and psy
chological weapon in international rela
tionships. By 1961 it will present an ex
tremely dangerous threat to SAC bomber 
bases, unhardened ICBM sites and command 
installations, although the degree of assur
ance the Soviets would have of being able to 
destroy US retaliatory forces would vary con
siderably depending on the performance char
acteristics of their ICBMs, and in any case 
would be subject to the qualifications in para
graph 3. (Para. 62) 

8. The development of the Soviet ICBM force 
beyond 1961 would be likely to be affected 
by such considerations as the actual develop
ment of the target system to be attacked, 
the prospects for a greatly improved Soviet 
ICBM, and the prospects (on both sides) for 
an effective anti-ICBM, as well as by the 
general development of the world situation 
and of relations between the US and the 
USSR. Any figures for future years should 
be reviewed in the light of such considera
tions and of evidence on the actual progress 
of the Soviet ICBM program. Projecting our 
estimates of the present ICBM program (and 
assuming that ii the USSR has approximately 
200 ICBMs on launcher in mid-1961 produc
tion would substantially level off in the sub-
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sequent two years) the most likely number 
of Soviet ICBMs on launcher in mid-1962 
would be 250-350 and in mid-1963 would be 
350-450.3 (Para. 63) 

9. The USSR will have no serious difficulty in 
meeting its estimated requirements for 
700 n.m. 2.-nd 1,100 n.m. ballistic missiles. 
(Paras. 64.-67) 

10. On the basis of the foregoing conclusions, 
our numerical estimates of Soviet medium and 
heavy bombers in Long Range aviation units, 
long and medium-range ballistic m.issile.s, and 
missile-launching submarines are as shown in 
the following table: • ~ 

Mid- Mi.d- Mid- Mi.d- Mi.d-
1960 1961 196Z 1963 1964 

Bombers 
:S:eavy 135 .150 140 130 120 
~ediu.rn ..... 1,100 1,050 1,000 900 800 

M:ssiLe.s 
700 n.m. 
In Inventory 250 350 4.50 450 450 
On Launcher 110 150 150 150 150 

1,.100 n.m. 
!n Inventory 80 160 240 300 300 
On Launcher 50 100 100 100 100 

!CBM 
In Inventory SO 175-270 325-450 450-560 
On Launcher 35 140-200 250-350 356-450 

'The Assista.nt Chie! of Stafl', Intelligence, USAF, 
does not e0ncll!.' in this sentence. See his foot
note to paragraph 5, above. 

75 

Mid-
1960 

S~.es 
'"Z" class • . .. 4 
UG~ c.1ass• .. 9 
Nucle3.r• ... 

J!:t!-
1961 

4 
15 
2 

.l!id.-
1962 

4 
18 

6 

Mid-Mid.-
1963 1964 

4 4 
18 18 
10 14 

• Not est!matec beyond 1S63. 
~ Not est!mated beyond 1963. 

• Each "Z" cl2.SS submar'.ne would probably carry 
t..o m!ss:ll es.. 

' Each "G" class scilmaru:e would probably carry 
about n ve m.Ls:slles. 

• The assoc:lated m.l.ssile :nay not beeome available 
until 1963, In which case tlle missile used In the "G" 
class m!ght be used in this submarine. Each stlb
lI13.t'ine would probably ca.-ry 6-12. 

DISSm,"TING VIEWS 
• The Asslstallt Chlet ot Stat::', Intelligence, USAF, 
does not co.:1cur in the nll!llbers of heavy bombers 
a.nd ICBMs estimated. believing they should be: 

Mid- M:d- Mid- Mid- Mid-
1960 1961 196Z 19oJ 1964 

Heavy bombers • . . 135 150 17S 200 200 
!CB~ 

In Inventory . . . 50 250 500 800 
On Launcher . . . 35 185 385 ~ 

•The Assistant Cb1e! of S~ !or Intelligence, De
partment o! the Army, does not c:oncur 1n tlle 
numbers ot heavy bombers estimated.. In his 
view, future Soviet heavy bolll.ber strength will 
approximate the follow'.:ig: 

M:.d- Mia- Mic.- Mi.d.- M:d.-
1960 1961 . 1962 1963 1964 

Heavy bombers . . 125 115 100 75 75 
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DISCUSSION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

11. Soviet decisions regarding the develop
ment of strategic attack capabilities are taken 
in the context of Soviet (not US) political and 
strategic concepts. Although we lack direct in
telligence of Soviet intentions and programs 
for the future development of strategic attack 
forces, the conceptual conte.n in which such 
plans are formed is generally well known. 

12. Ruling circles in the USSR regard the world 
situation as one of constant, unremitting 
struggle between Communist and anti-Com
munist forces. Their faith requires them to 
prosecute the struggle by every expedient 
means. They. believe that the courses of ac
tion which may be appropriate at any given 
time can be determined with scientific accu
racy by Marxist calculation of the ever~hang
ing "relation of forces." They recognize, of 
course, the possibility of error through un
Mandst analysis of the situation. "Left de
viation " or "adventurism,'' is the underesti
mation' of opposing forces ( or overestimation 
of Communist forces) which leads to the in
currence of unwarranted risks. "Right devia
tion," or "opportunism,'' is the reverse, :9"hich 
results in failure to take maximum practicable 
advantage of enemy vulnerabilities. Either 
deviation is not only a mistake, but a sin. 

13. Military force is only one factor in the com
plex "relation of forces" to be calculated. 
Mandst analysis does not admit of the sharp 
distinction between military and political af
fairs which has been characteristic of much 
Western civil and military thought. Its cen
tral concept is power, and power includes, in 
addition to the military factor, political, psy
chological and economic elements, which are 
understood to be mutually reinforcing. Thus 
military forces are valued for psychological 
and political as well as strictly military po
tentialities. 

14. The calculation of their military require
ments in the context of the total relation of 
forces has led the Soviet rulers to maintain, 

at considerable economic cost, large and di
versified forces. Strategic attack forces are 
only one element in this total military require
ment, and, up to the present at least, have 
been allocated a comparatively small propor
tion of total Soviet military expenditures. 

15. In the present world relation of forces, the 
Soviet rulers almost certainly calculate that 
the only military contingency they have to 
fear would be a massive US nuclear attack on 
the USSR. They would regard the provoca
tion of such an attack as wildly "adven
turistic." Consequently, they are deterred 
from pursuing courses of action which, in 
their estimation, involve serious risk of pro
ducing that result. But they evidently con
sider that the US is in large measure deterred 
from delivering such an attack. They at
tribute th.i.<; deterrence to psychological and 
political as well as military factors in the total 
relation of forces. Moreover, from the Soviet 
point of view, mutual deterrence from nuclear 
strategic attack is not a stalemate, but an op
portunity to press more vigorously psycho
logical, economic, and political f~rms of _at
tack, and possibly even to eng~ge m some llm
ited forms of military action. 

16. The Soviet rulers, however, are not content 
to maintain the present relation of Soviet to 
US military power. They are bound to en
deavor to change this relationship to their ad
vantage. In their estimation, the greater 
their relative military strength, the greater 
will be their political opportunities, without 
actual recourse to general war. They would 
consider themselves guilty of "right devia
tionism" if, with the advent of interconti
nental ballistic missiles, they did not attemnt 
to achieve i. military advantage over the US. 
From their point of view, it would be desirable 
to attain a superiority so decisive as t.o enable 
them either to dictate terms to the US or, if 
necessary, to attack the US without receiving 
unacceptable damage in return. At the same 
time, however, they must exercise care to avoid 
provoking a US preventive attack. 
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17. E.en if a "decisive military superiority" 
should prove unattainable, So.iet canceptions 
of security reqcirements call for pro.-ision 
against the contingency of nuclear ..-a.r result
ing from accident, or miscalculation, or US 
desperation. In the Sovie:; view, the more 
successful the USSR may be in pressing its 
political and psychological attack, the more 
acute the danger of a desperate US military 
reaction may become. Consequently, the se
cu...'ity of the Soviet state and society requires 
a capability to destroy the US nuclear at'"..ac..l.;: 
forces prior to launch---or at least the capa
bility to reduce the weight of such an a~..ack 
to the maximum feasible extent by a combina
tion of offensive and defensive measures. In 
this cannection, Soviet military literature has 
developed a concept of pre-emptive attack
that is, an attack with immediately available 
forces designed to seize ~he strategic initiative 
from an enemy who is himself preparing im
minently to attack.a 

II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET STRATEGIC 
ATTACK CAPABILITIES TO DATE 

18. During World War II the USSR did not 
develop an effective long range attack capa
bility. Nevertheless, the USSR was ·quick to 
perceive the strategic significance of nuclear 
weapons, long range bombers (the B-29), and 
ballistic missiles (the V-2), toward the close 
of the war. It immediately launched urgent 
programs to achieve for itself capabilities in 
these fiel~. Of necessity, its initial efforts 
were directed toward the achievement of stra
tegic dominance in Eurasi2.. ~ the only fea
sible :nilita..ry cowiter to US ~tegic attac.i..: 
capabilities at that time, it also devoted a ma
jo:- effort to the development of air defense. 
F'rOI:l the first, however, the USSR almost cer
tainly ha.d the objective of developing an e.:fec
tive strategic attack capability against the 
conti.!le:ital US. 

• Tn:.s co:::.ce;:it !.s d!st:l.::lguis!lec. !roi:::. preve::i.::t;-e 
at:.ack-tb.at !s, an at:ac:.:: c.elibe..-ately p!a=e<!, 
p:-e;)a!"ec, anc. 1.::J..lt!a tee! !o:: the pu.--pose o! c.e
st..-oyi!lg a!I e!l =7's att.acl: ca ;,ablli ties be.tore 
t:.!:ley have bee:l fully c.eve!o;,ec.. 
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long Range Aviation 

19. In 1946 the USSR established Long Range 
Aviation as an independent ope.rational com
mand directly subordinate to the Ministry of 
Defense. The BULL oiston medium bomber 
a coo.- of the US B-29, was oroduced for th~ . - . 
equipment of this force. The BULL, however, 
can have been regarded only as a convenient 
means of meeting an urgent interim require
ment. Even while the buildup of BULL 
strength was in progress, tbe BADGER jet 
medium bomber was under urgent develop
ment. •·It weht int.o large-scale production in 
1954. The transition from BULLs to 
BADGERs in operati_onaJ units proceeded 
steadily thereafter, in accardance with a 
smooth and orderly program. BULL strength 
was substantially maintained for several years, 
however, while the BADGER buildup was in 
progress. This overlap appears to reflect a 
desire to retain an established capability until 
an improved capability designed to supersede 
it had also become-well established. As a re
sult, Long Range Aviation reached a peak 
strength of nearly 1,400 BULL and BADGER 
medium bombers in 1957-1958. Since then 
BULI.s have been phased out more rapidly: 
the mid-1959 medium bomber strength of 
Long Range Aviation is estimated to have been 
225 BULu and 1,050 BADGERs. The produc
tion of BADG.E:Rs has now ceased. Thus, 
when the last BULL has been phased out of 
Long Range Aviation in 1960, the net result 
will be the replacement o! BULLs by BADGERs 
on virtually a one-for-one basis. 

20. These medium bombers are best suited for 
operations in and near Eurasia.. They are 
capable of Ie2.Ching targets in the US if need 
be, bu~ with few exceptions only on one-way 
missions.' For a more satisfactory capability 
against the US, the USSR required a heavy 
bo?:?J.be. To meet this requirement, the BEAR 
turboprop and BISON jet heavy bombers were 
developed concurrently with each other and 
with the BADGER. T"nere are indications 
that large-scale production of heavy bombers 

' Foe- a ~pb.lc prese.::i.tat!o:c. ot possible target cov
e.-age by pa.--t:cular beer.be types !rom !or..a.rd 
staging bases. with =d without re!uell:lg, see 
.~ex E. 
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was intended. However, BEAR production 
ceased after the completion of about 60 air
craft. Cumulative BISON production reached 
about 115 in mid-1959. It has been marked 
by numerous modifications of the aircraft and 
by low and fluctuating production rates. 
During the fall of 1959, the rate of production 
appears to have been one or two a month. 

21. Some of the delays in BISON production 
were manifestly due to deficiencies discovered 
in the aircraft, but we believe that there has 
also been a Soviet change of mind about the 
heavy bomber program. Disappointment in 
the performance of the BEAR and BISON, con
sideration of concurrent and prospective im
provements in the air defense of North Amer
ica, and growing confidence in the develop
ment of an effective Soviet ICBM appear to 
have resulted in a Sovi~t decision to forego 
the rapid buildup of a heavy bomber force. 
Soviet heavy bomber strength is now about 
80 BISONs and 40 BEARs in operational 
units. 

22. The deployment of Soviet Long Range 
Aviation and the locations of forward staging 
areas in the Soviet Arctic are shown in An
nex E. The estimated optimum performance 
characteristics of the BULL, BADGER, BISON, 
and BEAR are shown in Annex D. 

23. The USSR has not developed a snecific., 
tanker aircraft to meet its in.flight refueling 
requirement, but has developed such a capa
bility through the conversion of BISON and 
BADGER bombers for use as tankers. All of 
the BISON regiments and about half of the 
BADGER regiments probably have this capa
bility. The use of bombers as tankers would, 
of course, reduce the number available for use 
as bombers in any single attack. 

24. Within the limitations of its bomber air
craft, Soviet Long Range Aviation is now a 
proficient force, although its training, basing 
and maintenance standards fall below those 
of the US Strategic Air Command. Its deploy
ment and home base structure are adequate 
to support large-scale operations launched 
directly from these bases against Eurasian and 
peripheral targets. Its capabilities against 
the US are limited by the difficulty of staging 

through Arctic bases. In recent years, some
what more realistic and larger scale training 
exercises have been conducted, and the scope 
and magnitude of Arctic operational training 
has increased. Electronic equipment for 
navigation, bombing, and ECM has been im
proved. Storage and loading facilities for nu
clear weapons are probably now available at 
all home bases and some Arctic staging bases; 
we believe that crews have been trained in the 
handling, loading, and delivery of these 
weapons. 

Naval and Tactical Aviation 

25. In addition to those in Long Range AVia
tion, some 290 BADGERs have been assigned 
to Soviet Naval Aviation. These naval 
BADGER units are specially trained and 
equipped to attack naval targets: e.g., carrier 
task forces at sea. There are also some 120 
BADGERs assigned to Soviet Tactical Avia
tion. In addition to medium bombers, Tac
tical and Naval Aviation are equipped with 
numerous light bombers whose.range permits 
them to attack many targets in Eurasia and 
its periphery. 

Air-t9-Surface Missiles 

26. The only Soviet air-to-surface :missile now 
operational (AS-1) is a subsonic type with a 
range of 55 n.m. This missile was designed 
to deliver a 3,000 pound warhead against ships 
at sea. We estimate that about six BADGER 
regiments, two of them in Long Range Avia
tion and the remainder in Naval Aviation, are 
now equipped with these missiles and trained 
in their use. .Assuming that unit holdings 
now average two AS-1 missiles per assigned 
aircraft, the present allocation to operational 
units would be some 350 missiles. 

Ground-Launched Ballistic Missiies 8 

27. Through a well conceived program con
ducted with high priority since shortly after 
World War II, the USSR has developed 

• For a more extensive discussion o! missile char
acterutlcs and o! our bases !or estimation, :;ee 
NIE 11-5-59, "Soviet Capabilities In Guided 
Missiles and Space Vehicles," dated 3 November 
1959. 
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a familv of short, medium, and long range 
surface-to-s-..i:-:ace ballistic r:::tissiles. We esti
mate that a Soviet ballistic missile (SS--4) ca
oable of delivering a 3,000 pound wa:-head 
to a maximum range of 700 n.m. with a CEP 
of 1-2 n.m. bas been ayai!able for operational 
use since 1956. On the basis of a.a.i..!able L'1tel
ligence, we cannot judge the present scale of 
oroduction. We have not identified any wlits 
equipped with such mis.Siles, although there 
are indications that the USSR is deploying this 
type of weapons to East Germany. Consider
ing the length of time available for their pro
duction and deployment in conjunction with 
Soviet requirements (see Section V, below), we 
believe that in mid-1959 the USSR probably 
had an operational inventory of some 150 
Ss-4 missiles and about 75 launchers. 

28. We estimate that another ballistic missile 
(SS-5) capable of delivering a 3,000 pound 
warhead to a maximum range of 1,100 n.m. 
with a CEP of two n.m. became available for 
operational use in late 1958 or early 1959. 
A small number of such missiles were probably 
deployed by mid-1959. 

29. The SS-4 is road mobile; the SS--5 may be 
road or rail mobile. Annex B shows the 
ranges of these mis.Siles from positions near 
the borders of the USSR itself and of the Soviet 
Bloc. 

30. The USSR is currently test firing an ICBM 
which we believe is capable of delivering a 
6,000 pound warhead to a maximum range of 
5,500 n.m. if employed with a heatsink nose
cone." Available evidence is believed ade
quate to gauge the general progress bu~ not 
the precise timing of the Soviet p:-ogram to 
develoo an ooe.'"ational ICBM svste::n.. We 
::-eliev;, howe;er, that for p~g purposes 
i~ should be considered that Soviet achieve
::?:?ent of an initial operational capability (IOC) 
..-1th a few-say, 10-series produced IC3Ms 
Will have occcne<i by 1 Janua.7 1950. 

• A ::-edt:ct!o::i i:l warhead weigh~ wol!!d ;>'"-".ti~ an 
!::.crease 1!! :a.nge; use ot a.r:. a!:lla!::..-e ::oseco:::e 
....-ould pe.-:n.!t a heav!e::- ..ar:::i.eac oi- ex+..e::!c!ec! 
range. 
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31. We have no direct evidence of Soviet ICBM 
deployment concepts or of the intended na
ture of operational launching sites. In other 
Soviet ballistic missile systems, mobility bas 
been stressed as a basic design consideration. 
Tne Soviet ICBM could be rail mobile, with 
multiple prepared launching positions con
sisting of little more than a concrete slab on 
a special spur track. Such a system would 
reduce vulnerability by ma.king launching 
sites difficult to find and identify, and by ren
dering uncertain the location of the launching 
wlit at any given time. In any case, whether 
the Soviet ICBM force employs :fixed sites, or 
rail-mobility, or a combination of the two, 
it will be essentially dependent on the Soviet 
rail net. 

32. In recent years there have been increasing 
indications of Soviet interest in developing a 
capability to launch guided missiles from sul>
marines. We estimate that in a first effort, 
about two "W'' class submarines were modi
fied to launch, while surfaced, two subsonic 
cruise-type missiles (~7) capable of deliver
ing a 2,000 pound warhead to a range of 150-
200 n.m. with a 2-4 n.m. CEP. In a later ef
fort, about four "Z" class submarines have 
been mocillied (by enlarging the sail) probably 
to launch two ballistic missiles each.. These 
probably could not be launched while the sub
marine is submerged but it has· not yet been 
determined whether the submarine would 
have to be fully surfaced, or only partially sur
faced. We bave no specific information to 
permit identification of missiles for this pur
pose, but we believe that compatible missiles 
may be capable of delivering a 2,000 pound 
warhead to a range of 200 n.m. (or le.ss likely 
of 350 n.m.) with an operatio!lal CEP of 1 to 
3 n.m. The most recent development is the 
appe2-'1Ulce of a new class of conventionally
powered submarine-designated "G" class by 
US Intelligence--&X of which are probably 
now in operation with the Fleet. Although 
the evidence in this case is not so convincing 
as in the case of the modified "Z" class, we 
evaluate the "G" cl2Ss as probably having 
ballistic missile launching capabilities. Their 
very large sail, considerably higher a.Dd longer 
than that of the modified "Z" clz.ss, suggests 
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that they could each carry about five 350 n.m. 
missiles, although shorter or even longer range 
ballistic missiles are less likely possibilities. 
The warhead weight could be 2,000 pounds 
and the CEP under operational conditions 
1 to 3 n.m. 

Nuclear Weapons 10 

33. By an extensive series of tests begun in 
August 1949, the USSR has demonstrated its 
ability to provide high-yield nuclear weapons 
suited to the various delivery systems dis
cussed in this estimate. On the basis of accu
racy and payload, the ballistic and submarine
launched missiles considered will require 
nuclear warheads for effective employment 
under all but limited and special circum
stances. We believe that in general the USSR 
will equip its ICBMs and.submarine-launched 
missiles with warheads of the maximum yield 
attainable within the lin:µts of its nuclear and 
missile technology. Warheads for 700 and 
1,100 n.m. ballistic missiles, however, will 
probably be produced in a range of yields in 
order to provide operational flexibility, i.e., to 
permit selection of yield in accordance with 
the weapon effects desired at the time of 
attack. 

34. We believe that nuclear bombs of· high 
and medium yields are now the primary arma
ment of Soviet Long Range Aviation, and that 
they have been provided to BADGERs of Naval 
and Tactical Aviation as well Air-to-surface 
missiles employed against ships at sea could 
employ either HE or nuclear warheads of me
dium or low yields. 

35. Considering the estimated availability of 
fissionable materials and the level of Soviet 
nuclear weapons technology, we believe that 
at present the USSR has sufficient nuclear 
weapons for a major attack by long range 
air and missile weapons systems, including 

•• For a complete discussion of this subject in
cluding the yields to be expected from the bombs 
and warheads associated with particular de
livery systems, as well as the estimated avail
ability of fissionable materials in the USSR, see 
NIE 11-2-59, "The Soviet Atomic Energy Pro
gram," dated 16 June 1959 (Limited Distri
bution). 

sufficient nuclear warheads for its operational 
submarine launched missiles and ground
launched ballistic missiles of 700 n.m. range 
and greater. 

Soviet Evaluation of Current Capabilities 

36. The Soviet rulers probably regard their 
current strategic attack forces as: 

a. Adequate to deliver a devastating attack 
on US and Allied concentrations of population 
and industry; 

b. Incapable of preventing, by military ac
tion, the nuclear devastation of the USSR. 

37. From_ the political point of view, however, 
the Soviet rulers evidently consider that they 
have recently achieved a substantially in
creased deterrent against nuclear attack, and 
that this achievement marks a very impor
tant shift in the global "relation of forces." 
In their own minds (and in general world 
opinion) this shift is attributed primarily to 
their emerging capability with long range 
missiles, the effectiveness of which is assumed 
to have been demonstrated by the Sputnik 
and Lunik shots. Whatever their military 
values, the Soviets evidently regard ICBMs 
and medium range missiles as psychological 
and p'olitical weapons of first importance. 

Ill. BROAD CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING 
THE FUTURE COMPOSITION OF SOVIET 
STRATEGIC ATTACK FORCES 

38. It is evident that the Soviet authorities do 
not regard increased numbers of their present 
bombers as the means of meeting their stra
tegic attack requirements. The production 
of BEARs and BADGERs has stopped; the pro
duction of BISONs is minimal. The problem, 
then, is to estimate the relative extent to 
which _the Soviets are seeking to meet these 
requirements through the development and 
production of improved bombers, of missile 
launching submarines, and of long range bal
listic missiles. 

39. As Western air defense continues to im
prove, time and vulnerability factors are ren
dering manned bombers progressively less 
adequate for most Soviet strategic attack mis
sions. The improvements in Soviet bomber 
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weapons systems estimated for the next sev
eral years are not likely to alter this basic 
trend. An attacking bomber force could in
flict appalling damage upon US concentra
tions of population and industry, paying to 
air defense the price of admission.. However, 
because of US early warning capabilities and 
alert procedures, Soviet planners could not 
exoect attacking bombers to reach us stra
tegic attack force bases in time to prevent the 
launching of a large-scale nuclear retaliatory 
attack upon the USSR. 

40. The missile-launching submarine could 
orovide an effective means of attack on se
iected targets in the US. We believe that the 
USSR is developing such a capability and 
would use it in any strategic attack. The 
number of Soviet submarines that could be 
deployed in launching position off US coasts 
without undue risk of forfeiting strategic sur
orise would depend on the established pattern 
of their operations. At. present, the number 
that could be so deployed is very small. It 
could be increased over the coming years. 
Soviet planning, however, does r.ot appear to 
contemplate delivery of the main weight of 
an attack by this means. 

41. Because the ICBM presents the best-pros
pect of being able to deliver a l;leayy _weight 
of attack within the least time after a decision 
to attack, we believe that the future develop
ment of Soviet intercontinental. attack capa
bilities will be primarily a function of the 
development, production, and operatfonal de
ployment of ICBMs. The initial limitations 
of the Soviet ICBM, in terms of reliability, 
accuracy, and numbers, will dirnicisb as the 
weapon system is improved and as production 
and deployment proceed. Soviet program
ming of forces for strategic attack will be cal
culated in terms of an improving ICBM 
system. 

~- Nevertheless, we expect the bomber 
strength of Long Range Aviation to re.main 
fairly consta.nt during the next year or two, 
although it will probably decline toward the 
end o! the period. T"ne uSSR has a substan
tial investment in the aircraft, skilled person
nel, 2!1.d base structure of its present bomber 
force. These assets are not likely to be dis-
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carded. Observed Soviet military practice 
suggests that Long Range Aviation will be 
maintained as an effective force in being at 
least until an ICBM capability has be1:ome 
well established. 

43. Even after a formidable ICBM capability 
has been established, the USSR will have a 
continuing requirement for manned bombers, 
though in lesser numbers. For some time to 
come, the bomber will be capable of deliver
ing heavier payloads with greater accuracy 
than can the ICBM. It will continue to be 
indispensable in certain types of missions: 
e.g., against targets of uncertain location. 

IV. INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES 

44. Soviet planners would consider that any 
substantial Soviet ICBM capability would 
have important psychological and political ef
fects, including a major deterrent effect on 
the US, and that these effects would increase 
with the size of the Soviet ICBM force.. The 
crux of our problem is to estimate how much 
effort and sacrifice the USSR will make, and 
how rapidly, to build up its ICBM force in 
order to: (a) achieve a calculated military 
capability to destroy US nuclear retaliatory 
forces prior to launch, and (b) exploit its 
ICBM capability through political and other 
nonmilitary methods. 

45. As an approach to this problem, we have 
calculated the approximate numbers of So
viet ICBMs that would be required on launch
er in the USSR to give Soviet planners high 
assurance of being able to inflict severe dam
age on the bases and fixed installations asso
ciated with US nuclear retaliatory forces: 
SAC operational air bases, ICBM sites, naval 
~. and command .insta.llations beyond the 
range of Soviet 1,100 n_m. ~es_n We have 
confined our analysis to the pe.."iod 1960-1963, 
beyond which projections of Soviet ICBM 
characteristics and US target systems become 
much more uncertain... 

"For a. c!etalled anal7S!,s see A=ex A. The esti
mated c:ha..-acterl.s".!cs of the Soviet ICBM a---e 
given In Tab!e B or that Ann~ 
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46. Our analysis leads us to believe that in 
1961 the USSR would have its most favorable 
opportunity, through a rapid deployment of 
operational ICBMs, to gain a decided military, 
political, and psychological advantage over 
the US. On the basis of an initial Soviet op
erational capability on 1 January 1960, it is 
highly unlikely that the USSR could deploy 
during 1960 a sufficient number of ICBMs 
to provide high assurance of being able to 
destroy a strategically significant proportion 
of the US nuclear retaliatory forces prior to 
launch. On the other hand, after 1961 the 
number of semihardened and hardened US 
ICBM sites programmed to become opera
tional wollld result in a steep increase in So
viet requirements, despite the estimated im
provement in the performance characteristics 
of the Soviet ICBM. Moreover, as the period 
advanced the US nudear retaliatory force 
structure would presumably include airborne 
alert, increasing numbers of missile-launching 
submarines and possibly also some mobile in
tercontinental missiles, systems generally un
targetable f:Jr ICBM attack. In these cir
cumstances, a crucial question for this esti
mate is whether the Soviet rulers would 
consider it feasible to establish in 1961 an 
operational ICBM force which, in conjunction 
with other Soviet forces, would give the USSR 
such a military advantage as would enable 
it to impose its will on the us. 
47. In this connection, Soviet planners would 
recognize that the ICBM weapon system is 
inherently limited to employment against tar
gets whose precise locations are known in 
advance. In evaluating the strategic effect 
of an ICBM attack on such fixed installa
tions, they would have to take into account 
the mobility of the forces based thereon and 
their reaction times. They would recognize 
that Soviet achievement of a capability to 
destroy air and naval bases coUld be con
siderably offset by US maintenance of sizable 
air and naval forces, airborne and at sea. 

48. The planned fast reaction times of US 
nuclear retaliatory forces would require a high 
initial salvo capability in any ICBM force 
designed to be able to attack· them prior to 
launch. For this reason, we assume that the 

USSR would provide launchers to accommo
date approximately 75 percent of the ICBMs 
in its operational inventory, that is, the per
centage of missiles expected to be serviceable 
at any given time. We also assume that So
viet ICBMs rated as reliable on launcher will 
actually leave the launcher within minutes of 
the scheduled time. The improbability of so 
precise a performance in so complex an opera
tion is a factor which would tend to increase 
the number of ICBMs required on launcher, or 
conversely, to reduce Soviet assurance of being 
able to accomplish the desired effect with a 
given number of ICBMs. 

49. Since the accuracy, reliability, and war
head yield of the Soviet ICBM are not pre
cisely known, we have used as a basis for 
calculation two sets of performance charac
teristics, one the "best" and one the "worst" 
that can be derived from our estimate on 
this subject.12 Calculations made on this 
basis are set forth in some detail in Annex A. 
It is emphasized that our estimate of the 
characteristics for the Soviet ICBM does not 
correspond directly with either the "best" or 
the "worst" characteristics used for these cal
culations. (For a summary of our actual esti
mate, see footnote (a) to Table Bin Annex A.) 
Accordingly, the illustrative calculations that 
follow caIIIlot be directly correlated with the 

""Best" M1sslle 
1 January 

1960 Mid-1963 
CEP (n.m.} • • . • • . . • . . • • . • . 3 1.5 
In Flight Reliability (per-

cent) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 85 

"Worst"Misslle 
1 January 

1960 Mid-1963 
CEP (n.m.) . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 5 2.5 
In Flight Reliability (per-

cent} . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 55 '70 

csee USIB Memorandum to Holders of NIE 11--5-
59, dated 19 January 1960. For the CEP o! the 
best lllisslle for 1963 we are using 1.i; n.m. In 
the Memorandum :!or Holders, It 1s stated that 
"probably not later than durtng 1963, the oper
ational CEP !or an all-lnertia.l system could be 
reduced to about 2 n.m., and the operational CEP 
o! the radio-Inertia.I sy.stem would be .somewhat 
better."} 
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cavabilities of the probable Soviet ICBM pro
g-:am which appears in pai.c.graph 61. 

so. on t:C.e oz.sis o! the "best" missile char
acte:istics of the 1961 Soviet ICBM a program 
to orovide 225 ICBMs on launcher in mid-1961 
would give the USSR a very high assurance of 
being able to inflict severe damage on SAC 
o~-rational air bases, unhardened command 
imd control installations, and unhardened 
ICBM sites beyond the range of 1,100 n.m. mis
siles. On the basis of the "worst" mis.Sile 
characteristics of the 1961 Soviet ICBM, a pro
gram to provide 470 ICBMs on launcher would 
give the same levels of assurance of these 
results. 

51. If the USSR were to exercise this attack 
caoability, however, it would still have to ex
oect retaliation from bombers then on air
borne alert, from all or some of the few semi
bardened and hardened ICBM sites then oper
ational, and from aircraft carriers and missile
launching submarines then at sea. Moreover, 
even at high levels of statistical assurance, a 
small proportion of the targeted US retalia
tory capabilities would remain after the 
original salvo. 

52. If the Soviets were to raise their sights 
higher and seek to provide a very high degree 
of assurance of severe damage on hai:dened 
and semihardened as well as on unhardened 
ICBM sites and air and naval bases, the re
qUirements in mid-1961, still assuming com
plete surprise, would be 480 "best" IC:l?Ms on 
launcher or 1,340 "worst" ICBMs on launcher. 
It ca.n be seen that the needs rtse steeply with 
the number of hardened and semi.hardened 
sites considered for attack, and that the 
amount of assurance gained per additional 
.,..iss·He falls off sharply. 

53. Any force goal of the =gn.itude o! 480 
ICBMs on launcher by mid-1951 could be 
rea!ized only through a c..""2.Sh program re
ouL'ina- cil,e..i-sion of resources from other 
pr~ to which the Soviet rulers have 
attached great importance, and a high level 
of activitv that would tenc! to stimulate US 
countermeasures. T".cere is I:.O indication 
that such a Soviet effort is now unde..1""\li"ay. 
T.ne Soviet leaders would probably t2.ke into 
account tha: the us might, by adopting such 
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me2S.n-es as a continuous airborne alert, or a 
marked acceleration of the construction of 
harde."l.ed ICBM sites, nullify a large part of 
the advantage they had expected from their 
m.1mbe...i-s of missiles. 

54. F-.nally, the assumption of complete stra
tegic ~d tactical surprise underlying the 
above calculations must be subject to some 
degree of discount by the Soviet rulers. Tney 
would have to expect that any tentative warn
ing, even any suspicion, that they intended to 
attack the US, would lead to a.n augmenta
tion of US capabilities for deriving further 
warning, as wcll as to a heightened ale.rt of 
SAC and other US retaliatory forces. For 
as long as the alert posture could be main
tained, a substantial proportion of the.se forces 
could be placed in a position which would 
enable them to avoid m.issile attack. Thus 
the Soviet rulers would have to consider th.at 
in any period of unusual tension between the 
US and USSR the vulnerability of US forces to 
attack would almost certainly be diminished. 
With all these factors in mind, we conclude 
that the Soviet leaders would be unlikely to 
take the measures necessary to achieve a force 
goal of the magnitude of 480 ICBMs on 
launcher by mid-1961. 

55. Every present i.ndic.ation suggests that the 
Soviet ICBM program, while not a era.sh pro-
gram., is designed to provide a sub.5tantial 
ICBM capability at an early date. The goal 
of the program is probably an ICBM force a.s 
large as Soviet planners deem necessary to 
provide a substantial deterrent and pre-emp
tive attack capability. In our view, tc.:s 
would be consistent with the oresent deliber
ate and orderly tempo of the Soviet ICBM 
tes--...-firing program, with current Soviet mili
tary doctrine, a:nd with the USSR's observed 
policy of maintaining a balance among mili
ta..'"Y capabilities designed to accomplish vari
ous missiODS.13 

56. Regarding the scope of a program of even 
this more limited sort, the many uncertain
ties in available knowledge require tb2.t we 
alJ.o;,; for a wide range of possibilities. For 

,. The Ass!stant Ch!et or Stat:', Intelllgenca, USAF. 
<!ces i::.ot coi::.= In this paragraph... See h!s !oot
:iote to pa.-agraph 5 o! the Conc..'u.s!.ons. 
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example, calculations could allow for the 
exiStence and operation of one or more plants. 
On the assumption that one large final assem
bly plant is already in operation and building 
up to a peak production rate of 15 ICBMs per 
month, with a program for the construction 
of launchers and associated equipment and 
facilities already begun, and building up to 

. a peak completion rate of nine launc:\:1ers per 
month, the following would result: 

Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid-
ICBMs 1960 1961 1962 1963 

Produced . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 60 230 410 560 
In Inventory . . . . . . . . . . . 50 175 325 450 
On Launcher . . . . . . . . . . 35 140 250 350 

57. This would be a vigorous program, but 
one which, in conjunction with other major 
military programs, could be carried out with
out appreciable hindrance · to presently 
planned Soviet industrial and construction 
programs.a Its accomplishment would re
•quire highly effective planning, 9perations, 
and coordination in order to produce ICBMs 
and ground equipment, to construct launching 
facilities, and to train ope.rating p.srsonnel in 
relatively short periods of time: We have 
made no allowance for serious breakdowns, 
bottlenecks, or other interruptions, although 
we recognize that such delays are usual in 
programs of this nature. If such difficulties 
occurred, the number of missiles and launch
ers would lag behind the schedule set forth. 

58. To expand this ICBM program appreci
ably in the early years would introduce con
siderably greater, though not insurmountable, 
difficulties. A larger number of missiles could 
be provided by bringing a second large final 
assembly plant into production. Deliveries 
from this plant to operational units would 
probably begin 6 to 9 months after initial 
operational de:'..:.veries from the first plant. 
This interval would be the minimum lag con
sistent with obtaining satisfactory produc
tion from the second plant. · Assuming a rea
sonably rapid production buildup, use of the 

" For a detalled treatment of the econom.lc aspects 
ot this ICBM program, together with the other 
Soviet programs !or strategic attack torces esti
mated In this paper, see Annex C. 
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two plants could increase the number of 
ICBMs about as follows: 

Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid-
ICBMs 1.960 1961 1962 1963 

Produced .. .. .. .. .. .. . 60 350 550 700 
In Inventory . . . . . . . . . . 50 270 450 560 
On Launcher . . . . . . . . . . 35 200 350 450 

The production of these missiles, however, 
would have little significance without a cor
responding launcher construction program, 
including production of related ground sup
port, launching, and guidance equipment. 
Even if the sites were unhardened, to pro
vide the required launching facilities by 
mid-1961 up to 100 should be under construc
tion simultaneously by the last half of 1960, 
presumably at widely dispersed sites. Further
more, the task of training operating and main
tenance personnel would be difficult to ac
complish on this scale so soon after attaining 
an initial operational capability. 

59. The military capabilities represented by 
these two ICBM programs depend greatly 
upon the operational characteristics of the 
ICBM which is produced. By way of illustra
tion, the following table s~ows the statistical 
level of assurance of inflicting severe damage 
on SAC operational air bases which would 
be given by the programs in mid-1961: 

"Best" "Worst" 
Missile Missile 

200 m.1.ss!les on launcher 
in mid-1961 ......... 95 percent 70 percent 

140 missiles on launcher 
In mid-1961 . ........ 85 percent 55 percent 

It should be emphasized that this is merely 
an example; we do not attempt to estimate 
what t4e Soviet strategic concept for the em
ployment of ICBMs would be, or what degree 
of assurance Soviet planners would consider 
necessary. Moreover, as noted .earlier, the 
proportion of US retaliatory forces destroyed 
(as distinguished from the number of SAC 
bases hit) would depend on the degree of sur
prise achieved, and the precision with which 
the attack was timed. 

60. In deciding on the magnitude and pace 
, of its ICBM program, Soviet planners would 
take into account their other weapons systems 
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for strategic attack-notably, long range 
bombers and missile-launching submarines. 
They would recognize that, in addition to the 
damage which could be i.nfilcted in specific 
target areas, tr.ere would be lllillions of ca.suzl
ties and widespread denials !.tom fallout. We 
belie,e that they would regard the capabilities 
represented by either ICBM program as con
stituting a substantial deterrent an_d pre
.emptive attack capability. 

61. We conclude that the probable Soviet 
ICBM program would provide on the order of 
1~200 ICBMs on launcher in mid-1961. 
Witrun this range, the Assistant Chief of Staff 
for Intelligence, Department of the Army, 
and the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations 
for Intelligence, Department of the Navy, es
timate that the Soviet progran;i is likely to be 
towaJ:d the low side. The Director of Intelli
gence and Research, Department of State,- the 
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, 
and the Director for Intelligence, The Joint 
Staff, believing that Soviet planners would 
regard the advantages to be gained as justify
ing additional effort, estimate thati;he mun
ber of Soviet ICBMs on launcher is likely to 
be· towards the high side of the 140--200 range. 

62. As stated above, the military capabilities 
which the Soviets would acquire with this 
ICBM program would depend greatly upon 
the performance characteristics of the missile. 
However, by the end of 1960, the Soviets could 
With no more than 50 ICBMs on launcher
whether with the best or worst performance 
characteristics-have a high_ assurance ·of 
detonating an ICBM over each of the 25 prin
cipal US metropolitan areas. Thus they will 
possess a political and psycho!ogical weapon 
of great conseouence in eve..>-v international re
latio!lShip. By 1961, the • estimated Soviet 
program wi.11 present an extremely dangerous 
threat to SAC air bases. 

63. ne deve!onment o! the Soviet ICBM force 
beyond 1961 .. -ould be li.ll;ely to be affected by 
such considerations as the actual deve!onm=t 
of the ta..>-get syste=n to be attacked,~ pros
pects :or a greatly improved Soviet ICBM, and 
the prospec:s {on both siees) for an effecti-:e 
anti-ICBM, as -;:;ell as by tb.e general de,e!op
lr.ent of the world situatio:i and of relations 
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between the US and the USSR. Any figures 
for :future years should be reviewed in the 
·light of such considerations and of evidence 
on the actual progress of the Soviet ICBM 
program. Projecting our estimates of the 
present ICBM program (and assuming that 
if the USSR has approximately 200 ICBMs on 
launcher in mid-1961 product:on would sub
stantially level off in the subsequent two 
yea..rs) the most likely number of Soviet ICBMs 
on launcher in mid-1962 would be 250--350 and 
in rnid-1963 would be 350-450.1.:i 

V. MEDIUM RANGE BAWSTIC MISSILES 

64. Within the range of the Soviet 700 n.m. 
(SS-4) and 1,100 n.m. (SS-5) ballistic missiles, 
the distinction between strategic and tactical 
targets is slight. During the next five years, 
existing Western strategic and tactical air 
·and missile bases in areas peripheral ·to-the 
Bloc will be augmented by additional deploy
ment of ground launched surface-to-surface 
missiles, a few of which may be in hardened 
sites by the end of the period. Factors of 
timing and security, as well as the pro
gra.nuned improvement ~ Western air de
fenses, will make it increasingly desirable that 
an initial Soviet attack against these periph
eral retaliatory capabilities be delivered pri
marily with medium range ballistic missiles. 
Numerous bombers, as well as shorter range 
missiles, will be available throughout the 
period for use in initial or follow-on attacks as 
needed and for other related missions. 

65. We believe the Soviets will seek to deploy 
SS--4 -and SS-5 missiles and launchers in 
sufficient quantities so that, in an initial salvo, 
they would have 70-90 percent assurance of 
inflicting severe damage on Western retalia
tory air bases and tL>ili.ardened missile sites 
within range. Considering the potential tar
get coverage of these missiles when launched 
from Soviet territory (see Annex E). we cal
culate that for this purpose the USSR would 
need to have on launcher in 1960 about 110 
SS--4 missiles plus an equal number of ss-5 

'"The ~t Ch!e! or Stat!', lnW.1.lgence, USAF, 
coes z;ot cone-"..: in the !a.st sente:ice o! this para.
graph. see his !cotnote to pa_-agraph s ot the 
Conclus!o:os. 

':POP SDG:1:S:P. 
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missiles, all equipped with high-yield war
heads. As both missile characteristics and 
the target system changed, the required num
ber of SS-4 missiles on launcher would increase 
to about 150 in 1962 and after, while the SS-5 
requirement would decrease to 100 or less from 
1961 on.10 

66. As in the case of the ICBM system, the 
major problems in building operational 
capabilities With medium range ballistic mis
siles lie in the preparation of launching fa
cilities, establishment of logistic support, and 
activation and training of units, rather than 
in the production of the missiles themselves. 
We estimate that with relatively modest SS-4 
and SS-5 programs, the Soviets could meet the 
calculated requirement for an initial attack 
against land-based retaliatory targets within 
700 n.m. of the USSR from about 1960 on, 
and against such targets within 1,100 n.m. 
from about 1961 on. The following numbers 
of missiles on launcher are therefore esti
mated as comprising a Soviet initial salvo 
capability over the next n.ve years: 

Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid-
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 

S5-4 (700 n.m.) . . . . 110 150 150 150 150 
SS-5 (1,100 ll.Ill.) . . . 50 100 100 100 100 

67. The initial salvo capability estimated 
above represents only part of a larger Soviet 
need for medium range ballistic missiles. It 
is probable that the USSR is also producing 
such missiles for subsequent use in the initial 
phase of a general war and for employment 
in later phases of a sustained conflict. (They 
would probably allocate warheads of less than 
maximum yield to these purposes.) Asswning 
that to meet these needs as well as those of 
an initial salvo the USSR produces and deploys 
three SS-4 and SS-5 missiles per launcher, 
we estimate that a reasonable buildup in 
medium range ballistic missiles from present 

•• Calculations were made ln a manner comparable 
to that employed to derive ICBM requlrements, 
using characteristics estimated !or the Soviet 
mlsslle systems ln NIE 11459, and planned and 
progtammed Western retaliatory !orces. The 
considerations set forth !n paragraph 48 would 
apply here also. 
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strengths would result in total operational in
ventories as shown in the table below. Should 
changing circumstances require somewhat 
greater numbers of missiles or even launchers, 
their production and deployment by 1964 
would not present serious difficulties to the 
USSR. 

Mid- Mid-
1960 1961 

8S--4 Inventory" . . . 250 350 
SS-5 inventory " . . . 80 160 

VI. LONG RANGE AVIATION 

Medium Bombers 

Mfd-
1962 
450 
240 

M!d-
1963 
450 
300 

Mid-
1964 
450 
300 

68. The history of the BULL and BADGER 
suggests that hitherto the Soviets have esti
mated their standing requirement for medium 
bombers in Long Range Aviation at about 
1,100 aircraft. As medium and long range 
ballistic missile units become an increasingly 
effective operational force, this requirement 
will tend to diminish. We estimate that the 
medium bomber strength of Long Range Avia
tion will gradually decline to about 800 in 
mid-1964. 

69. Following a rapid buildup in 1958, the 
number of BADGERs in Naval and Tactical 
Aviation has recently tended to level off. We 
estimate that in mid-1960 tbe BADGER 
strength of th~e components will be about 
350 and 120, respectively. It will probably 
not decline during the period, and there is a 
possibility that it will be increased through 
reassignment of BADGERs from Long Range 
Aviation. The medium bombers of Tactical 
and Naval Aviation, together with their light 
bombers, will contribute to Soviet capabilities 
for attack on naval task forces and Eurasian 
targets, rather than on targets in the US. 

70. We consider it possible that th"e USSR will 
develop a medium bomber capable of super
sonic dash. On the basis of present indica
tions, such a bomber would be unlikely to be-

n Operational Inventories include missiles on 
launcher given in paragraph 66, plus additional 
mlsllles per' launcher tor purposes other than 
initial salvo. Total production Qt these missiles 
would be larger to provide tor training, replace
ment, test firing, etc. 
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come available for operation.al use until 1962 
or later. Its performance characteristics 
might be as shown in Annex D. If it is intro
duced into operational units, a total of 100 or 
so might be provided for highly specialized 
uses.is 

Heavy Bombers 

71. We estimate that Soviet heavy bomber 
strength will increa::e to about 150 in 1961, 
but that it will gradually decline thereafter, 
to about 120 in mid-1964. This estimate is 
based on the belief that no more than two 
BISONs per month will be produced over the 
next year or so, and that their production will 
then cease. 1' 

20 

"The Assistant Chief of Statr, Intelllgence, USAF, 
believes that the Soviets have a positive require
ment for a bomber with supersonic dash capa
bility for employment by Long Range Aviation, 
prI.marily in the advance wave(sl of strategic 
bomber strikes. Considering recent rep0rts and 
sighting of new bomber types, and historical and 
continuing Soviet interest in the bomber as a 
strategic weapon delivery system, and the ac
cepted technical capability ·or the- USSR to de
velop and produce a supersonic dash bomber, 
the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelllgence, USAF, 
believes that the introduction of a supersonic 
dash bomber into operational units is likely by 
1962. 

"The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, 
believes that the Soviets will have a requirement 
for a larger heavy bomber force during the 
period or this estimate than that estimated 
above. He believes that the level and type of 
activity of the present Soviet heavy bomber 
force as well as the continued production of 
BISON bombers indicate a further buildup. He 
further believes that BISON-type bombe.--s will 
!Je procuc:ed at the rate of t..o or more pe 
::::ic;ith o,er the ::!ex! rew years. 

"' T!:le Assistant C'"nie! o! Sta!! for In tellige=.ce, 
De~z..rtl!lent ot the &--:::iy .. C3.Il!l:o~ eo:lC?ll' in this 
es-'-=nate o! a:i. inc:~e !:i o:;:,e..-ation.al heavy 
bo::::ibe:" st::-ent'..l:, ,;:,•h!ch 'I.Ollld rdect an !.::
crease o! 25 pe=c:ent ;;i~ the next year =d 
a ~ o·;e= the cu...-rent es<.i=a~d s-..:e::t'.c o~ 
~:.it 120 (pa.--ag!"a;:,h 21.l T'"'....1.s no::ct1::c:~
:-e.~ce ls based o= t!:.e !oUo-;;i:lg !ac:.Ors: 

a. The :=enc. in =u.al 3:SON ;:,:cc.i:c:::o:: has 
tee::. co==c siI:ce ~e pea,; ;;rcdt:c!io:: yea= 
o! !557; the l.r.c:ea.se to ISO l!::pl!es a ge::e.-a! 
:e-,,e.--sal o! ~ trend. 

TO? 
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b. The total o! 150 p==ably would include 
.l:e =e 40 BZ.:\.?..s ::io-;; e.s+'..::nated to be 1n opera
tional units, a::t a.l:c..-a!t wh!c:h will then have 
been out o! prcduct!on !or over four years. 
Thus, the increase est1.:J.ated has either to as
sume a still greater BISO~ p:roduct1on rate or 
to ass=e that no B:;:..;Rs are withdrawn or 
otherwise go out ct se.'"Vice 1n the ner. year 
=d a ha.I!. The !crmer assumpt1on would sug
gest an e,;en sha.--per re,ersal of observed trends, 
while the lat'..er assumption is bardly rea.scnable. 

c. The apparent confilct with production 
trends referred to above could presumably be 
overcome and the force increased by adding 
bombers which have been produced but are 
not now in opa-ational status. However, such 
action would also reverse a longstanding prac
tice for no apparent reason, unless, contraly to 
our estimates, the SoViets associate special sig
nificance with the date, mld-1961. 

d. The apparent e!llPhasis on a buildup of 
Long Range Aviation heavy bomber strength, 
Implied by a 25 percei.t increase, confilcts with 
judgments elsewhere in this NIE (paragraph 38) 
that the Soviets do not regard increased numbers 
of their present bombers as the means of meet
ing tbeir strategic attack requirements and that 
they will commence a substantial buildup with 
ICBM's during the same period. 

Based on analysis of the !Oregoing !actors, the 
Assistant Chief of Staff !or Intelllgence, De
partment ot the Army, concludes that Soviet 
heavy bomber strength probably will remain 
relatively unchanged over the next year and a 
halt, and then, with the probable cessation ot 
BISON production and iDcreasl.ng age of the 
BEAR will decline rather rapidly. In hjs view, 
futur; heavy l?Omber strength will approxi
mate the following: 

Mili-1960 Mid-1961 Mili-1962 Mid-1963 Mid-1964 

125 115 100 75 75 

72. A better than margi.r.:.al improvement over 
oresent Soviet heavy bombers could be 
achieved by t:::.e development of a. nuclear 
oowered aircraft. Such a bomber could derive 
tactical adYantages from its virtually un
limited range and its co::1comitant ability to 
make -.·ery low altitude penetrations. Al
though there are indica::ons of Soviet in
terest in nuclea:-DOwered aircraft, no specific 
Sonet oroE.Tam directed toward the develop
rn~t o~ S:cn. ~ airc!'a:t has y~t been identi
£5.eri. We belie,e that the Soviets have sud1 
a program. unde..,-,;ay, but believe it unli.1cely 
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that they will have any nuclear-powered 
bombers in operational status within the 
period of this estimate.21 

73. In sum, we estimate the operational 
strength of Soviet Long Range Aviation, in
cluding BISON and BADGER tanker-bombers, 
will be about as shown over the next five years: 

Micl-
1960 

Heavy Bombers'"' 
:SISON and 

BEAR 135 
Meclium Bombers a. 

BADGER . . 1,100 

Total . . . . 1,235 

Micl-
1961 

150 

1,050 

1,200 

Mid-
1962 

140 

1,000 

1,140 

Mi~- Mid-
-1963 1964 

130 120 

900 800 
1,030 920 

• There llllght be a few supersonic "dash" 
medium bombers in 1962, perhaps increasing 
to 100 or so in 1964, In which ·case we would ex
pect a corresponding decrease in the number 
ofBADGERs. 

Air-to~Surface Missiles 

74. There may be some further increase in the 
number of BADGER regiments· equipped 
with the currently available subsonic ah--to
surface missile (AS-1), but its limited range 
and utility argues again.st its production and 
deployment in large numbers. - On this basis, 
we estimate that an operational inventory of 
some 500 will be maintained during the early 
1960's. A portion of these missiles will prob
ably be equipped with nuclear warheads of 

"The Assistant Chief o1 stair, Intelligence, USAF, 
believes that in view of the tactical and p:;ycho
Iogical advantages of a nuclear-powered bolllber, 
the state of Soviet aviation and nuclear tech
nology and the evident Sovtet Interest in the de
velopment of such an aircraft that a small num
ber of nuclear bombers may appear in opera
tional status by the end of the period of this 
estimate. · 

= The Assistant Chief of Stair, Intelligence, USAF, 
believes that this table should read: 

Mid:- Mid:- Mid- Mid:- Mid:-
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 

Heavy Bombers . . 135 150 175 200 200 

"For the view of the Assistant Chief of Sta!! for 
Intelligence; Department of the Army, see his 
footnote to paragraph 71. 

low and medium yields, the remainder employ
ing HE. 

. 75. The USSR has need of an improved ah-
to-surface missile, for use against well-de
fended targets on land as well as against ships 
at sea. We believe that such a missile (AS-2) 
is now under active development, and that it 
will probably become operationally available in 
1961. It" will probably be capable of deliver
ing a 3,000 lb. warhead to a :range of at least 
3S0 n.m. at supersonic speed (Mach 1.5-2) . 
This missile would presumably be designed to 
be carried by any medium or heavy bomber 
operational during the period 1961-1964. As
suming the replacement of AS-1 and an alloca
tion to heavy bombers, we estimate that by 
mid-1964 some 600 or more AS-2 missiles will 
have been supplied to operational units. 
High yield nuclear warheads will probably be 
provided for those missiles intended for use 
against land targets. Medium and low yield 
nuclear warheads, and possibly HE warheads, 
are likely to be allocated for antiship use. 

76. In the absence of evidence, but on the 
basis of operational desirability and technical 
feasibility, we estimate that the USSR may 
now have available air-launched decoys to 
simulate medium or heavy bombers. Such 
decoys could be carried along with a bomb 
load. 

VII. SUBMARINE-LAUNCHED MISSILES 

77. We believe that the USSR is proceeding 
with the development of submarines expressly 
designed to launch missiles and of improved 
missiles for them to employ. In view of opera
tional considerations, the most desirable new 
system would be a nuclear-powered submarine 
capable of launching, while submerged, ballis
tic missiles of at least 500 n.m. range. On the 
basis of Soviet technical capabilities, we esti
mate that in 1961-1963 the U'SSR could have 
available for operational use a submarine
launched ballistic missile (SS-9) capable of 
delivering a 1,000 lb. warhead to a range of 
500-1,000 n.m. with a CEP of 2-4 n.m. Pres
ent indications are that the Soviet nuclear
powered submarine program is sufficiently far 
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advanced so that the SS--9 missile could be in
coroorated as soon as the missile becomes 
available. A nuclear-powered sub m a r in e 
could probably carry 6-12 such missiles. 

78. In the absence of direct evidence, but con
sidering the potential value of the weapon sys
tem, we have as.5Umed an active current de
velopment program which would make a 
nuclear submarinejballistic missile system 
ready for operational use in 1961. There
after, in a reasonable construction program, 
the Soviets could probably introduce a few 
such submarines into operational units an
nually, while continuing the construction of 
nuclear submarines equipped with torpedoes.~~ 
on this basis, we estimate that about 14 nu
clear-powered submarines equipped with 500-
1,000 n.m. missiles will be operational in 1964. 
With proper operating procedures and alter
nate crews, a considerable portion of this num-

=- For a fuller dl.scussion o! estimated Soviet capa
bilities and programs for nuclear-powered sub
marines. see the !orthco!IliDg NIE. p--4-59, "Main 
Trends in soviet capabilities and Policies, 1959-
1964.." 

Mi.ssile rubs Mid-
Missiles allocated 1960 
Nuciear-pou,ered -··---· · -· · 
~l,000 n.m.,. ............ 
Conventional C"G") ··· · ··· 9 
350n.m. ................... 90 
Converted. ("Z") ·········· 4 
200 n.m. ......... . .... - · ... 16 

ber-perhaps half~ulc:. be deployed off US 
coasts at all times, should the Soviets so desire. 

79. The foregoing weapon system is compli
cated and expensive, and will probably in
crease in number relati,ely slowly. In the 
next few years, the USSR will therefore prob
ably build a limited number of new, conven
tionally powered submarines designed to 
launch ballistic missiles. The capability ac
-quired through such an interim program 
would probably be retained to supplement So
viet strength in nuclear-powered missile sub
marines. The USSR would probably also re
tain converted missile submarines during a 
buildup in new submarines. We believe a 
reasonable allocation of missiles (excluding 
those for training and other noncombat pur
poses) would provide a number sufficient for 
about two combat patrols per submarine. 

80. On the basis of the preceding discussion 
(see also paragraph 32) we project as follows 
the numbers of ballistic missile-launching sub
marines and their missiles, in Soviet oper
ational units, through mid-1964: 

Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid-
1961 1962 1963 1964 

2 6 10 u 
24-48 72-144 12~240 168--336 

15 1s· 18 18 
150 180 180 180 

4 4 4 4 
16 16 16 16 

,. This missile system CSS-9) may not be available until as late as 1953, in 
which case the missile used in the "G" class mlgbt be used in this submarlne. 
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ANNEX A 

CALCULATIONS OF SOVIET ICBM REQUIREMENTS 

1. k>, an a.id toward the estimation of the 
force goal of the present Soviet ICBM pro
gram, we have made calcUlations of the mun
bers of SoViet ICBMs that would be re
quired, in each of the years covered by this 
estimate, to provide high assurance of being 
able to accomplish certain specific strategic 
purposes. We have considered three illustra
tive cases, as follows: 

Case A: The number of ICBMs required to 
proVide at least 90 percent assurance of being 
able to inflict severe damage on SAC opera
tional air bases, unhardened US ICBM sites, 
and unhardened command installations be
yond the range of 1,100 n-.m. mis.siies. This 
concept would leave other targets (e.g., naval 
bases and semihardened and hardened tar
gets) to attack by missile-launching sub
marines and bombers. 

Case B: To proVide at least 90 percent as
surance of being able to inflict severe damage 
on semihardened and hardened as well as un
hardened US nuclear retaliatory force targets, 
including naval bases. 

Case C: To provide at least 50 percent as
surance Of being able to inflict severe damage 
on hardened US retaliatory force targets and 
a 70 percent assurance with respect to others, 
leaVing naval bases to attack by other means. 

2. Since the accuracy, reliability, and warhead 
yield of the Soviet ICBM are not precisely 
known, we have used as a basis for calculation 
two sets of performance characteristics, one 
the "best" and one the "worst" that can be 
derived from the USIB "Memorandum to 
Holders of NIE 11-5-59,'' dated 22 January 
1960. It is emphasized that our estimate of 
the characteristics for the Soviet ICBM does 
not correspond directly with either the "best" 
or the "worst" characteristics used for these 

ca:lculations. (For a summary of our actual 
estimate, see footnote (a) to Table B in this 
Annex.) Accordingly, the illustrative calcu
lations that follow cannot be directly cor
related with the capabilities of the probable 
Soviet ICBM program which appears in para
graph 61. 

3. In introducing the numbers derived from 
these calculations, we must draw particular 
attention to the essential distinction between 
the effect of the detonation of a single Soviet 
ICBM on a target and the number of ICBMs 
required to give Soviet planners a desired 
level of assurance of being able to achieve 
that effect. It is with the latter order of num
bers that Soviet planners would be concerned 
in establishing Soviet ICBM force goals. 

4. & noted in the Foreword, our calculations 
are especially sensitive to possible differences 
between our assumptions and those actually 
made by Soviet planners with respect to the 
future performance characteristics of the So
viet ICBM and to the future development of 
US retaliatory forces. In any case, we must 
emphasize that the numbers resulting from 
our calculations are to be regarded only as 
approximations. Soviet planners, if they 
have made similar calculations, have un
doubtedly arrived at somewhat different num
bers. On the whole, however, we believe that 
their orders of magnitude would be the same 
as ours. 

5. The target systems against which we have 
calculated Soviet ICBM requirements consist 
exclusively of fixed installations: SAC opera
tional air bases, ICBM sites, naval bases, com
mand installations. An inherent limitation 
of the ICBM is that it can be employed only 
against targets the precise locations of which 
are known in advance. In evaluating the 
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strategic e::ec: cf an !CE~ a~~ on =ch 
fixed i.."1.Sta!!ations, &r,iet planners .;culd ha7e 
to ~e in.to 2.ccount the n:obilit-;-- cf the forces 
based thereon and their re.action tb:les. For 
exa!nple, the pr'..ma..ry ob!ect of 2.!l !CB:.! at
tack on a SAC base woulc. be the destruct:o:i 
of bo:nbers p:io::: to take off, but only si.:.c:1 
bombers as were present en the ground at the 
time of the attack could be destroyed. Si.rni
Ia=ly, an attack on naval bases could have no 
i""'TY>ediate ene::::; on aircraft carriers and :mis
sile-launching submarines at sea. Soviet plan
ners would have to consider that Soviet 
achievement of an ICBM capability to destroy 
air and naval bases could be considerably off
set by US maintenance of sizable air and 
na.val forces airborne and at sea. 

6. In any case, the planned fast reaction 
times of US nuclear retaliatory forces would 
require that a Soviet ICBM attack be delivered 
in an initial salvo. For tbis reason, we have 
assumed that the USSR would provide suffi
cient launchers to accommodate all the ICBMs 
expected to be in commission at any given 
time. Our calculations ba.:e au;o assumed 
that Soviet ICBMs rated as reliable on 
launcher will actually leave the launcher 
within minutes of the scheduled time.2G We 
are unable to quantify any allowance which 
should be made for the improbability-for 
technical or other reasons-of so precise a. per
formance in so complex an operation. It is 
a factor which would tend to increase the 
number of ICBMs on launcher required, or 
conversely, to reduce the Soviet assurance of 
being able to accomplish the desired effect 
with the numbers of ICBMs indicated. 

'"Tn.:s ass-.i:::::;i::c:1 p:esu;,~es ac~a::ce p:e;:a_--a
t:c:::!S !.v ::l3-~ =eaciness. 
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7. With respeci; to US IC3Ms, our calculat:.ons 
ta..:..:e into account or.ly the Atlas and Titan 
pro~. So.-ie!:. reqcir=ents are likely to 
be increased, beginr'i"lg in about 1963, by the 
growing but as ye: u...,certain number of 
hardened Minute:mm sites becoming opera
tional. To this e.xtent, ti:e Soviet ICB:'.! re
quirements which we show fo::: mid-1963 are 
low. 

8. With these cautionary obse..'7ations, we pre
sent in Tab!e _.;. the numbers o: Soviet ICBMs 
which we calculate would be required in each 
of the cases specified in paragraph l, through 
mid-1963. 

9. As indicated above, Case A leaves naval 
bases, hardened and semihardened installa
tions to attack by means other than ICBMs. 
The greatest portion of the Case A require
ment therefore comprises the ICBMs needed 
on launcher to achieve at !east 90 percent as
surance of ir.filcting severe damage on SAC 
operational air bases alone. The on launcher 
requirement against these bases would be as 
follows: 

M:d- Mui- M:d- 1,fic-
1S50 1961 1962 1963 

''B t" Missil. l es • e ..... . . . 
"Worst" :Missile . . .... . ] 

10. It is clear that as the Soviet ICBM ~ im
proved, the number required to achieve a s_tip
ulated effect against a relatively static target 
system will decline, as in Case A. At the same 
ti.me, however, the overall US nuclear reta.ll
atory force base strncture will be growing, 
dispersing, and hardening, with a resultant 
steep increase in O\'e:-all So,iet ICBM require
n:e:1-s, as in Case B. 
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METHODOLOGY 

11. There follows a detailed explanation of 
the method whereby the numbers given in 
paragraph 9 and Table A were calculated. 

Basic Data 

12. Three types of data were used to calculate 
Soviet requirements for ICBMs in operatfonal 
inventory through the period of this estimate. 
These are: 

a. the characteristics and performance of 
the Soviet ICBM weapon system under opera
tional conditions; 

b. the target ..systems which we believe the 
Soviets would consider appropriate to partic
ular strategic purposes, as set forth in para
graph 1; 

c. the appropriate degree of assurance of 
attaining a given level of damage on these tar
get systems, as set forth in paragraph 1. 

13. The characteristics of the weapon system 
which bear most heavily on the number of So
viet ICBMs needed to accomplish certain mili
tary objectives are accuracy, warhead size, re
liability, and in-commission rate. Values for 
these characteristics used in the calculations 
are shown in Table B. 

14. The improving weapon characteristics thus 
described have in both cases the effect of de
creasing the number of ICBMs required to in
flict a given level of damage on a given target. 
During the time period under consideration, 
the increase in accuracy reduces the number 
of weapons required to fall in the area of cer
tain targets. The growth of the on launcher 
and in-flight reliabilities decreases the number 
of missiles on launcher required per missile ar
riving in the target area. Improvement in 
the in-commission rate reduces the number of 
spare missiles in operational inventory per 
launcher. 

Requirements Against US Refaliatory Bases 

15. One basic military target system was used 
in calculating ICBM requirements, although 
some types of targets were omitted for certain 
variations of strategic attack, as indicated in 
para. 1. The basic military target system in-

eludes all installations, beyond the range of 
Soviet 1,100 n.m. missiles, which possess an 
immediate retaliatory capability against the 
USSR. According to present US plans and 
programs, these targets will increase rapidly 
in number and change markedly in character 
throughout the period of this estimate. By 
1962, US ICBM launching sites will begin to 
constitute a major element of the target sys
tem. Moreover, since most such sites becom
ing operational in 1961 and after will be 
hardened and dispersed, they will be increas
ingly difficult to destroy. The following sum
mary of the basic military target system for 
ICBM attack illustrates its changing charac
ter: 

Numoerof 
Aiming Points 

Type of Target 1960 1961 1962 1963 
Unhardened ICBM Sites .. 3 9 9 9 
Semihardened ICBM Sites . 0 9 36 36 
Hardened ICBM Sites ..... 0 3 33 90 
SAC Operational Bases ... . 55 63 63 63 
Naval Bases ........... .. 10 10 10 10 
Co=and and Control In-

stallations .............. 4 4 4 4 

The foregoing list does not include improved 
ICBMs now in relatively early stages of re
search and development, which may begin to 
be deployed in hardened sites and possibly 
mobile units as well in the 1962-1963 period. 
Soviet planners would have to take into ac
count the possibility that these would cause 
a further sharp increase in requirements. 

16. The number of weapons required is also 
a function of the desired degree of advance as
surance that a given level of damage will be 
inflicted on a specific target. The degree 
of assurance, say 90 percent, of inflicting a 
given level of damage on a single target ex
presses the likelihood that in a large number of 
such attacks, at least 90 percent of the time 
the target will receive such damage. In any 
given attack the target might be subjected 
to a lesser level of damage or might receive 
far more damage than intended. The effect 
of reducing the degree of assurance is to re
duce the number of missiles necessary to ac
complish the objective. For example, if the 
degree of assurance against the targets con-
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sidered in Case B were rec.uced from 90 to 
70 percent, the number of miSsi.!es required 
on launcher would be cut in half; i! assurance 
were ::educed from 90 to 50 percent, the num
ber of missiles required on launc.rier would be 
cut to a third. 

17. T"::,.e criterion of severe damage was used 
in the calculations of requirements for the 
target systems discussed. This criterion, as 
usec. by US military plan.ne..rs, calls for the 
following damage on various types of targets: 

T=:;orT.u= 
Unhardened ICBM 

Site 

Semihardened ICBM 
Site 

Overturning erected missiles, 
causiDg severe damage to 
nearby above ground !a
clllties. 

(. 

Hardened ICBM Site C 

J 
Airbases . _ .. __ . . . . . Damage to parked aircraft so 

as to require depot repair 
and moderate to severe 
damage to above ground 
facilities. 

18. The following procedure was used to cal
culate the numbers of ICBMs and launchers 
required in each year from 1960 to 1963: 

a. using the estimated accuracy, yield, 
and reliability of the Soviet ICBM, calculate 
the numbers of ICBMs required on launcher 
to attain the stipulated degree of assurance 
that severe damage will be inflicted on a 
single target of each type; 

b. multiply each of these numbers by the 
number of targets of each type in a given 
target system; 

c. total these -oroducts to obtain the num
be..~ of ICBMs requLred on launcher for the 
enti..re target system; 

d. using the estimated in-commission 
rate, ca1culate the size of the operational 
in,ento:y needed to mee~ the on launcher 
requirement at any gi\"e=l ti.I!le; 

e. allowi...ng a minimal additional qua:1-
tity o! missi.!es (15-20 p->Jcent) for testing, 
train.in.,. and auality control, a.-rid to account 
for major maintenance and nor::nal at'-..ri
tion, ca1cula~ the requi=ed total produc::on 
of ICBMs. 
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19. It should be emphasized that the numbers 
of missiles required for a given year, as cal
culated below, are for an ooerational weaoon 
system with the characte..~tics estimated-for 
the particular year. In any given year, some 
of the missiles in operational inventory will 
have been produced in earlie- years. If all 
operational missiles were not modernized to 
attain the characteri..stics estimated far the 
year under consideration, a greater number 
would be required to accomplish the objective 
under consideration. Moreover, to the extent 
that the training and proficiency of the oper
ating crews had not reached the standards 
implied _in the estimated characteristics of the 
weapon system, a greater number of missiles 
would be required. 

Requirements Against US Metropolitan Areas 

20. We have also considered the number of 
ICBMs which would be required to give Soviet 
planners high assurance of being able to de
liver a devastating ICBM attack on US con
centrations of population, industry, commu
nications, and government facilities. We find 
that about 35 percent of the total US popula
tion and about 60 percent of US defense man
ufacturing facilities are concentrated in 25 
urban-industrial areas. Beyond this number 
of metropolitan areas, the concentration of 
population and industry falls off rather 
sharply. These 25 principal urban-industrial 
areas are: 

New York 
Chicago 
Los Angeles 
Sa!l Francisco 
?!:::.il:u!ei:;,hia 
Det:-oit 
ClevelaI:d 
Pittsburg!l 
~..on 
St. Louis 
Y~eapoi:.s 
Ir::.~;:olis 
?roV!der.ce 

Baltimore 
Washington 
Bu!falo 
Milwaukee 
Cinci=.ati 
E.a..•·t:ord 
.Akron 
Fl...!Dt 
Daytoo 
Yonngs+..o= 
Toleco 
Eo:ZS-..O!'l 

If the Soviets desire<! at least 70 percent as
surance o! detonating one ICB~ over each of 
these metropolitan areas, the on launcher re
~uirement for a single sal.o wo:.i.ld be no mo:e 
than 50 from 1960 on. 
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CASE A• 

Mtd-
1960 

On Launcher . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
In Inventory • .......... . 
Produced ................ . 

CASE B' 
On Launcher . . . . . . . . . . . . r 
In Inventory . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. 
Produced ................ . 

CASE c• 
On Launcher ........... . 
In Inventory ............ . 
Produced ................ . 

[ 

TABLE A 

''BEST" MISSILE • 
Mtd- Mid-
1961 1962 

• See paragraphs 1 and 12 o! th1s Annex. 
• For definitions, see paragraph 1 ot this Annex. 

Mfd-
1963 

Mid-
1960 

"WORST'' MISSILE• 
Mid- M!d-
1961 1962 

23 

Mid-
1963 

J 

J 
J 

• In this table, the munbers o! ICBMs "in inventory" are those which would need to be usigned to opera
tional units in order to have the requlred numbers on launcher at any given time. The relationship 
between missiles 1n inventory and on launcher reflects the in-commission rate, estimated ln NIE 11-5-59 
to Increase .from 70 percent at IOC to a.bout 80 percent in 1963. The total number of ICBMs produced 
would include the additional missiles required tor testing, t: alning, and quality control, and to allow 
tor major maintenance and normal attrition. We have assumed a minimal additional quantity tor these 
purposes (15-20 percent). 
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TABLE B• 

"BEST' MISSII B "WO?-ST' MISSU-E 

Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid- l!id- M:d- Mid-
Cluu-acterist:c IOC 1960 1961- 1962 1963 roe 1960 1961 1962 1963 

CEP (n.m.) ........... 3 2.7 2.2 1.8 LS 5 -LS 3.7 3 2.5 

Wa!"head Clb) • ........ 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6;000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 

In commission Cper- 70 72 75 '18 80 70 72 75 78 so 
cent) 

Reliability On Launcher so 82 85 88 90 so 82 85 88 90 
(percent) 

In Flight (percent) ... 75 77 80 83 85 55 58 62 66 70 

• Values for the "best" and "worst" cbaracteristlcs are derived from NIE 11-5--59 and the USIB "'Memo
randum to Holders of NIE ll--5--S9," dated 19 January 1960; the figures for mid-1960,- mid-1961, and mid-
1962 have been 1nte?jiolated. The actual estimate o! accuracy and infl.ight reliability, as contained in the 
above mentioned Memorandum, ma.y be summarized as follows: 

.A.ccw-acy 

a. Radio-inertial guidance-3. run. CEP at roe; somewhat bet~ than 2 n.m. in 1963. 
b. All-inertial guidance-5 n.m. CEP at IOC; a.bout 2 n.m. in 1963. All-inertial guidance will prob

ably be incorporated in 1960-196~. a!ter which the probable Soviet ICBM force is likely to include 
both radio-inertial and all-inertial guidance systems, with an increasing proportion of the latter 
system. . 

(footnote) The Assistant Chief of Staff tor Intelligence, Department o! the J,nny, continues to 
perceive no justification in presently available intelligence for the changes reflected in the above 
characteristics and believes the accuracy for the radio-inertial system at IOC should be 3--5 n.m. 
CEP; for the all-inertial system In 1963, 2.5 n.m. CEP. 

Infl,ight Relialrilitv 
E.rtimated to be 5$-75 percent at IOC; 70-85 percent 1n 1963. The Assistant Chiet of Stan: for Iil

telllgence, Department of the J,nny, and the Assistant Chief o! Naval Operations, Department of 
the NavY, believe the rellablllties lie at the lower end of the ranges in botb. years.. The Assistant 
Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, believes the rella.billties lle at tl:ie upper ends. 

• Warhead yields as estimated tor this weight in NIE 11-2-59, assuming no further nuclear testing, were 
used in calculating ICBM requirements. 
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ANNEX B 

SCALE OF ECONOMIC EFFORT FOR CERTAIN ICBM PROGRAMS 

I. This Annex: analyzes ICBM programs which 
would meet the requirements identified in the 
main text as Case B (at least 90 percent as
surance against all retaliatory force targets) 
and Case C (at least 50 percent assurance 
against hardened targets and at least 70 per
cent assurance against others)_. It considers 
the economic impact of production and de
ployment programs which would meet these 
requirements in mid-1961 and in mid-1963, 
and compares them with the ICBM program 
e.stimated as probable in Section IV of the 
main text. 

2. An assessment of the economic impact of 
the several ICBM programs considered in this 
estimate requires the consideration of more 
than one dimension of the problem. Table A 
of this .Annex summarizes four economic as
pects of each program: 

a. production of missiles; 
b. provision of launching facilities; 
c. provision of military personnel on site; 
cl monetary costs. 

Missile Production 

3. As indicated in NIE 11-5-59, we estimate 
that se..'ies production of ICBMs and other 
sys'"...em equipment is already underway in the 
USSR. For purposes of these calculations, ,;:;e 
have in all cases assumed that the first se..rfes 
produced missile was deli,ered early in the 
final quarter of 1959. Missile prodcction fo:
these programs is based upon an ICBM final 
assembly facility which had been engagec. in 
prior procuction o: ICBM vehicles for develop
ment and test purposes. Thus, in the prcb-

able program this facility is assumed to have 
begun its missile buildup from a going rate of 
three per month and to reach a peak delivery 
rate of 15 per month 12 months later, pro
viding about 100 missiles in the first year and 
180 per year thereafter. 

4. In other programs, where larger outputs 
were required, a peak rate of 25 missiles per 
month was assumed under the same condi
tions and reached in the second year. :-T Most 
of the larger programs required more than 
one of these plants, and it is assumed for the 
purposes of Table A below that all of these 
plants started production at the same ti.me. 

5. In actual practice, however, the Soviets 
would almost certainly not begfu series pro
duction of ICBMs (or any other weapons} 
at more than one plant simultaneously. A 
second plant might lag the first by 6-12 
months. Since only one facility could gain 
from being the producer of development and 
test hardware, the follow-on facilities would 
not start production until the problems of 
series output had been solved by the lead 
plant_ T"ne postulated !!lultiplant programs 
would merely lead to a duplication of the 
initial production engineering problems. 
T"nerefore even more plants would probably be 
required to meet these larger programs. So
viet practice in multifacility programs can be 

"Toe 25 missile pc month pe3L rate was con
~de=ed a.s w.ax!m= !o:: a si.I:g!e !aclllty. This 
ass=pt!on = hased upon lneust:ial require
ments 1n the ';mx!.uc:t.:on o! a ::mlt!staged veblc:Ie. 
-;;iti:. a mass ra.t:o at leas: as great as t!le US 
T!~ 
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Table A SCALE OF ECONOMIC EFFORT FOR CERTAIN JCBM PROGRAMS 

M-1961 M-1963 

CaseB CaseC Probable CaseB CaseC Probable 
Best worst Best Worst Upper Lower Best Worst Best Worst Upper Lower 

Cumulative Number of ICBMs In Opera-
tlonal Inventory ................ . . . ..... 640 1800 300 670 270 175 2040 5360 680 1820 560 450 

Number of Missile Plants 

! 
Peak rate of 10-15 per month .. . . • ... . .. 2 2 1 
Peak rate of 20-25 per month .. . ........ 3 8 1-2 3 3 8 3 

Peak Missile Production ......•........... 68 160 28 60 26 15 70 180 23 62 25 15 

cumulative Number of Launchers ........ 480 1340 230 500 200 14.0 1630 4300 550 1450 450 350 

...... Peak Monthly Launcher Completion . . .... 38 110 18 39 13 9 50 130 17 45 13 9 
0 6 
0 ; Military Personnel (thousands) 27 75 13 28 11 8 91 240 31 82 25 20 ., ... .... . 

cumulative ICBM System Cost• (billion 
dollars} • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • 6.7 19 3.2 7 3.3 2.4 25 66 8.3 22 9 7 

Cumulative ICBM System Cost• (billion 
rubles) ♦ o o ' • I o o O o o O o O ♦ 0 0 ♦ 0 o O o o O o • 0 t ~ I t o o 30 84 14 31 16. 11 110 280 36 97 39 31 

Annual Strategic Attack Expenditures• 
(billion rubles) .... ' ............. ... .. ' 40 81 28 41 29 25 51 120 23 46 19 19 

• Excludes cost of nuclear warheads and cost of modernization of previously produced ICBMs. 
• Expenditures !or fiscal year, assuring other elements of Soviet :itrateglc attack capabilities are as estimated 1n main text. 
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ilh:strated by the following source-time rela.-
tionships in the BADGER program: 

PTod::.ctior. Mor.th.s 
~od:u:t;cn Dau Peak toP..e.ach 

S<r..:rce Imtiaud P..ate pea;; 
BADGER PR.0- (per 

GP..LJ! month) 
Plan: :'22. Ka-

=········· Augl953 20 8 
?!an~ fl, Kuy-

b:;shev ...... Jun 1954 15 14 
Plant :64, Vo-

ronezh --· .. Janl95S 10 12 

6. In estimating a production program, a 
change in e.stimated roe date could result in 
substantial -changes. For example, in the 
probable program about 25-50 additional mis
siles could be available on launcher by mid-
1961 if the roe date were estimated to occur 
three months earlier. However, when applied 
to the probable program such a change could 
be offset by logistic pipeline lag as well as the 
assumption that no major problems occur at 
any point in the production program result
ing in schedule slippage. 

7. For each of the :final assembly .plants in 
the program there would have to be a large 
number of subsidiary plants to supply special
ized components and sub~blie.s. Fur
thermore, a large number of other plants 
would be required to supply the ground sup
port and ground guidance equipment neces
sary for the operation of the weapon system. 
In many respects the supply of this ground 
equipment is more of an economic burden than 
the missiles themselves; missiles represent 
only about 10-15 percent of the initial cost 
of establishing an operational capability with 
ICBMs. 

Lcunching Fccilities 

8. The n UI:::lber of !auncltlng facilities is a good 
measure of the amount of activity in.-ol,ed in 
a given ICBM program. Tcis is not so much 
because t:le launcher as such is so expensive, 
but mo!"e because this is a simple .:ay of rep
resenting all the !"acilities, other than the mis
siles themselves, which are necessary to an 
ope.'<!.ticnal weapon system. The othe!" facil
ities which are subsumed under this measure 
are the gcour.d g,..:..idance facilities, test, chec.~-
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out and mamtenance eq_cipment, fueling and 
storage facilities, hoUSing and general nur-
pose equipment. • 

9. These facilities, i.nch:diDg launchers, com
prise the major initial costs of establishing an 
operational ICBM system and are the pace-
setting factor in a deployment program. In 
the case of fixed installations, bard or soft, the 
orderly activation of launching facilities would 
require the efficient scheduling and comple
tion of large-scale construction projects in 
widespread locations. In the case of a rail 
mobile system the primary problems would lie 
in the scheduled construction of special cars, 
installation of the necessary equipment, and 
orderly activation of complete missile trains; 
the construction of fixed facilities would be a 
lesser part of the effort but would still have to 
be scheduled into the entire program. 

10. Since we do not know the soviet deploy
ment concept, the present analysis includes 
two extremes which we believe are likely to 
encompass the actual cost and effort involved 
in activating Soviet launching facilities. 
Launching facilities for the probable program 
are assumed to be fixed and hardened, costing 
$11 to $12 million per launcher and requiring 
a total construction time of 15 to 18 months 
each. Facilities for the other programs are 
assumed to be fixed and unhardened, costing 
$8 to $9 million per launcher and requiring a 
total construction time of 6 to 9 months eatjl.. 
Guidance facilities are assumed to be radio-
inertial, and the net cost of a missile system 
using radio-inertial guidance is somewhat 
more than if all-inertial were employed. Costs 
are based on US plans and limited US ex
perience, adjusting where possible !or differ
ences between Soviet and US prices, procure
me."1.t methods, pay scales, etc. 

11. The preJirninary US studies available on 
rail mobile systems are i.n2dequate to form a 
basis for economic analysis. We believe the 
cost and effor. involved in activating such 
s.stems wou!d fall so::::ie,;;,here between that re
a"'uired for soft and hard fixed systems, prob
ably closer to the hard than the soft. How
ever, the major impact wou!d be on the rail
.road equipment indust:y rather than the con
structio~ sec:or of the economy. Semi-
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hardened fuced systems would likewise fall be
tween the two systems we ha.ve analyzed. 
Thus we believe that the total cost and im
plied effort shown in the table may be some
what overstated in the case of the probable 
program, and may be somewhat understated 
in the case of the other programs. 

Personnel 

12. The munber of military personnel required 
to operate, service, and guard ICBM sites is 
not large when compared with the total 
strength of the Soviet armed forces. How
ever, a large portion of the operating and sup
port personnel would have to be specially 
trained. This would require individual and 
unit training on a schedule consistent with 
the completion of launching facilities. SoViet 
experience with shorter range ballistic mis
siles should facilitate this training. 

Totol Cost 

13. The total cost for establishing and operat
ing the probable ICBM program through mid-
1963 would amount to between 30 and 40 
billion rubles, exclusive of the cost of nuclear 
warheads and research and development. 
This implies an average annual expenditure 
of 8-10 billion rubles: less than one percent 
of Soviet GNP. While this percentage ap
pears negligible, economic aggregates of this 
type are too broad to reflect the physical effort 
and difficUlties involved in implementing 
large programs for a single weapon system. 

14. To appreciate the impact of the probable 
program on the Soviet economy, a comparison 
with some nonmilitary programs is useful. In 
the past seven years the USSR invested some 
40 billion :rubles in its ferrous metallurgical 
industry (iron mining and steel making); it 
plans to increase its crude steel output by 
65 percent by investing about 100 billion 
rubles in this industry in the Seven-Year Plan 

Period, 1959 through 1965. Thus the average 
annual investment in this major industry was 
about 6 billion rubles in the past and is 
planned to be about 14 billion rubles in the 
future. Investment in the machine building, 
chemical and railroad industries are planned 
for the future at annual rates of 14 to 17 bil
lion rubles per year each. The probable ICBM 
program in this estimate would imply average 
annual expenditures of about 8-10 billion 
rubles on the ICBM system alone, more than 
half the planned rate for investment in the 
entire ferrous metallurgical industry of the 
USSR. 

15. The last line in the table illustrates the 
effect of the three ICBM programs on expend
itures for strategic attack in FY-1961 and 
FY-1963, assuming that other elements of the 
Soviet strategic attack capability are as esti
mated in the main text. As a point of refer
ence, these expenditures are estimated to be 
about 14 billion rubles in 1959. The probable 
program implies that these expenditures 
would be about 25-30 billion rubles in FY-1961 
and about 19 billion in FY-1963. 

16. ln summary, the probable program is 
sizJ.ble in terms of the economic effort implied 
in activating and equipping the launching 
units especially during the first two years 
after IOC. The economic strain implicit in 
larger programs is not so much a matter of 
their financial cost as of the magnitude and 
pace of the physical activities required to 
produce ntissiles and ground equipment, to 
construct launching facilities, and to train 
operating. personnel in a relatively short 
period of time. Even the accomplishment of 
the probable !CBM program through 1961 
will require highly effective planning, opera
tions, and coordination among selected sub
sectors of the Soviet economy. Although it 
is likely that a multitude of unforeseen, minor 
bottlenecks will appear, the probable program 
assumes that no major delays will be en
countered. 
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ANNEX C 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF PROBABLE STRATEGIC ATTACK PROGRAMS 

Expenditures for Strategic: Attack Programs 

1. This Annex sets forth the expenditures we 
believe the USSR has incurred in recent years 
in providing forces for strategic attack, and 
the future expenditures implied by the pro
grams estimated as probable in this paper.=• 
We estimate that during 1955-1959, average 
annual SoViet expenditures for programs di
rectly related to strategic attack were about 
15 billion rubles. The probable programs es
timated in this paper will result in increased 
outlays for strategic attack, with an average 
annual expenditure of about 20-22 billion 
rubles during 1960-1964 (see Table A). 

Shifts in Composition 

2. Important shifts in the composition of ex
penditures for strategic attack programs will 
probably take place. Expenditures related to 
long range aircraft were responsible for nearly 
all strategic attack expenditures during the 
historical period, but will decline sharply in 
relative weight in the projection petjod. Pro• 
curement of these aircraft including au--to
surface missiles, which represented about 40 
percent of cumulative strategic attack ex
penditures in the historical period, is projected 
to drop to about four percent of the total. 
Expenditures for personnel, operations and 
maintenance, and construction related to air
craft will take diminishing proportions of 
expenditures for these categories. 

"Progx-ams which are estimated only as possible 
have not been included in this Annex. Note also 
that the analysis in this Annex reflects the lower 
limit o! the ICBM program estimated as probable 
in section rv ot the main text. 

TABLE A 

AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENDITURES FOR SOVIET 
STRATEGIC A'ITACK PROGRAMS, 1955-1964 • 

(Billion 1955 rubles) 

1955--1959 196~1964 
Total Strategic Attack ... .... 15.S 20.4 

Personnel ··· ·· ... ... . .. , . 1.3 1.6 
Operations and Maintenance 2.5 5.3 
Procurement . ..... . ....... 7.2 6.2 

Aircraft and A--S Missiles• 6.3 0.8 
Submarine-launched Mis-

siles • ......... . . . ........ 0.4 2.1 
Long range S-S Missiles• .. o.s 3.3 
Construction ............... 0.9 2.6 
Nuclear Weapons• ..... . 3.6 4.9 

• Figures are rounded. Totals are derived from 
unrounded data. and do not always agree with 
those based on rounded components. 

• Includes cost or continued procurement o! 
BISON and air-to-surface missiles and support 
equipment. 

• Includes cost of subma.J:ine-lallllched missiles, 
conversion of existing submarine.s and procure
ment of new missile-lallllchiilg submarines. 

• Includes cost of SS---4, s~. and ss--s (ICBM) 
missiles, guidance and support equipment. Costs 
reflect the lower limit o! the probable Soviet 
ICBM program. In addition, the 196~1964 entry 
for construction includes 2.2 billion rubles tor 
constructing on-site !ac!llties for these missile 
systems. 

• Expenditures for nuclear weapons for strategic 
purposes are dertved from the lllustrat1ve allo
cations ot nuclear materials 1n NIE 11-2--59. The 
caveats appearing on pages 63-65 ot that e~ttmate 
apply. 

3. Procurement and installation of ground
launched missile systems Will increase as a 
share of strategic attack expenditures from 5 
percent in the historical period to about 30 
percent in the projection period. At the same 
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time, the share for submarine systems will 
increase from about 3 percent to about 10 per
cent. Operating and maintaining missile sys
tems are relatively costly, and ground
launched and submarine systems are respon
sible for nearly all of the absolute increase in 
the operations and maintenance category 
shown in Table A. 

The General Scope of the Major Categories 

4. The expenditures for strategic attack forces 
in this Annex include only direct expenditures 
made for the following: (a} personnel of Long 
Range Aviation, long range surface-to-surface 
missile units and missile launching sub
marines; (b) operations and maintenance 
costs for units; (c) _procurement of major 
weapons and of supporting equipment for 
units using the weapons; (d} ·construction 
and maintenance of airfields and missile 
installations; and (e} nuclear weapons. 
BADGERs subordinate to Tactical and Naval 
Aviation have been included with aircraft of 
Long Range Aviation for costing purposes 
only. 

Ground-Launched Missiles 

5. The basis for scheduling the production and 
deployment of Soviet ICBMs resulted from an 
analysis of actual and planned US- practices 
modified by what is known and assumed con
cerning Soviet practice. In light of the esti
mate that by 1 January 1960 a few series 
produced ICBMs will probably be operational, 
and of the discussion in the main.text of this 
estimate, a reasonable production program 
was postulated wlllch would provide 350-450 
ICB~ on launcher .in 1963 together with 
a. reasonable additional quantity of mis
siles (25 percent)"' to account for nninte-

"'A 15 pe.--cent margin between ope..-a~onal b
""i"e!!tor:; a:ld prodi:ct!on !or ope:at!o:::tal pi.rpc:ses = i:.sed l.:l. !he ~-ezents era:nil:led 1n 
.-\!:!lex l-- S1:ch a I:la..--gin !s ::cln.lma!: t.b.e 25 
pe.-cen t :a. ""gin a pplled to the -prooab!e progra;:i 
is more =ea.so:i.a.b!e, al~oi:~ still on the lo-;:;
s!.c!e. 
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nance, training, production testing and nor
mal attrition. The production program in
volves a buildup to a peak rate of about 25 
ICBMs per month by the end of 1960. 

6. The production buildup employed in this 
analysis.and refiected in the main text is some
what different from that employed in previous 
estimates, in which we considered that an 
IOC would be established w.ith prototype 
ICBMs and that series production would begin 
at roe date. The present analysis takes into 
account the estimate, in NIE 11-5-59, that 
series production would have begun prior to 
roe date. Assuming the concurrent schedul
ing of launching facilities, crews, and logiStic 
support, this change results in a more rapid 
buildup of operational capabilities in the 
months following IOC date than was indicated 
in previous estimates. 

7. For purposes of costing the !;rObable ICBM 
program, hardened fixed sites were assumed; 
if the Soviet system is rail mobile, the total 
cost of the program would be about the same 
or somewhat less, but much of the initial cost 
now allocated to construction would shift to 
rail mobile equipment and J:>perational costs 
would be higher. Construction of launching 
facilities was scheduled for that portion of the 
operational inventory expected to be in com
mission at any given time. It should be noted 
that these launcbJng, guidance and support 
facilities would average $11 to $12 million per 
launcher and account for about 75 percent 
of the initial ~osts in the estimated ICBM pro-
gram. The initial costs of this entire pro-
gram average about $14 million per missile 
on launcher. 

8. Prcxiuction of SS--: and SS--5 missiles was 
scheduled. on a basis sircil.ar to that for the 
ICE~ at peak rates of nine and seven mis
siles per month respecfo·ely. The _costing of 
the SS-4 was based on a road mobile system; 
that for the SS--5 on rail mobility. About 80 
percent of the total estima.ted ruble cost of 
tr:.ese weapon sys'"...e:ns is incurred by the ICBM 
program. 
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r.s·rIMATF.J) sovm'J.' J.ONG RANGE AIRORAFT l'llRFORMANOE UNDJm AN OPTIMUM MISSION l'ltOl~Ir,E. 

(Cnloul11lod In 11ecord111100 with U8 MII,.C-601 lA Speo cxcopt thnt Cuot reserves nro teclucod to porn1lt II mnxlmum ol 30 m111utos loltcr nt Son J,ovol 
ond nlrcrolt opornto nt nltltudes permitting m11xlmum rndlus/tnngo) 

POSSIUl,g FU'l'UIU: 
CURRI~NT MODELS m;vgr,Ol'MgN'l'S• 

DhPOl:l\b DISO!l D!OONb lfU 

DULL DADOl;ll 1060 1058 llllhll 1000 10(12-1004• 

Co111bnl /lnrlius/ 11,uigo (ri,111.) 
A, 26,000 lh homhlond, . , , .. , • , .... , . ... , 2, 760/6, 200 4,450/8,460 2, 060/6 , 600 

onorcfuol•.,,. :, . .•. ,, .•......•.. 3, 10017, ono 3, 060/7 , 600 
h, 10,000 lb boruhlontl . . , . , . , , .... , , . 11 860/3,360 I , 000/3, I 00 1,800/3, 400 3, 000/6, 800 '1, 860/0, 600 3, 200/0, 300 1, 770/3, 600• 

ono rotu~I • ......... , ... , ........ , 2, ~00/4, 200 2, 4bo/4 ,.600 4, 000/7, 600 4, 300/8, 600 2 , 400/4,700• 
o. 3,300 lh bomhlMtl. , . , , .. , , . , , , , , . 2, 060/3, 700 l , 800/3, 000 2, 000/3, 900 3, 100/6, 100 6,060/10,000 3, 300/6, 000 1,060H,060' 

OM r.ruot •, . . ..... , ............. , 2, 600/4, 800 2 I 050/5, 200 ,j, 160/8, 200 4, 460/8, 000 2, 000/0, 000 I 

S11wl lllril11,I, (~l!//I) 
A, Mnxlmurn R1ioutl nt 01ilh1111m nltl• 

tu 1!0 (k ta/tt) r, , •. , . , ••. , , , , , . , . , 350/30,000 660/13,200 565/14, 200 li.~6/18,800 600/25 , 000 636/18,800 I, IG0/36,0001 

h. 'l'11rgot 8pood/'l'11rgot AIUt111l~ 
(kt.,/ft) I,. ' ' • ' ' ' ' • ' ' • ' •• ' ' ' • ' • ' • 310/30,000 476/40, 800 476/•12,300 -i60i43,-I00 126/43,200 400/43, 400 l, I 50/G6, 000 I 

Co,nhal Ctili'110 (/1) r .. , ... , , .. , , , , , , , , 36,500 46,400 46,000 46,600 42,000 46,660 60 , 0001 

7'errru'nnl 7'arotl llltih,d• (/1)• 
n. 25,000 lb homhlMd,.,,,,,, .. ,.,,. 64,200 48 , 400 r.1,200 

b. 10,00Q lb boml>lond. , • . , .•.•...• , , 41,600 60,000 62,600 55,800 40,700 65,800 60 , 600 

o. 3,300 lb bomhlond .... , , , •. , , , .. , , , 42,000 61,500 54,300 60,600 I 60,300 60,600 00,600 

• It nhoulcl ho 11otod thnt thMO caUmntcs nro computed from olrornlt dlmonelone ns dctormlnod l,y photographlo nnRlyels nnd cetlmntocl nlrplnno, onglno, 
nnd othor hnnlo lll11hL pnr111notorn. nocouso or t1ic1 lhn!totlone of thle method, tho reeults nro ooonelonnlly auecoptll>lo to elgnWonnt orroro, 'l'horo nro, 
tor oxnmplo, rollnhlo h11Jlontlon1 thnt DISON nltltudo onpobllWcs mny bo consldorobly less than those ostlmntcd obovo. 

'· lmprovomonle or n!SON nncl DA J)Q~ll nlrornft arn bn:sod on normnl pxpootccl Improvements Jn tho engines through tho 1000 perlocl. 
• Tho Aul~t.'lnl Chlo! ot Sll!lr, fouilllgoncc, USAF, bcllcv"" tlmt tho l11Lrocl11ctlo11 ol n Slll)<lrSonlo dO.'lh bomber Into opcrMlonnl unit., Ls llkoly by 1002. 
' '!'ho Aa,lntnnt (;hlol of 8tnll', lntclllgonco, VSAF, bcllovo, thnt by 100~ tho USSR mny hnvo n tow subsonic nuolenr poworocl bombor.1111 opc:rntlonnl suitu~. 
• ltolucllng cMl11111lcl bMorl upon uso ol cornpntlblo tnnkora which provide npproxlnrntcly 35 porcont lncronso Jn rndlus/rnngo. 

l'or 10,000 lb bo1nblond unites othorwl,o ludlcntccl, 
• 8orvlco coll!nii nt mnxlmum power with ono hour fuol rcsorvo plus bor!'llllond nllonrd, No rnngo f,gul'o 1, n~soolnted with thlo nlt1t,1dc. 
• Cnpnlllo ot eArrylng 360 n.m. nlr-to,nurlnco mlssllo {AS-2) with npproxln111tol)' 10 percent dcgrndntlon fn rndlue/rnngo cnpnblllty. 
I lnoludco 500 n.111. "d~sh" nL Mnoh 2,0, 
I For 3,300 lh homliloncl. w ..... 
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8. :\'IE 11-8-60 Sol·iet Capabilities/or Long Range Attack Through 
Jfid-1965 

~OVED FOR RB.EASE 
cm RiS10RICM.-RF.JiEW PROGRAM 

SOVIET CAPABILITIES FOR LONG RANGE ATTACK 
THROUGH MID-1965 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate probable trends in the strength and deployp.:tent of Soviet air and 
missile weapon systems suitable for long range attack, through mid-1965. The weapon 
systems considered are heavy and medium bombers, related air-to-surface missiles, 
ground-launched missiles with ranges of 700 nautical miles or more, and submarine
launched missiles. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Since the adoption of NIE 11-8-59, 
"Soviet Capabilities for Strategic Attack 
Through Mid-1964," dated 9 February 
1960, we have made an extensive re-exam
ination of all available evidence bearing 
on Soviet production and deployment of 
ICBMs. The conclusions resulting from 
this re-examination are, in brief (Paras. 
13-14): 

a. Soviet series production of ICBMs 
probably began in early 1959, but we have 
no direct evidence of the present o_r 
planned future rate of production. l ~ 

• Se.Pies proclt:ct:on :c:::eans production of r::ll.SSi.!es o! 
ill:e type in acco~ with a p!.a=ed bn:!dup 
rate. Toe date o! co==ment of se..-ies pro
duction ls denned as the date of =plet:.o:::i of 
U:.e first tnlss:1e in the series. 

•The Assistant Chief of S~ fo:- Intemgei:ce, De
pa."'"t::t!te!lt of the ... -\.~r> believes tha~ thee is :z::.o 
e'lide.nce to indicate t:ia~ ICBMs ha:,e been pro
duced in the SO~et Uitio:i in numbers larger 
t!:.an are reGuired b:; the co:itinui.:lg R &:; D ac!iri
ties. 2:e the::-e:o::e believes that this conclt:Sio::i. 
is mis! eadi:lg in tha~ it ::iay be inte.,ireted to 
icply ~t ICBMs tor operational deplo:;me:::t o::
in,entor:; started to be--..o::::e a.ailab!e !n 195!.'. 
See his toot:lote to pa..-agnph 13 a. 
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b. As yet, we can identify no ICBM
related troop training activities, nor can 
we positively identify any operational 
launching site, as distinguished from the 
known test range facilities. 

c. We still estimate a Soviet initial 
ICBM operational capability with a few
say IO-series produced missiles as of 
1 January 1960.3 

• 

2. Since there is insufficient direct evi
dence to establish the scale and pace of 

• The Assistant Chief ·of Sta!f for Intelligence, De
partment of the Anny, believes that as o! 1 J'anu
ary 1960 the Soviets had only az: emergency capa
bility to lau=h a few ICB.~ against North 
Ame.Pica. T.cese ICBYs probably would have had 
to have bee::,. la=ched f.-om R &:; D facilities. 
Ho;;-e-.e:-, he believes that, for planning purposes, 
it l.s prudent to assume that the IOC had occurred 
by l .1an=ry 1960. 

• Toe Assistan:. Chief of Naval ()per.r.tions for In
telligence, De~ent of the Nav;, beUe;,es that 
there is insu!:icient i.n!o=tio:i to judge that, as 
of l .:ranuary 1!>60, the conditions for IOC (that 
is. the date at ;;-2:lich a fe.--say 1~-series pro
ducec ICBYs could ha,;e been placed in the 
h=ds of O!le o::- :::o:-e trainee! units at existing 
launching facilit!esl ha.cl. been met. 

1 
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the present Soviet ICBM production and 
deployment program/ we have based our 
estimate in part on various indirect fonns 
o! evidence and on argument and analysis 
deduced from more general considera
tions. These latter include such things 
as the strategic ideas which appear to 
govern Soviet military policy, our appre
ciation of the strategic capabilities which 
Soviet military planners might expect to 
derive from given numbers of ICBMs, our 
general knowledge of Soviet military pro
duction practices, and our sense of the 
tempo at which the present program is 
being conducted. (Para. 15) 

3. The Soviets have strong incentives to 
build a substantial ICBM force. The 
ICBM provides them for the first time 
with an efficient means of delivering a 
heavy weight of attack on the US. What 
we know of Soviet strategic ideas sug
gests that the ICBM is thought of prima
rily in terms of deterrence, and of pre
emptive or retaliatory attack should de
terrence fail, rather than primarily in 
terms of the deliberate initiation of gen
eral war. These terms, however, provide 

• The Assistant Chief of Sta1f for Intelligence, De
partment of the Army, believes that the direct 
evidence upon which to base an estimate of pres
ent Soviet ICBM strength is of major significance. 
He believes that much of this evidence consti
tutes negative indications and, therefore, that its 
rejection as insufficient leads to unrealistic over
estimation. See his footnote to paragraph 15. 

The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, 
does not concur in Conclusions 3 and 4.. He be
lieves that Soviet military doctrine, history, and 
behavior warrant the judgment that the USSR 
will strive to achieve a capability for decision 
which has a.s its basis the exploitation or applica
tion of military force, and he does not believe that 
the Soviets would be content with conceptual 
levels of pre-emptive attack and deterrence. 
Thus, he believes that the Soviet rulers would 

no quantitative definition of Soviet ICBM 
force goals.0 (Paras. 16-23, 29) 

4. As an approach to an appreciation of 
Soviet ICBM requirements, we have com
puted the numbers of Soviet ICBMs on 
launchers theoretically required for an 
initial salvo designed to inflict severe 
damage on SAC bomber bases and other 
installations directly related to immedi
ate US nuclear retaliatory capabilities. 
Uncertainty regarding the inputs, and the 
sensitivity of the computations to varia
tions in the assumptions made with re
spect to them, render the numerical re
sults too various to provide a reliable basis 
for estimating Soviet ICBM force goals. 
Moreover, regardless of the results of any 
corresponding Soviet calculations, there 
are operational factors (such as Soviet 
problems in achieving simultaneity of 
salvo, and the mobility of US retaliatory 
forces) which would tend to reduce their 
confidence in their ability, with any given 
number of ICBMs, to destroy or neutral
ize US retaliatory forces through attack 
on fixed installations such as bomber 
bases:6 7 (Paras. 24-29, including foot
notes to para. 28b, a1."" Annex A) 

endeavor to achieve a military superiority over 
the US and would direct Soviet planners to assess 
those military requirements whfoh would enable 
them either to force their will on the US through 
threat of destruction or to launch such a devas
tating attack that the US as a world power would 
cease to exist. 
The Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, De
partment of the Army, believes that operational 
considerations which extend beyond the compu
tations of the number of ICBM:; required to in
flict severe damage on certain static targets 
would prohibit Soviet military planners from ac
cepting with confidence any calculation that a 
certain number of ICBMs would be sufficient, in 
conjunction with the operations of other Soviet 
forces, to reduce the weight of a US retaliatory 
attack to an acceptable level. See his footnote 
to paragraph 29. 
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5. We have also examined the tasks and 
problems involved in the production and 
deployment of ICBMs through the elab
oration of three illustrative Soviet pro
grams. They represent the range of 
judgments, based on the i;llrect and in
direct evidence available to us, regarding 
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6. With reference to the illustrative pro
grams µresented above, the members of 
the Un;ted States Intelligence Board have 
concluded a.s follows (Pa:ra. 43) : ' 

a. The Director of Central Intelligence 
considers that program "A" should be re-

'The ::i=be:- of launc?le:-s is a good measure o! 
the a=ount o~ ac~Yi!;r !.nvoh'ed in a gi..-= ICBY. 
;iro,g:-a:::i, si::ce it U:cl c Ces ail o~ tee .:ac.W t!es~ in 
adci:.ion to U:e m.Lssiles the.=!ves, wh!ch are 
::i e.:essa.. --y to the opera t:on.al -;;-ea;x>n s,s°.eI:l. I::i
ciuc!ed a:e g:g=d gwd=ce !acili~es; tes-t, check
out, a.nc:! maln~ance et;uip:ne:it; fueling =c! 
sto:-age taclll:..les; and :Col!.S.i!:g a."ld ge.;:er-a.I p::=
po.se ~u!p:c::.ent.. 

the scale and tempo of Soviet effort. 
Tnese illustrative programs are summar
ized, in the chart below, in terms of the 

numbers of operational ICBM launchers s 

which each would provide. (Paras. 30-42, 

andAnnexB) 

Mid-1962 Mid-1963 

garded as the nearest approximation of 
the actual Soviet program. 

b. The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intel
ligence, USAF, believes that program "B" 
approximates the most likely Soviet pro
gram. 

c. The Director of Intelligence and Re
search, Department of State, the Assist
ant to the Secretary cf Defense, Special 
Operations, and the Director for Intelli
gence, The Joint Staff, believe that 
through 1961 the Soviet program is likely 

• Fo:- a more ex4..e:::ded expression of so:ne o: these 
views, see toobotes to pa.--agra;,h 43. 
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to fall towards the high side of the range 
de.fined by illustrative programs "A" and 
"B," and, in the light of factors discussed 
in paragraph 8, they consider that in the 
1962-1963 period it will continue to grow 
within the "A"-"B" range. 

d. The Assistant Chief of Staff for In
telligence, Department of the Army, and 
the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations 
for Intelligence, Department of the Navy, 
believe that illustrative program "C" most 
nearly approximates the actual Soviet 
program. 

7. It is notable that the potential threat 
posed by programs "A" and "B" is sub
stantially the same through 1960. Be
fore the end of the year, either would pro
vide a capability to inflict massive de
struction on the principal US metropoli
tan areas. At the beginning of 1::01, 
either would provide sufficient ICBMs and 
launchers to threaten the SAC opera
tional air base system. Thereafter, the 
threat posed by program "B" would in
crease more rapidly than that of program 
"A." By about mid-1961, program "B" 
would provide Soviet planners with a high 
assurance of being able to severely dam
age most of the SAC.air base $ystem in an 
initial salvo, whereas program ""A" would 
reach this point late in the year. The 
considerably smaller program "C" would 
provide a capability to inflict massive de
struction on the principal US metropoli
tan areas sometime in 1961. (Para. 44) 

8. The present Soviet ICBM program is, 
of course, subject to change as the period 
progresses. Soviet planning for the pe
riod beyond 1961 will be substantially af
fected by the actual development of US 
retaliatory forces, the prospects for a 
greatly improved Soviet ICBM, and the 

prospects, on each side, for an effective 
defense against ICBMs, as well as the gen
eral development of the world situation 
and of relations between the US and the 
USSR. Our estimates for future years 
must be reviewed in the light of such de
velopments and of such additional evi
dence as we may obtain regarding the 
actual progress of the Soviet program. 
They must therefore be regarded as highly 
tentative. For these reasons, we have not 
projected even a tentative estimate be
yond 1963.1° (Para. 45) 

9. We continue to estimate that with rela
tively modest programs in 700 and 1,100 
n.m. ballistic missiles the Soviets will ac
quire, by 1960 or 1961, a force of medium 
range missiles capable of seriously threat
ening the major Western landbased re
taliatory targets within their range. 
(Paras. 46-51) 

10. We estimate that the USSR now has a 
limited capability to launch ballistic mis
siles from about a dozen long range, con
ventionally-powered submarines. The 
Soviets will probably increase this force 
gradually over the next year or two, and 
then introduce a weapon system capable 
of delivering ballistic missiles against land 
targets from a submerged nuclear
powered submarine. While we believe 
the Soviets would employ submarine
launched missiles against selected US 
targets, their planning does not appear 
to contemplate delivery of the main 
weight of an attack by this means. 
(Paras. 65-70) 

•• The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, 
believes that, despite the difficulties engendered 
by consideration of the !actors enumerated, an 
estimate beyond 1963 can be made. He believes 
that, lacking contradictory infonnation, the 
ra~s of increase shown in program ''B" should 
be continued through 1965. 
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11. The announced Soviet force reduc
tions will probably bring some reduction 
in Long Range Aviation strength, but in 
1965 the USSR will probably still retain a 
substantial bomber force. Even after a 
formidable ICBM capability has been es
tablished, the USSR will require long 
range bombers for a variety of purposes, 
including attacks on difficult land targets, 
reconnaissance, and operations against 
carrier task forces at sea. Air-to-surface 
missiles will be available in increasing 
quantity. The Soviets will probably in-

troduce a new medium bomber capable of 
supersonic "dash," and we estimate that 
they are developing a long range, super
sonic cruise-type vehicle, but BISONs and 
BADGERs will remain the most numerous 
of Soviet long range aerodynamic delivery 
vehicles. (Paras. 52-64) 

Bombers and Tankers 11 

Heavy 
Medium• 

Ballistic Missiles 
700 n.m. 
Operational Inventory 
Launchers 12 

1,100 n.m. 
Operational Inventory 
Launchers 12 

Missile Submarines 
"Z" CJassl> 
"G" Class e 

Nuclear 4 

12. Our numerical estimates of Soviet 
heavy and medium bombers in Long 
Range Aviation, medium range ballistic 
missiles, and missile-launching subma
rines are set forth in the following table: 

Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid- Mid-
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 

135 
1,100 

250 
110 

80 
50 

4 
9 
0 

150 
950 

350 
150 

160 
100 

4 
14 

0 

140 
800 

450 
150 

240 
100 

4 
18 
2 

130 
800 

450 
150 

300 
100 

4 
18 

6 

120 
800 

450 
150 

300 
100 

4 
18 
10 

100 
750 

450 
150 

300 
100 

4 
18 
14 

• Probably including a few new supersonic "dash" bombers in 1961, building 
up to perhaps 100 by 1963-1964.. 

• Each "Z" cl.ass subinarine would probably c:a.rry two :tnissiles. 
• Each "G" class subma.r:lne would probably ca.'"I'Y abont six missiles. 
• Each nuc!ea.r-po;;ered s;;bmarlne would probably C3.-"TY ~12 ::nlssiles. 

"Toe Ass!stant Chie! o! S".a!f. Intelligence, USAF, believes that the numbers or 
bombe..--s =d tanke..'"S. should read: 

Bombe.."S and Tanl:ers 
Eeavy 
Mecllum • 

Mid- :Mid- Mid- :Mid- ~tid- M!d-
1960 1561 ls-62 196l 196,I 1965 

135 150 
1.100 !,000 

175 
S50 

200 
900 

20() 

aoo 
200 
800 

• ?rob:ably inci1:di!lg a. !ew ne;:; s-.i;:,e..-so:i.ic "dashn bombers in 1961, bul!<ilng 
up to =e 300 i:l Inid-1965. 

"The ~t Chief o! Stat!, In:.ellige..'1ce, UsaF, believes tha.: eac!l operational 
missile would be provic!ed With a Jaw:cl:e:. 
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9. :\lE 11-8-61 Soi·iet Capabilities for Long Range Attack 

APPiWVE3 FOR f?RE.~SE 
CIA HISTORICAL-REV!EW PROGRAM 

SOVIET CAPABILITIES FOR LONG RANGE ATTACK 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate probable trends in the strength and deployment of Soviet air and 
missile weapon systems suitable for long range attack, and in Soviet capabilities for 
such attack, projecting forward for about five years where possible.' 

ASSUMPTION 

For purposes of this estimate, it is assumed that during the period under consid
eration no US-Soviet agreement on arms control or system of mutual inspection will 
be in effect. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Soviet leaders, particularly Khru
shchev, have been deeply impressed by what 
they regard as a major improvement-of their 
strategic position resulting from their achieve
ments· with long range missiles. Although 
they still hold that the Soviet military estab
lishmen t must comprise a balance of varied 
forces, long range weapon systems are now be
ing allotted an increased share of the Soviet 
?l"'..llitary effort. Wit."tin the long range stri.1.::
ing forces. ballistic missiles are clearly in
te."ldec to become the dominant weapons. 
(Parn.s. 10-12. 20-22) 

2. We have re;·iewed the dl:-ect. a..11d indirect 
ev:dence pertai.ning to the ce;•elopment and 
de::iiov:nent of the Soviet ICBM syst.err:. We 
a:-e s;il! unable to confirm the location o~ a..,y 

'The we:ipon sys:.e:r.s considered ::.re heary a<;,d 
rr:ech:~ bombers. r-e!atec ~r-:.o-::mr!::.ce rr.:.ss!!es. 
g:-o:;r.C !.:l.!~C..~ed !':"!:.SSBes W:~h :"""-..,g~ 0~ 700 n----:1- O!" 
mo:-e. ::.::d s.::t:ma:-:ne-1::.u::c:hec mi.ss1les. 

ll5 

ICBM launching facilities other than those 
at the test range. We are able, however, to 
support. on reasonably good evidence a min
imum number of two to four operational 
ICBM site-complexes.:' We also have ten
uous evidence regarding a n~ber of other 
suspected deployment locations. .ru:oreover, 
we believe that the direct and indirect evi
dence supports the view that: (a} the USSR 
has been conducting a generally successful 

'The -"..ssista.-it Chie! o! St3ff for Intelllge:1ce, De
part.::ne.-it or t.11e Army. :md ;tie Assistant Ch!e! o! 
Naval Opcr.:.Uons !Inte!lii;er:cel. ~partment o! the 
Navy, fir:<! t.11e evidence suppor'..lng t.'ie existe::ce or 
Sl:C:h sites tenuc= r.i.ther tt-.:lfl reason:i.bly good 
insof:.r ~ ICBM-:>SSOciated deployment activities 
::.re CO~Ce:'T":~d. 

'The _.a_ssis~ni Chier ors~. Intelligence, USAF. 
b<!!:eves tl':ere 1$ re-....s.on::.bly good evider:ce :0 support 
:..'le em:.c,.c:e o! 10-15 oper-:i.t!ona.l ICBM site
co:'!"lp:exes.. 

l 
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ICBM program, at a deliberate rather than 
an extremely urgent pace; (b) the USSR is 
building toward a force of several hundred 
operational ICBM launchers, to be acquired 
within the next few years. (Paras. 23-42) 

3. We estimate that the probable Soviet-force 
level in mid-1961 is in the range of 50-100 
operational ICBM launchers, together with 
the necessary operational missile inventories 
and trained crews. This would probably in
volve the present existence of 10 to 15 opera
tional ICBM site-complexes. This estimate 
should be regarded as a general approxima
tion. The major bases for it are our sense 
of the tempo of the program and our judg
ment as to the relationship between what we 
have detected and what we are likely to have 
missed. We estimate that the program will 
continue to be deliberately paced and will 
result in force levels about as follows: 100-
200 operational launchers in mid-1962, 150-
300 in mid-1963, and 200--400 in .mid-1964. 
Some of the launchers activated in the 1963-
1964 period will probably be for a new and 
improved ICBM system.< ' ... (Paras. 42-46) 

The Director of Intelligence and Research, De
partment o! State, does not concur in this estimate. 
He believes (al that NIE 11-8-61 should Include an 
estimate o! the largest ICBM force which the USSR 
could have in mld-1961 and that :such a force could 
be as large as 200 operational launchers, and (bl 
that the probable Soviet force level l.n mid-1961 is 
ln the range oi 75-125 operational launcher:s and 
will Increase to 15~00 In mid-1962 and to 200-450 
In mld-1963. Foi: a full statement of his position. 
see paragraphs 48--55. 

'The Assistant Chief oi Staff for Intelligence, De
partment or the Army, and the Assistant Chie! of 
Naval Operations (Intelligence>. Department of the 
Navy, estimate no more than a !ew operational 
launchers deployi;,d in mlrl-1961. They believe that 
for succeeding years it is prudent and reasonable 
to expect that the numbers of such ICBMs may In
crease generally at the rate shown nbove. However, 
the actual rate of increase will be subject to many 
fluctuations and will be determined by many vari
ables. particularly the point in time when the So
viets have developed a new and less cumbersome 
ICBM that can be more easily deployed. Their 
Projection or probable Soviet ICBM force levels 
through mid- 196i is as follows: ntid-1962, 50--100; 
mld-1963, 100-200; mld-1964, 150-300. For a full 
statement or their position, see paragraphs 56-59. 

116 

4. Soviet force goals for the period beyond 
i963-1964 will probably be affected signifi
cantly by such developments as US acquisi
tion of numerous hardened and mobile mis
siles and other improved capabilities, by So
viet development of antimissile defenses, and 
also by intervening political developments. 
We are unable to predict what the Soviet judg
ment will be as to the responses appropriate to 
these developments. Indeed, it is likely that 
the Soviet leaders themselves have not yet 
come to a definite decision as to force goals 
for 1965-1966.• (Paras. 36, 41, 47, 118) 

5. Medium range ballistic missiles (700 and 
1,100 n.m.) are presently deployed in mobile 
units located at a few bases, convenient to 
areas of likely operations in Eurasia and its 
periphery, from which they would probably 
move to dispersed launch points in the event 
of hostiliti~. A force of about 250-300 me
dium range missiles ready for launching, to
gether with additional missile reloads. will 
probably be available in the very near future. 
A 2,000 n.m. missile employing fixed launch 
sites will probably be deployed initially within 
the next year. Force levels will probably be 

•The As:;istant Chief of Staff, Intell!gence, USAF, 
does not concur in this estimate. In his judgment 
the Soviet leaders reeognize that the ultimate elim
ination o! the US, as the chief power blocking their 
aim of a cormnunist world, requires a clear pre
ponderance in military capabilities. He believes that 
this consideration Is the major determining factor 
in the continuing development ot Soviet military 
torce goals. Thls factor and the available evidence, 
considered in light of the extreme Soviet security 
and the great lack of intelligence coverage of large 
suspect deployment areas in the USSR, leads him 
to believe that there a1 e at least 120, and quite 
possibly an even greater number of cperatlonal 
ICBM laun:hers in mid-1961. Considering extensive 
Soviet experience and capabilities In the missile field 
and the fact that our evidence points to a program 
of Widespread introduction o! simplified launch fa
cilities, he estimates nbout 300 operational ICBM 
launchers by mid-1962 and around 550 in mld-1963. 
He agrees that the Soviet.~ will introduce a new and 
improved ICBM in 1963-1964. Following the intro
duction or this new missile he estimates that the 
Soviet Cerce levels woulcl be about 850 operational 
ICBM launchers• in mid-1964, 1.150 in 1965, and 
around 1,450 in 1966. For a full statement oi his 
position, see paragraphs 60-64. 
'See the. footnot.e o! the Assistant Chief of Sta rr. 
Intelllgence, USAF. to Conclusion 3. 
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maintained o·,er tr.e next five years by build
jng up 2,000 r..m. missile stre!lgth as medium 
ra.,ge missile strength is nr..ased down.' 
(Pc.res. 65-75) • 

6. T!le USSR now has about 20 convention
~y-oowered submarines which are orobablv 
capable of launching short range ballistic~
siles (150 or 350 n.m..), though not while sub
merged. By 1963 the Soviets could probably 
intrc<luce nuclear-powered submarines with 
o. submerged launch syste..'!l employing me
dium range ballistic m.issiles (500-1,00-0 run.). 
In the meantime, it is possible that nuclear
powered submarines with short range, sur
face launched missiles could be operational 
this year. For·attack on the US, submarine
launched missiles will play ·a role supplemen
tary to that o! ICBMs. (Paras. 76-82) 

7. Long Range Aviation now comprises about 
1,000 medium bombers and tankers and about 
150 heavy bombers and tankers.' Taking 
into account a complex of operational factors, 
but excluding combat attrition•; we estimate 
that at present the Soviets could put about 
200 bombers over North America on two-way 
:nissions in an initial attack. 'P Medium bom
bers o! Long Range Aviation, together with 
several hundred such bombers in other Soviet 
air components, are suited primarily for mis
sions against Eurasian and peripheral targets. 
A new medium bomber with supersonic "dash" 
capabilities is now entering service. Air-to
surface missiles are available for medium and 
heavy bombers. The large Soviet manned 

• The Assistant Chief of Starr for Intelligence, De
partment of the Army, does not believe that this 
!orce goal will be attained in the near future, and 
be!.:e·,es t.'lat ::s a res,.:!t or the expected absor-pt.!on 
o=- !~.!tia! s::l!vo missicn.s by the 2.000 !'JTL ::nlui!e 
i~ t.l-:.e !u:.U:-e. So..-iet plann~:-s rr.a.y decide on lo..,er 
!orce g=ls :-ather than a pha.se c.own of the -;co 
a::d !,100 :-1.m. :ni.ssi:e invent-ones. For his esU:l:.te 
o! Cl!:-:-en ~ :.nd !t:tcre force !eve!s for medium anc. 
inc.e:-::-1edia!e :--=-:ege mi.sslles. see par-=-g:-:iph 7.;_ 

• The -~~,~ Chie! of SU::'. Intel!i:;e..-ice. US.-1.F', 
es:.;~:1t.cs L~:. as o!' :nid-l!i51. Soviet. !.on;; R::.r.ge 
A·,,iation :ncluc!es 175 he,a;.·y oo~~:-s :ir:~ bnicers. 

-T':~e .-\.$S.!..St.:.r.~ C?lie! ors:..:.::-. r:itel!:s;e:ice. US.~F. 
be1:e•·es t.~a~ L~e So._.·iets cou:d ;n:t. .some 3-cO :;.om~-e:-s· 
o·,e: !'icr!~ .r .. ~e:ic:l on t.•.;,,.o--;.·ay m!SS:cns i~ =-~ 
~~l:.:::.; ::.:.~ck. :o:- ~ !ul!e!" sb:..e::-:en:. or his v:C" .. s 
o~ ;.~:s ~::.:.:.e:-. s.tt ~i.s !"00:.."'10!.e :.o ~~gt'3.;tr...s s-2-5;_ 
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bomber forces will probably decline gradually 
in numerical stre.'1gth, but fi•,e years hence 
the Soviets will p:-oba.bly still suppleme..'1t their 
missile forces with medium and heavy bom
bers for both weapon delivery and reconnais
sance. (Paras. 83-97) 

8. Soviet long range bombers and missiles as
signed to attac."'<ing major military targets 
and centers of national powe.r- jn US and Allied 
territory would employ high-yield nuclear 
bombs and 'warheads. A wide ra."lge of op
erational equipment for electronic warfare is 
also available. Reconnaissance capabilities 
will probably be strengthened in the coming 
years by the use o! reconnaissance satellites 
and aircraft fitted for post-strike reconnais
sance and bombing. A long range, supersonic 
aerodynamic vehicle could be available in a 
year or two, and might be employed for 
weapon delivery or reconnaissance. (Paras. 
101-105) 

9. The Soviet long range striking forces thus 
comprise a mix o! bombers, missiles, ~d sub
marines, but their development in the next five 
years will be paced largely by the growth o! 
ICBM and other missile forces. We believe 
that with the estimated current force of 50-
100 operational ICBM launchers, the USSR 
would already be capable of bringing major 
US cities under attack by a single ICBM 
salvo. Alternatively, the Soviets may now be 
able to. bring all SAC operational air bases 
under attack by missiles alone; they almost 
certainly will be able to do so within the next 
year. In 1963-1964, they will probably be 
able to bring under ICBM attack those US 
retaliatory and defensive targets for which 
their ICBM system is suited. However. they 
would remain unable to target effecti-.·e ICBM 
strikes against the increasing numbers of US 
hardened. mobile. a.."ld fast-reaction forces." •= 
(Paras. 111-118) 

·• The As-si.s~t Chie! of s:.:i.f! Jo,- Intelligence. 
Ocp:,rl.--:--:en~ or :lie A.-my, believes that the overall 
So7iet c:apat;,ility t.o .it:.aclc ~e US with lCB!.!s is 
::.t present ex~::i.ely !i:r.ltec. His estimate o! the 
n:ir:-tbe::- ot !CB?,~ :10-., ope:-a::on:i.lly deployed. when 
co:isc.e=-e-d In !!ght or U,e :.ccep!.e<:1 4~55 percen~ 
rell:,.bili:y. nukes :..'.e n~m"ber of missiles w1~!'1 w!'lich 
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the Soviets are be!leved capable o! reaching the US 
1n mid-1961 very small. Manifestly, therefore, mis
sile attacks on SAC bases would not at present be 
a major threat to our nuclear delivery capablllty. 
Whlle he believes that the Soviet capablllty to at
tack one or more us urban industrial areas provides 
a serious deterrent, he believes Soviet capability 1n 
this regard at mld-1961 would remain llmlted to 4 
or 5 cities as a maxim.um. 

4 

"The Assistant Chief o! Naval Operations (Intel
l!gence}, Department or the Navy, does not believe 
that the USSR ls currently capable o! bringing as 
many as 25 major US cities under attack by a single 
ICBM salvo or of attacking all SAC operational air 
bases with missiles alone. Since he estimates only 
a few deployed Soviet ICBMs for mid-1961, it ls his 
assessment that the Sovlet overall capab!llty to 
attack the us with ICBMs ls at present extremely 
limited. 

DISCUSSION 

I. ROLE OF THE LONG RANGE STRIKING 
FORCES 

10. The USSR's success in developing a long 
range striking capability has wrought a pro
found change in the Soviet leaders' thinking 
about the strategic position of their country. 
Even after World War II had left them the 
strongest conventional military power in Eur
asia., a psychology of encirclemen,t by a strong 
and hostile opponent remained a dominant 
element in their assessments. This sense of 
inferiority arose from the fact that the Soviet 
Union's bomber forces and air defense neither 
matched nor offset the strategic nuclear strik
ing power of the US. 

11. With the advent of their long range bal
listic missiles, however, the Soviet leaders 
see themselves as overcoming this vital de
ficiency and reaching high ground hitherto 
inaccessible to them. For the first time in 
their history, they are able to bring to bear 
on North America the threat of immense de
struction. Khrushchev now speaks of the 
USSR's strategic equality with the West, and 
even of its superiority. At the same time, 
he has taken pains to deny that Communists 
can draw from this the conclusion that gen
eral nuclear war has become a rational method 
of achieving their aims. Instead, he has 
vigorously combated those in the Communist 
camp, primarily the Chinese, who have seemed 
ready to reach this conclusion or at least to 
countenance assuming great risks of general 
war. In private discussion as well as public 
statement, the Soviet leaders have declared 
that they regard such a war as disastrous to 

their cause, and moreover, as folly at a time 
when political and economic forces are moving 
toward a world triumph for communism. 

12. It is only in their heightened awareness 
of the calamitous consequences of nuclear war 
that the a,ttainment of their new long range 
capability has sobered the Soviets; in all other 
respects it has exhilarated them. They see 
their own security, and that of the entire 
Bloc, as enormously enhanced. They see new 
opportunities to project Soviet power into 
areas long denied to them, and to inhibit the 
West from reacting forcefully in a variety of 
peripheral confrontations. They see many 
other political uses to which their new ca
pability can be put, not the least of which are 
the attraction to their side of newer nations 
and the undermining of confidence in US com
mitments among America's allies. 

13. The political potency of its long range 
striking forces u; thus one of the factors affect
ing the USSR's decisions on the size and 
structure of these forces. The Soviet leaders 
are highly alert to the opportunities for de
terrence and intimidation opened up to them 
by their development of an ICBM capability. 
They began to exploit these opportunities even 
before any operational capability was achieved 
and succeeded in impressing many in the 
world on the basis of an anticipated strength. 

14. As long as the Soviets seek to avoid 
serious risks of general nuclear war, how
ever, there are limits on the degree of 
intimidation they can achieve. In the ab
sence of a clearly demonstrated preponder-
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ance of offe."lSive and defensive power, they 
probably regard their ability to intimidate as 
dependent more on political and psychologi
cal considerations than on a precise calcula
tion, by either side, of the degree of devasta
tion which could be inflicted or absorbed. 
Consequently, once a credible threat of 
ability to destroy millions of people has been 
established-a.'ld in this the Soviets ha,e to 
a large extent already succeeded-it is diffi
cult for the Soviets to establish ICBM force 
levels on the basis of their political utility 
without also relating them to potential mili
tary use. 

15. The Soviet leaders evidently regard both 
sides as unable deliberately to initiate gen
eral nuclear war without at the same time 
gravely menacing their own societies. They 
have probably long regarded a premeditated 
US surprise attack as unlikely. Since their 
defensive and retaliatory capability bas 
grown, they al.inost certainly now believe 
that this possibility has become .very slight. 
They may be concerned over the possibility of 
the US eventually unleashing an attack in 
desperation over the imminent collapse of the 
capitalist system. but such an· eventuality 
must appear to them to be remote. 

16. We believe that the Soviet leaders will con
tinue throughout the period of this estimate 
to seek to avoid general nuclear war, and that 
they are not planning to bUild up their long 
range striking forces to a peak for the initia
tion of general war at any specific time. At 
the same tune, they recognize that their pres
sure tactics in foreign policy involve risks, 
and they must consider the possibility of war 
arising fro!!? miscalcu!ation, from a local crisis 
in which eac.~ side became progressively com
:n.itted, or from sheer accident. The Soviets 
con.sider t."'la:. while the probability of gene.."2.1 
war is !ow, the !i:-<e!iest way in which it might 
occur wou!d "ce a~ a time of crisis whe.'l both 
sides were in a heightenec state of alert. 

17. Recogr.izi:lg these possibilities. the So;ie1.. 
leaders will -;."!S:'l to pro·,ide ~eir long range 
strBcing !orces -;.,i~h <:2-p.!-billties cot only for 
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purposes of deterre.'lce and intimidation but 
a!so for actually fig.i-ltL11g a war which might 
begin under a va.'iety of circumstances. For 
these contingencies they would wish to possess 
a long range !orce whieh coUld either: (a) 
seize the initiative if war appeared unavoid
able, in order to blunt an anticipated im
minent US attack; or (b) survive an initial 
~ttack and go_ on to retaliate with great 
strength. These considerations, together 
with their desire to pursue an assertive politi
cal strategy, almost certainly cause the So
viets to desire a long range striking capability 
greater than the minimum neeessary to 
threaten the massive destruction of popula
tion.1~ 

18. At the same time, a variety of considera
tions tend to limit the effort devoted to build
ing a Ion~ range force. Other military 
forces with essehtial missions compete for at
tention and funds, and so do numerous non
military programs. Moreover, the pace of 
technological change pertaining to weapons 
is great, and, any decision to put heavy em
phasis upon a particlllar weapon. or mix of 
weapons, could rapidly be overtaken by de
velopments. For example, the advantages 
posse:»ed by the ICBM for surprise combined 
with heavy weight ot. attack offer the Soviets 
an opportunity to improve their initial strike 
capability, but the increase in US 3-lert, mo
bile, and hardened forces is already begi.nniDg 
to offset this potential· advantage. 

19. In sum, we believe that the Soviet leaders 
will continue to accord the long range forces 
an extremely important place in Soviet politi
cal and milit.a..ry strategy. For the reasons 
outlined abo,e, they wi.sh to possess a strong 
and modem striking force. At the same 
time, we believe they recogr.ize that there are 
limits to the role which such a force can play in 
furtheri_ng their primarily political objectives. 
These considerat:ons are probably broadly 
controlling in ~'1.aping the role, size, and com
position of the !ong range force. 1' 

u w see the te<>~o~ o: L'i.e Ass!sta.--it Chief or s~. 
Intelllge:ice, US.-'2, to _COncit:.Slo:i 3. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. New information, providing- a much firmer base for estimates on 
Soviet long range ballistic missiles, has caused a sharp downward revi
sion in our estimate of present Soviet ICBM strength but strongly sup

ports our estimate of medium range missile strength. 
2. We now estimate chat the present Soviet ICBM strength is in the 

range of 10 - 25 launchers from which missiles can be fired against the 
US, and that this force level will not increase markedly during the months 

immediately ahead. I_/ We also estimate that the USSR now has about 

250-300 operational launchers equipped with 700 and 1,100 n.m. ballistic 
missiles. The bulk of these MRBM launchers are in western USSR, within 
range pf NATO targets in Europe; others are in southern USSR and in the 
Soviet Far East. ICBM and MRBM launchers probably have sufficient 

missiles to provide a reload capability and to fire additional missiles 
after a period of some hours, assuming that the launching facilities are 

not damaged by accident or attack. 
3. The low present .and near-term ICBM force level probably results 

chiefly from a Soviet decision co deploy only a small force of the cumber

some, first generation ICBMs, and to press the development of a smaller, 
second generation system. Under emergency conditions the existing force 
could be supplemented somewhat during the first half of 1962, but Soviet 

ICBM strength will probably not increase substantially until the new mis
sile is ready for operational use, probably sometime in the latter half of 
1962. After this point, we anticipate that the number of operational launch
ers will begin to increase significantly. On chis basis, we estimate that 

the force level in mid-1963 will approximate 75-125 operational ICBM 

launchers. y 

.1/ The Assistant Chier of Starr, Intelligence, USAF, does not concur in this sentence. See his 
footnote following the Conclusions, 

1/ The Assist.ant Chier of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, does not concur in paragraph 3. See his foot• 
note lollo,,·ing the Conclusions. 
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4. L, acktition to 700 and 1,100 n.m. missiles now available, the USSR 
will probably have a 2,000 n.m. system ready for operational use late 

mis year or early next year. Toe USSR's combL,ed strength in these 
missile categories will probably reach 350-450 operational launchers in 

the 1962-1963 period, and then level off. 
5. Soviet professions of greatly enhanced striking power thus derive 

primarily from a massive capability to attack European and other peri
pheral targets. Although Soviet propaganda has assiduously cultivated 
an image of great ICBM strength, the bulk.of the USSR's present capability 
to attack the US is in bombers and submarine-launched missiles rather 
than in a large ICBM force. While the present ICBM force poses a grave 
threat to a number of US urban areas, it represents only a limited threat 

to US-based nuclear striking forces.~/ 

.Y The As.sisui.nt Chief of Starr, Intelligence, USAF, does. not concur in paragraph 3 and the last 
sen~nce of pan.graph 5. See his footnote following the Conclusions. 
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Position on ICBM (orce levels of the Assistant Chie( of Staff, Intelligence, USAF: 

1. The Assistant Chie( or Starr, Intelligence, USAF believes that the Soviets had about 50 
operational ICBM launchers in mid-1961 and that they will have about 100 in mid-!962 and about 
250 in mid-1963. ln his view, the early availability and high performance record or the rirst gener• 
ation ICBM indicates the probability that, by mid-1961, substanti1>I numbers of these missiles had 
been deployed on operational launchers. Four conside.,..tions weigh heavily in this judgment: 

a. The continuance or[ ]firings of the first generation ICBM; 

b. The feasibility of adapting the type "C" pad • now identified as being deployed in 
the Cield • for use with the Cirst generaUon system; 

(. 

c.C 
..:J 

d. TheUSSR•scurrent aggressive foreign policy indicates a substantial ICBM capability. 

2. In view or the time that h&3 passed since the first generation system became suitable for 
operaUonal deployment, now over 18 months, the Assistant Chief of Sta[(, Intelligence, USAF be· 
lieves that about 50 operational launchers i11 mid-1961 is likely, even though the Soviets may have 
elected to a.wait development a£ second ge11eration missiles before undertaking large-scale deploy• 
ment. 

3. The Assistant Chief of Sta.Cf, Intelllgence, USAF believes tha.t the Carce now deployed con
stitutes a. serious threat to US..ba:3ed nuclear st.liking forces. 

4. As to the future, the Assistant Chief or Sta[f, Intelligence, USAF,believes that the Soviets 
will c,,nt.inue to deploy first generation missiles, &3 an interim me&3ure ·until the second generation 
missiles become available. He believes that the Soviets would prefer this approach to acceptance 
of an inordinate delay in the growth of their ICBM capabilities: Once the second generation system 
ha.s become operational, which could be in early 1962, he believes that deployment will be accel
erated, with first generation missiles being withdrawn from operational complexes and replaced by 
the new missiles. It is evident from their test program that the Soviets feel obliged to increase the 
tempo of their efforts. The Assistant Chief of Staff, llltelligence, USAF believes that this sense or 
urgency, plus the gains realizable Crbm experience will result, in the next year or two, in a launcher 
deployment program more a.ccelera.ted than that indicated in the text. 
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DISCUSSION 

6. The requirement to retj.se our estimates on Soviet long range 

ballistic missile forces seems from significant rece~ evidence[ 
jthe 1961 activities 

ac the Soviet ICBM and space vehicle test range has provided information 
on the new types of ballistic vehicles now being developed and on the pace 

and progress of the development programs. C 
jthe first positive identifi

cation of long range ballistic missile deployment complexes,[_ J 
excellent guidance as to Soviet deployment methods, [ 

]useful evidence on the general status and organi
zation of long range missile forces. Therefore, ·although significant gaps 
continue to exist and some of the available information is still open to 
alternate interpretations, the present estimate stands on firmer ground 
than any previous estimate on this critical subject. 

ICBM Development 

7. The test-firing program from the Tyuratam CBM and space 
launching rangehead has been much more intensive in 1961, and has at 
the same time suffered many more failures, than in any other period in 

its four year history. 'Ihlrty-nine launching operations wert underta.lcen 

between January and 17 September 1961. j/ Of tllese, 13 involved either 
first gene:-ation ICBMs or: space vehicles using essentially the same 
boos.:e:-. All but one of these 13 were generally successful. Tne other 
26 operations involved new vehicles not previously observed in range 
acti vi ti.es. Of these, only aboct half :-esulted in generally- successful 

,i.-" A ~c~ :eee:::,.~ l~~chi=& epe!"S.!io:i o~ 19 Se?~=!>e: !561. w?:.?ch res-.:!ted ir. • Calh::e~ c,.nco~ 8.S 

ye:. be ca.:.ege~:.e:i as '!.¢ t~ o! vehicle. 
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firings which reached the vicinity of the instrumented impact areas. Of 
the last seven operations involving new vehicles, however, six have been 

generally successful. (See Figure L) 
8. One of the new vehicles (called Category B by US intelligence) is 

probably a second generation ICBM; the other (Category C) may be a com
petitive ICBM design or a special vehicle to test ICBM and space compo
nents. Both are tandem staged, that is, the upper stage is ignited at 
altitude as in the case of Titan, rather than at launch as in the case of 
Atlas and the first generation Soviet ICBM. Our data are sufficient to 
show that both of the new vehicles are liquid propelled, but not co esta
blish whether the propellants are storable or non-storable. Some aspects 
of [ ]Performance of the upper stage of the Category B 

vehicle are similar to those of the 2,000 n.m. missile, which was tested 
intensively at Kapustm Yar for some months preceding the Category B 

operations at Tyuratam. The vehicles fired. to a distance of 6,500 n.m. 
into the Pacific on 13 and 17 September 1961 were probably Category B 
vehicles. Some relationship seems to exist between the upper stages of 

the Category C vehicle and Venus probes. Despite this apparent relation
ship with space vehicles, it was a Category C fir~g which immediately 
preceded Khrushchev's remark to McCloy last July, that a "new ICBM" 
had been launched successfully. No further details are known about the 
configuration, propulsion, guidance, range, or payload of the new vehicles. 
y 

9. The 1961 tests confirm our previous estimate that the Soviets 
would develop a new ICBM system, and we continue to believe that a ma
jor requirement for such a system is a missile which can be more readily 
handled and deployed than their original ICBM. This belief is supported 
by a reliable clandestine source who learned, in 1960 or early 1961, that 
the Soviet leadership desired an ICBM using higher-energy fuel which 

.§/ We have taken note of Soviet statements concerning a 100 megaton weapon. We do not believe 
that present Soviet capabilities include a missile warhead with 100 megaton yield or a ballistic ve
hicle capable of delivering such a warhead to intercontinental ranges. We will examine this matter 
in fuller detail in an early estim11te. 
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woulc.: ::.-equi:::-e less buLlc. In order to be flight testec: in early 1961, design 

work on a new missile was certainly underway in 1958. Nuclea::- test:s 

appropriate .:o the development of lighte:::- warheads were conducted in 1957 

and 1958; the current nuclear testing program rr..ay se!'Ye further co prove 

the wa:::-head design. 

10. Although the flight-test failures in the first half of 1961 probably 

set back the Soviet schedule for development of second generation mis

siles, it is clear from the test range activities that the R&D program has 

been pursued with great vigor. Tue recent successes with the Category B 
vehicle, and the probable firing of such vehicles to 6,500 n.m. after only 

about 8 months of testing to Kamchatka, suggest that the initial difficulties 

with this system may now have been largely overcome. Moreover, it is 

probable that one or both the new vehicles have borrowed components or 

at least design techniques from proven systems, thereby aiding the R&D 
program. We believe that the program will continue to be pursued with 

vigqr, and that a smaller, second generation ICBM will have been prQven 

satisfactory for initial operational deployment in the latter half of 1962. 

11. Thus we believ:e that the first generation system will be the only 

Soviet ICBM system in operational use for the months immediately ahead 
and probably for about the next year. Despite its inordinate bulk and the 

other disadvantages inherent in a non-storable liquid fueled system, the 

first generation system is capable of delivering a high yield nuclear war
head with good accuracy and reliability against targets anywhere in the 
US. (For a summary of its estimated operational characteristics, see 
Figure 2.) Tes:: range launchings of first gene:::-ation rnissiles (now called 

Ca.:egory A) continued from Janua_~·y through July. C 

J These latest Catego:::-y A 5r' ..... ""?gs we:::-e normal, [ 

TOF SECRET 

J Firi,.,gs !6 hou:.-s apa:::-c could reflect 
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the training of operational crews for launching second salvos, but it can

not be determined whether these firings were from a single pad. Accuracy 
could not be determined, but reliability continued high. E/ 

Utilization of Launching Pads 

12. Soviet ICBM capabilities at present depend in part, and in the 
near future will depend in considerable measure, upon whether or not the 
deployment, complexes now being discovered[ 

]can be used to fire first generation missiles, or whether they can
not become fully operational until a second generation missile becomes 
available. The first generation missile is obviously compatible with 
massive, fully rail-served launchers similar to those at Tyuratam Areas 
A and B. But the launchers at confirmed field complexes, whose con

struction began only in late 1959 or thereafter, resemble the simplified 
pair of pads at Tyuratam Area C, where missiles are transported to the 
pad by road and some of the support equipment is mounted on vans. (For 

artists' conceptions of the launchers at Tyuratam and a layout of the 
rangehead, see Figures 3-5.) 

13. From our examination of the 1961 test firing program, the pt ys
ical dimensions of v~rious items at Areas A and C, and the .... 1uiremt;nts 
for handling and firing the first generation missile, we conclude that the 

simplified Are t r; was desig"lec' for a new and smaller missile now being 
test fired. A.:.~')Ugh it is techni.::ally feasible for the Soviets L,) adapt the 

rail-based first generation missile co road served launchers of the type 
at Area C, it would be necessary to redesign much of the check-out, 
handling, erecting, and fueling equipment. This redesigned equipment 
would differ from both that at Area A and that designed for use with the 

y To date we have no firm evidence to indicate.Jljat the Soviets have experimentally·investigated 
the decoy problem in ICB~I flights to Kamchatka. L 

:J We 
believe that the Soviets can and will provide decoy protection, should they deem it necessary. 
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new missile. Such action might have been taken as a., in:e::-irn measure 
if a long delay in the advem: of the second gene:::-at:ion system had been 
anticipated well in advance. 

ICBM Deployment 

14. [ Jover the past three months, 
we have positively identified three ICBM complex.es under construction. 
Two are near Yur'ya and Yoshkar-Ola, in a region several hundred miles 
northeast of Moscow, and the third is near Verkhnyaya Salda in the Urals. 
The paired, road-served pads at these complexes closely resemble those 
at Tyuratam Area C. Near Kostroma, in the same general region but 

closer to Moscow, [ 
.J we believe this is possibly a fourth complex 

similar to the others.L ]Plesetsk, farther 
to the northwest, [ J 
was too limited either to confirm or rule out this location as an ICBM 
deployment complex. (The locations of presently known and suspected 
areas of ICBM deployment activities are shown in Figure 9.) 

lS. The new evidence confirms that the present Soviet deployment 
concept involves lar~e, fixed complexes, with multiple pads and extensive 
support facilities. The identified deployment complex.es are served by rail 
spurs which provide their major logistic suppon. Toe complexes are 
highly vulnerable to attack. For example, although the Yur'ya complex 
is quite large, the entire installation is soft and each pair of pads is 
se:;ia::-a.:eci f!.-om its neighbor by only 3-~ n.m. [ 

J Fa::- acti.ve defense agahsr: a:.=craf-., SA-2 su:::-face
to-ai::- missile sites a::e being bs.:alled nea:::- the complexes. 

16. A:: Yu:::-'ya., the confi::-med complex whose cons::r.;ction appears 
Z':!ost adva;!cec, eigh: !.a:..a,che:::-s b fou::- pai::-s we:::-e obse::-ved in va:::ious 
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scages of construction in mid-1961 (see Figure 6 ). Considerations of 
logistics and control, together with evidence from the MRBM program 
and other faccors, lead us to believe that eight is the typical number of 

launchers for this type of complex .. Z/ Each pair of launchers has checkout 
and ready buildings which are probably capable of housing a missile for 
each p~d; however, the extent of the support facilities strongly suggests 
that additional missiles are to be held there to provide a reload or standby 
capability. The designed salvo capability of the complex is apparently 
to be eight missiles. There would be at least 5 minutes delay between 
groups of four missiles if the system is radio-inertial (as is the first 
generation ICBM) and if one set of guidance facilities is provided for each 
pair of launchers. A second salvo might be attempted after some hours, 
assuming the launching facilities were not damaged by accident or attack. 
Although we have no ·direct evidence on this matter, we believe it might 
be feasible to prepare a second salvo in 8-12 hours. 

17. On the basis of evidence dating back to 1957 and other more 
recent information, we have estimated that Plesetsk is an ICBM complex 
with rail-served l_aunchers designed to employ the first generation ICBM. 

The installation at Plesetsk (see Figure 7) is even larger than the Yur'ya 
complex. Although the presence oflCBMlaunchers has not been confirmed, 
there are SAM sites, several very large support areas, and nwnerous 
buildings, including what appears to be housing for some 5,000 to 15,000 
persons. [ ]evidence is inadequate to establish 
the number of launchers which may be at Plesetsk. We believe that the 
number may be as few as two, but four or more is also possible. An 
ICBM complex involving this much equipment, investment, and personnel 
would probably have a reload of at least one missile per pad. Based on 

1,' The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, believes that this typical number may be larger 
than eight. Ile agrees, however, that if guidance facilities are provided !or each pair of launchers, 
the sequence of launching would be as described in the text. 
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Tyt::-acam expe::-ience, we estina,e ::he tin1e to prepa:-e a second salvo ai: 

about 16 hou:-s. ~/ 

18. The new evidence gives _a bette:- measure of me timing of some 

ICB:\·1 deplo}ment activities. Based on its s:ze, the extent of its facilities, 

and its present stare of construction, the Yur'ya complex must have been 

started in the autumn of 1959, concurrent with or very shortly after the 

stare of construction at Tyuratam launch Area C. Yur'ya is probably one 

of the earliest complexes of its type. Construction and installation of 

equipment will probably be completed some time early in 1962. The 

similar complex at Yoshkar-Ola is many months behind Yur'ya; the evidence 

is less conclusivewithrespecttoKostromaand Verkhnyaya Salda, but what 

can be seen is apparently in the early stages of construction. From the 

evidence, ·therefore, we have reasonably firm indications that at least 

two years were used for the construction of even the simpler ICBM com

plexes, although this may be reduced to about 18 months as experience 
is gained. 

Adequacy of Recent InteUigence Coverage 

19. [_ ]since mid-1960, our coverage of 

suspected deployment areas in the USSR has been substantially augmented. 

[ 

]soviet miss··.<- test range installations[ ]are now 
known to bear a close resemb.LctllCe to deployment sites in the field. On 

the basis of this activity, combined \Ji"ith orher inforrnation and analysis, 
we :.cow es.:irnate t.~ac we have good imeiliger:ce coverage of[ 

¾~::;;~~ee :fiCro,! (!~;\:~.~~;a;:1 ?~:~~0 f! f;~~~;;~~=~T o~6~er~~ ~~e ~~:;~~~i~~~~: 
~~::s:. s-:.:e:: ce;::ioyr-;e~:.... 
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.Jmore than 50 percent 
of those portions of the USSR within which ICBM deployment is most 

likely. 9/ 20: Of the five confirmed or possible ICBM complexes[ 
7 Yur'ya, Plesetsk, and Verkhnyaya Salda were 

previously suspectedc 
]we 

previously had not suspected Yoshkar-Ola or Kostroma. [. 

21. [ 
a:reas did not 

areas[ 
under active 
activity (see 

j many previously suspected 

contain ICBM complexes as of the summer of 1961. Four 
]remain 

consideration as suspected locations of ICBM deployment 
Figure 9). Pase experience indicates that some or all of 

the areas now under active consideration may prove to be negative, 
and conversely, that deployment activity may now be under way in ocher 

unsuspected areas. [ 

J 
~ J 
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P::obable ICBM Fo=ce Levels 10/ 

22. We believe mac our coverage of both test range activities and 

potential deployment areas is adequate to support t.'le judgment t.i"lat at 

present there are only a few ICBM complexes ope::ational or under 

const:-uction. While there are differences within the intelligence community 

as w the progress of the Soviet program co date and the precise composition 

of i:he current force, we estimate that the present Soviet ICBM capability 

is in the range of 10-25 launchers from which missiles can be fired against 

the US. The low side of this range allows for the possibility chat the Soviets 

could now fire only a token ICBM salvo from a few launchers, located at 

the Tyurata.m rangehead and an operational complex, perhaps Plesecsk. 

111e high side, however, takes intO account the limitations of our coverage 

and allows for the existence.of a few other complexes equipped with first 

generation missiles, now operational but widetected. 

23. The Soviet system is probablydesignedto have a refire capability 

from each launcher. Toe USSR may therefore be able to fire a second 

salvo some hours after the first, assuming that the launching facilities 

are not damaged by accident or attack. 

24. The reasons for the small current capability are important co 

an estimate of the future Soviet buildup. The first generation system, 
designed at an early stage of Soviet nuclear and missile technology, proved 

co be powerful andreliablebutwasprobablytoo cumbersome co be deployed 
on a large scale. One or more first generation sites may have been started 

but cancelled. L. 

Jbe u=gem: development of at least one second generation system 

p::ob2.bly began frl about 1958, andanintensivefiri..ng p!"og:-am is now under

way concu:::-:::-en~ ;,,it.'! .:he construc:ion of sirnplifiec de_;::,loymem complexes. 

_;,f • T.~i! Assis:..a.~~ C:::ie~ o r S:.a.!~. I:::.e!!:ge:,.ce. t}SAF. Coes ~o: cc::c:.:.:- !~ :..~c est::-ta!e o! IC!l.\t 
!c:-ce :e,·e!s.. F o:- ?-::s ;x::>s;:;c:-:. se-e :!is ~oo-:.::oLe !ol!o\v:~g ~e Cc:!ch:.s!c::.s . 
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We therefore believe that in about 1958 the Soviet leaders decided co deploy 
only a small force of first generation ICBMs while pressing toward second 
generation systems. 

25. The net effect of this Soviet decision, together with whatever 
slippage is occurring in the development of second generation systems, 
has been to produce a low plateau of ICBM strength. Under emergency 
conditions the existing force could be supplemented during the first 
half of 1962 by putting some second generation ICBMs on launcher at 
one or two completed complexes before the weapon system has been 
thoroughly tested. However, the Soviets could not have very much con~ 
fi.dence in the reliability, accuracy and effectiveness of such a force. In 
any event, operational ICBM strength will probably not increase substan
tially until the new missile has been proved satisfactory for operational 
use, probably some time in the latter half of 1962. Alternatively, the 
possibility cannot be excluded that second generation ICBMs could be 
proved satisfactory for operational use somewhat earlier in 1962, possibly 
as soon as the first simplified complex is completed. After this point, 
we anticipate that the number of operational launchers will begin to 
increase significantly. 

26. We continue to believe, for the many reasons adduced in NIE 
11-8-61, that the Soviet leaders have desired a force of several hundred 
operational ICBM launchers, to be acquired as soon as practicable over 
the next few years. In addition to the complexes known to be under 
construction, it is probably that work is under way on other undiscovered 
complexes and that the construction of still others is scheduled to begin 
soon. Taking account of this probability, wgether with our present 
intelligence coverage and our information on site activation lead-time, 
we estimate that the force level in mid-1963 will approximate 75-125 
operational ICBM launchers. The high side of this range allows for 
eight complexes of eight launchers each under construction at the present 
time, with four more scheduled to begin by the end of the year; it would 
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!"equire site activation time to decrease to abom 18 monms by the end 

of t.l'ie year; it builds from a p!"esenc fo::.-ce level of al::out 25 operational 

launchers. The low side of the _mid-1963 range would be achieved if 

sLx complexes we:::e now unde!" construction, cv;o more were begun by 

tile end of the year, and the present force level were only about 10 
launchers. 

27. As noted in NIE 11-8-61, Soviet force goals for the period to 

1966 wi..ll be increasingly affected by developments in US and Soviet 

military technology, including the multiplication of hardened US missile 

sites, the possible advent of more advanced Soviet missiles which can 

better be protected, and by developments in bom antimissile defenses 

and space weapons. The international political situation will also affect 

Soviet force goals, and there is a good chance that the Soviet leaders 

themselves have not· yet come to a definite decision. We have not been 

able as yet to review, in the light of the new evidence, these and other 

considerations pertaining to the probable future pace of the Soviet ICBM 

program. Therefore we are unable to project a numerical estimate 

beyond mid-1963. Considering the problems involved in site activation, 

however, we believe that a rate of 100 or possibly even 150 launchers 
per year beginning in a.bout 1963 would be feasible. To accomplish 
such a schedule, the USSR would have to lay on a major program of site 

construction within the next year, which we believe would be detected 

C 

Medium and Im:ermec.iate Range 3allistic Missiles 

28_ [ }onfirms rhe la::-ge-scale deployment 

o: 7CO and 1,100 n.m. ballistic missiles in weste:::n CSSR.[ 
Japp:-oximately 50 fixed si~es with a total of aboc.: 200 pads 

st.:.i::a:::>le for launching faese MR3Ms have l:een firmly identified in a wide 
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belt stretching from the Baltic to the southern Ukraine. [ 
]we are virtually certain that there 

are about 10 additional sites [ J Taking account 
of indicacon; pointing co still other locations [ J we 
estimate with high confidence that in the western belt alone there are 
now about 75 sites with a total of about 300 launch pads, completed or 
under construction. (For known and estimated site locations in this area, 
see Figure 9.) 

29. Toe new information does not establish whether individual sites 
are fully operational, nor does it reveal which type of missile each is to 
employ. [ 

] approximately three-quarters of the identified 
sites appeared to be complete or nearly so, some were under construc
tion, and the evidence on others is ambiguous. Construction has prob
ably been completed at some sites[_ J the 
installation of support equipment and missiles could probably be ac
complished relatively quickly thereafter, perhaps in a period of some 
weeks. Three basic site configurations have been observed, all of them 
bearing a strong resemblance to launch areas at the Kapustin Yar 
rangehead (see Figure 8). Any of the three types could employ either 

700 or 1,100 n.m .. missiles, whose size and truck-mounted support 
equipment are virtually identical. Toe sites could not employ ICBMs, but 
one tYPe might be intended for the 2,000 n.m. IRBM which has been under 
development at Kapustin Yar. 

30. On the basis of the new evidence and a wealth of ocher material 
on development, production, training and deployment, we estimate chat in 
the western belt alone the USSR now has about 200-250 operational launch
ers equipped with 700 and 1,100 n.m. ballistic missiles, together with the 
necessary supporting equipment and trained personnel. From these 
launchers, missiles could be directed against NATO targets frorn Norway 
to Turkey. On less firm bur consistent evidence, about SO additional 
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launchers are believed to be ope::::-ational in othe:- a:-eas: in the Trans

cai.:casus and Tu:rlcestan, from which they could attack ~liddle Easte!"Il 

targets from Suez to Pakistan; and in the southe:-n portion of the Soviet 

Fa=- East within range of Japan, Korea, and Okinawa. L J the presence of some sites in Turkestan and 

in the Soviet Far East, north of Vladivostok. 

31. On this basis, we estimate that the USSR now has a total of about 

250-300 operational launchers equipped with mediwn range ballistic mis

siles, the bulk of them within range of NATO targets in Europe. This is 

essentially the same numerical estimate as given in NIE 11-8-61, but it 

is now made with greater assurance. 

32. Contrary to our previous view that MRBMs were deployed in 

mobile units, we now know that even though their support equipment is 

truck-moW1ted, most if not all MRBM units employ fixed sites. Like the 

their placement in wooded areas, and protected against air attack by 

surface-ro-air missile sites in the vicinity. The systems are probably 

designed so chat all ready missiles at a site can be salvoed within a few 

minutes of each other: Two additional missiles are probably available 

for each launcher; a second salvo could probably be launched about 4-6 
hours after the first. There is some evidence that after one or two salvos 

r:he units a::-e to move · from their fixed sites to reserve positions. Their 

mobility could thus be used for their immediate protection, or they could 

move to new launch points to support field forces in subsequent phases 
of a war. 

33. Tne Soviea:- plar-..ne!"s appa:::encly see a larger total requiremem 

fo::: 1'.1RBMs am: rn.BMs than we had supposed. While the rate of deploy
!:lent activity in the weste.:::n belt is p!"obably tapering off after a vigorous 

m::-ee-yea::- program, some sites of all three basic types are still under 

ccnstruction. Tne::-e v.ill therefore be at least some increase-in force 

ievels in !he coming mondls. Tne magnitude of me buildup ctle!"eafte::- will 

deper1d largely on ;:,'!e ceg::-ee co which the 2,000 n.m.. system is ceployed, 
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and whether or not it will supplement or replace medium range missiles. 

34. With the advent of the 2,000 n.m. IRBM, probably in late 1961 or 
early 1962, th_e Soviets will acquire new ballistic missile capabilities 
against such areas as Spain, North Africa, and Taiwan. To this extent at 
least, they probably wish co supplement their present strength. They may 
also wish to deploy IRBMs or MRBMs to more northerly areas within 
range of targets in Greenland and Alaska. Moreover, evidence from clan
destine sources indicates that the Soviet field forces are exerting pressure 
ro acquire missiles of these ranges. In general, however, we believe 
that the future MRBM/IRBM program will emphasize changes in the mix 
among the existing systems, and later the introduction of second genera
tion systems, rather than sheer numerical expansion. Taking these fac
tors into account, we estimate that the USSR will achieve 350-450 opera
tional MRBM and IRBM launchers sometime in the, 1962-1963 period, 
and that the force level will be relatively stable thereafter. 
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